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Samenvatting

Seismische anisotropie levert beperkingen op voor de dynamische eigen-
schappen van de aarde, wat helpt om de stroming en vervorming van de
aardmantel te begrijpen. Een goede methode om seismische anisotropie in
de diepe mantel te onderzoeken, zijn de oscillaties van de hele aarde, staande
golven langs het aardoppervlak en de straal, opgewekt na sterke aardbevin-
gen. Normale modi vormen belangrijke beperkingen voor de grootschalige
structuren van de aarde en hun gevoeligheid reikt van korst tot kern. Nor-
male modi kunnen worden onderverdeeld in toroïdale modi, gedomineerd
door horizontale oppervlaktebeweging (SH), en sferoïdale modi, waarbij een
combinatie van horizontale en verticale oppervlaktebeweging (P-SV) be-
trokken is. Toroïdale modi, die vergelijkbaar zijn met liefdesgolven, zijn
hier onze belangrijkste interesse. In combinatie met sferoïdale modi lev-
eren ze belangrijke beperkingen op grote schaal op de anisotrope mantel-
structuur van de aarde. Normale modi worden het gemakkelijkst gemeten
met behulp van de splitsingsfunctiebenadering. Splitsingsfuncties stellen
ons in staat om tegelijkertijd radiale en azimutale anisotropie voor P- en S-
snelheid te herstellen. Sinds 1998 zijn er geen toroïdale modussplitsingsfunc-
ties meer gemeten. Hier zullen we de meer recente sferoïdale modusstud-
ies, door specifiek te focussen op waarnemingen in de ringkernmodus door
horizontale componentgegevens toe te voegen voor alle nieuwe grote aard-
bevingen van de afgelopen 35 jaar. We verfijnen en breiden geïsoleerde
zelfkoppelingssplitsingsfunctiemetingen voor ringkernmodi uit met behulp
van nieuwe horizontale gegevensopnames en zullen deze interpreteren voor
radiale anisotropie. Toroïdale modus-energie kan ook zichtbaar worden op
de verticale component in plaats van alleen de horizontale componenten als
gevolg van kruiskoppeling of resonantietussen fundamentele toroïdale en
sferoïdale modi. Het effect van rotatie van de aarde op ringkern-sferoïdale
kruiskoppeling is algemeen bekend. Hier zullen we het optreden van extra
kruiskoppeling onderzoeken als gevolg van radiale en azimutale anisotropie,
wat belangrijke informatie kan opleveren over de azimutale anisotrope struc-
tuur van de aardmantel. Verder onderzoeken we de invloed van toroïdale-
sferoïdale modus kruiskoppeling op kern-mantel grensgevoelige Stoneley-
modi, die de interpretatie van lagere manteldichtheid kunnen beïnvloede.
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Abstract

Knowledge on variations in seismic anisotropy and density in the Earth’s
mantle will provide constraints on Earth’s dynamic properties, which helps
to understand Earth’s mantle flow and deformation. Whole Earth oscilla-
tions, which are standing waves along Earth’s surface and radius, are an
ideal method to investigate 3D variations in seismic anisotropy and density
in the deep mantle. These oscillations, also called normal modes, are ex-
cited after strong earthquakes and provide important constraints on Earth’s
large scale structures and their sensitivity reaches from crust to core. Nor-
mal modes can be divided into (i) toroidal modes, dominated by horizontal
surface motion (SH), and (ii) spheroidal modes, involving a combination of
horizontal and vertical surface motion (P-SV). Toroidal modes, which are
similar to Love surface waves, are our main interest here. In combination
with spheroidal modes, they provide important large scale constraints on
the anisotropy and density structure of Earth’s mantle.

In this thesis we measure normal mode splitting functions of mainly
toroidal (and some spheroidal) modes with the aim to interpret these in
terms of 3D variations in mantle anisotropy and density. Studying toroidal
and spheroidal modes and their cross-coupling will enable us to recover
radial and azimuthal anisotropy for P- and S-velocity simultaneously. We fill
a 20 year gap of toroidal mode splitting functions measurements and expand
more recent spheroidal mode studies by focussing specifically on toroidal
mode observations. Toroidal modes are mainly visible on the horizontal
component of the seismogram, so we added horizontal component data for
all large earthquakes from the last 35 years. Using these new horizontal data
recordings, we were able to refine and extend isolated self-coupling splitting
function measurements for toroidal modes compared to earlier studies.

Toroidal mode energy may also become visible on the vertical com-
ponent instead of only the horizontal components due to cross-coupling
or resonance (i.e. exchange of energy) between fundamental toroidal and
spheroidal modes. The effect of rotation of the Earth on toroidal-spheroidal
cross-coupling is well known. Here, we also investigated the occurrence
of additional cross-coupling, which may be due to radial and azimuthal
anisotropy and thus provide important information on anisotropic struc-



ture of Earth’s mantle. We confirm previous anomalously strong cross-
coupling observations, extending the earlier observations from degree s = 2
to s = 4. Furthermore, we investigated the influence of toroidal-spheroidal
mode cross-coupling on the measurement of core-mantle boundary sensi-
tive Stoneley modes and their interpretation in terms of lowermost mantle
density models. Our new Stoneley mode measurements confirm previous
interpretations of lighter LLSVP’s on top of an elevated CMB.



Zusammenfassung

Genaue Kenntnisse der Struktur und Verteilung der seismischen Anisotropie
und Dichte im Erdmantel, geben uns Aufschluss über die Konvektion und
Verformung des Erdmantels. Stehende Wellen entlang der Erdoberfläche
und des Erdradius, sogenannte Eigenmoden, sind ein ideales Mittel, um 3D-
Variationen der seismischen Anisotropie und Dichte im tiefen Erdmantel zu
untersuchen. Diese Eigenmoden werden durch starke Erdbeben angeregt
und erlauben uns die groß-skaligen Strukturen des Erdmantels, sowohl ge-
ografisch, als auch im Bezug zu ihrer seismischen Geschwindigkeit und
Dichte einzugrenzen. Ihre Sensitivität reicht von der Erdkruste bis zum
Kern. Eigenmoden der Erde können in (i) toroidale Moden, die hauptsäch-
lich horizontale Oberflächenbewegung umfassen, und (ii) sphäroidale Moden
unterteilt werden, die eine Kombination aus horizontaler und vertikaler
Oberflächenbewegung umfassen. Toroidale Moden, die ähnlich zu Love-
Wellen sind, sind hier unser Hauptthema. In Kombination mit sphäroidalen
Moden können sie die Anisotropie und Dichtestruktur des Erdmantels quan-
titativ eingrenzen.

In dieser Dissertation messen wir sogenannte Splitting Functions von
Eigenmoden, hauptsächlich toroidaler (und einiger sphäroidaler) Moden
mit dem Ziel, diese im Hinblick auf 3D-Variationen der Mantelanisotropie
und -dichte zu interpretieren. Durch die Untersuchung der toroidalen und
sphäroidalen Moden und ihrer Interferenz können wir radiale und azimuthale
Kompressions- und Scherwellengeschwindigkeits-Anisotropie gleichzeitig er-
fassen. Wir füllen eine 20-jährige Lücke von toroidalen Moden Messungen
und erweitern neuere Sphäroidal Moden-Studien, indem wir uns speziell
auf Beobachtungen von toroidalen Moden fokussieren. Toroidale Moden
sind hauptsächlich auf der horizontalen Komponente eines Seismogramms
sichtbar, daher haben wir einen aktuellen Datensatz mit horizontalen Kom-
ponentendaten aller großen Erdbeben der letzten 35 Jahre erstellt. Mithilfe
dieser neuen horizontalen Daten konnten wir isolierte Messungen der Split-
ting Functions für toroidale Moden im Vergleich zu früheren Studien ver-
feinern und erweitern.

Energie der toroidalen Moden kann auch auf der vertikalen Komponente
anstatt nur auf der horizontalen Komponenten aufgrund von Resonanz



(oder Energieaustausch) zwischen den Grundfrequenzen von toroidalen und
sphäroidalen Moden sichtbar werden. Der Effekt der Erdrotation auf die
toroidal-sphäroidale Resonanz ist bekannt. Hier untersuchten wir auch das
Auftreten zusätzlicher Resonanz, die auf radiale und azimuthale Anisotropie
zurückzuführen sein kann und somit wichtige Informationen zur anisotropen
Struktur des Erdmantels liefert. Wir bestätigen anormale starke Reso-
nanzbeobachtungen und erweitern die früheren Beobachtungen vom Grad
der Kugelfächenfunktion s = 2 auf s = 4. Darüber hinaus untersuchten wir
den Einfluss der Resonanz zwischen toroidalen und sphäroidalen moden
auf die Messung von grenzschicht-empfindlichen Stoneley-Moden zwischen
Kern und Mantel und deren Interpretation Erdmanteldichtemodellen. Un-
sere neuen Stoneley-Modus-Messungen bestätigen frühere Interpretationen
von leichteren LLSVPs auf einer erhöhten Kernmantelgrenze.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Seismologists use waves generated by earthquakes to image the Earth’s deep
interior. Seismic normal modes or whole Earth oscillations are the most
long period waves and they are being used to analyze the large scale in-
ternal structure of our planet. One long overlooked subset of whole Earth
oscillations are the toroidal modes, which are mainly sensitive to horizon-
tally polarized shear wave velocity and density. As a consequence, normal
mode tomography is dominated by spheroidal modes, which are sensitive
to compressional velocity, vertically polarized shear wave velocity and den-
sity, and we lack the information from toroidal modes which is essential to
robustly constrain mantle anisotropy and density. The aim of my thesis is
to attempt to measure toroidal modes, and thereby significantly expand-
ing normal mode constraints on mantle anisotropy and density structure.
Both isolated toroidal mode overtones will be measured using only hori-
zontal component data, as well as the cross-coupling between fundamental
toroidal modes and spheroidal modes using joint horizontal and vertical
component seismometer data. The ultimate goal in combining wave motion
in different components is to improve constraints on the anisotropic and
density structure of the mantle. Here, I will give an overview of current
knowledge of Earth’s mantle structure, with a special focus on anisotropy
and density. Then I will introduce the concept of whole Earth’s oscillations,
or normal modes and finally I will give the aim and discuss the outline of
the thesis.



1
Earth structure and mantle tomography

1.1 Earth structure and mantle tomography

Seismic tomography is the study of Earth’s internal structure in three di-
mensions, using waves generated by earthquakes. Global seismic tomog-
raphy originated in the 1980’s with the earliest models of Woodhouse and
Dziewonski (1984) and Dziewonski (1984). In recent years seismic tomogra-
phy made great advances providing us with ever more detailed snapshots of
Earth’s interior (e.g. Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; Ritsema et al., 2011;
French and Romanowicz, 2014; Moulik and Ekström, 2014; Koelemeijer et
al., 2016; Durand et al., 2017; Hosseini et al., 2020). As seismologist we
like to look at pictures of these tomographic models, giving us a way to
visualize regions with different than average seismic wave velocity. When
interpreting the tomographic images, we try to correlate these regions with
features at Earth’s surface. For instance, seismically fast areas correlate
with presumably cold subducting slabs and slow regions with uprising hot
plumes (e.g. Romanowicz, 2003). Thus, we are interpreting static tomog-
raphy results in terms of dynamical flow of Earth’s mantle, which is key
to understanding how Earth’s deep interior evolved over time. Therefore it
is important to ask if it is indeed justified to interpret static tomographic
images as flow and how we may further constrain the dynamical properties
of Earth’s mantle. Seismic anisotropy, which is the directional dependence
of the seismic velocity, gives us a more direct way to image mantle flow.
Flow results in crystal alignment which may be observed as seismic aniso-
tropy. It is evident in various ways in the seismic wavefield and records flow
direction in particular. Another key parameter to determine mantle flow
is density, which indicates buoyancy and should be studied in combination
with boundary topography, which together may enhance or prevent mantle
flow. Consequently, if we want to constrain mantle flow we need to deter-
mine key parameters such as anisotropy, density and boundary topography
on a global scale. The aim of this thesis is to add further seismic data to con-
strain these seismic parameters and ultimately improve our interpretation
in terms of mantle flow.

1.1.1 Anisotropy

It is well known that mantle flow and the resulting motions of the tectonic
plates (Fig. 1.1a) might be imprinted in the alignment of minerals, revealing
itself as seismic anisotropy (Fig. 1.1b) (e.g. Karato et al., 2008). Seismic
anisotropy is an intrinsic property of the material itself, leading to direc-
tional dependence of seismic wave velocity. Linking the velocity directions
to mineral alignment, gives us a way to interpret anisotropy in terms of

2
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Earth structure and mantle tomography

Figure 1.1 (a) Absolute plate motions and spreading orientations
of tectonic plates by Becker et al. (2015). (b) Global uppermost
mantle anisotropy at 150 km depth, where radial anisotropy from
surface wave analysis is shown as background colour and the fast
azimuthal anisotropy directions from SKS splitting as white bars
(Long and Becker, 2010).

3
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Earth structure and mantle tomography

mantle flow (e.g. Long and Becker, 2010), as anisotropy manifests in the
seismic wavefield, by the existence of a fast and a slow direction (see Fig.
1.1). Ekström and Dziewonski (1998) showed that anisotropic tomographic
results can be used to put constraints on both buoyancy forces (thermal
effects) and flow patterns in the upper mantle. Thus, to study anisotropy
we need to measure seismic velocity in different directions.

Seismic anisotropy is usually divided into (i) radial anisotropy and (ii)
azimuthal anisotropy. Radial anisotropy describes the difference in seis-
mic wave velocity between horizontally and vertically polarized waves and
can emerge for instance through layers, having different seismic velocities.
Azimuthal anisotropy describes seismic waves having a different velocity
depending on azimuthal direction in a given depth. It can for instance be
caused by tectonic plate motions aligning crystals into the same direction.

Radial anisotropy

Radial anisotropy has been found on a global scale in the upper, mid and
lower mantle. Dziewonski and Anderson (1981) needed to introduce radial
anisotropy into the outer 220km of the mantle (thought to represent the
lithosphere) in their PREM model in order to satisfy fundamental Love
and Rayleigh wave phase velocities. This results in horizontal velocity be-
ing 2–4% higher than vertical velocity in the lithosphere both for P and
S waves. Since then, 3D radial anisotropic models have been created, for
instance using surface waves (Montagner and Tanimoto, 1991). These 3D
models show regional variations in radial anisotropy, such as underneath the
Pacific plate where the strongest radial anisotropy is found at 125-150km
depth instead of just below the Moho as in PREM (Ekström and Dziewon-
ski, 1998). Gung et al. (2003) showed that significant radial anisotropy,
with horizontally polarized shear waves travelling faster than those that are
vertically polarized, is present under most cratons in the depth range 250-
400km. Presence of radial anisotropy was also found in the D” region near
the Core Mantle Boundary (CMB), showing that horizontally polarized
S-wave velocities (SH) are, on average, higher (by ∼ 1%) than vertically
polarized S-wave velocities (SV), suggesting a large-scale predominance of
horizontal shear just above the CMB (Kustowski et al., 2008; Chang et al.,
2014).
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Azimuthal anisotropy

Azimuthal anisotropy is less often studied than radial anisotropy on a global
scale, especially for the deep mantle. Tanimoto and Anderson (1985) fea-
tured the first maps of global observations of azimuthal anisotropy from
Love and Rayleigh wave phase velocities. The first method for inverting ra-
dial and azimuthal anisotropy simultaneously was presented by Montagner
and Nataf (1986) and then used to create a 3D model of the upper mantle,
including both radial and azimuthal anisotropy, again using Rayleigh and
Loves waves (e.g. Montagner and Tanimoto, 1991). The 3D azimuthal ani-
sotropy models also show regional variations, for example Montagner (2002)
found azimuthal anisotropy in the upper mantle structure under the Pacific
to explain ridge migration or new ridge formations with low-velocity, low-
anisotropy channels. More recently, Yuan and Beghein (2013) used Rayleigh
wave phase velocity maps to create a 3D model of SV azimuthal anisotropy
down to the mantle transition zone showing that the amplitude and fast axis
changes of the azimuthal anisotropy appears to correlate with the depth of
the transition zone discontinuities. In another study the same authors ex-
tended their study by adding Love wave phase velocity maps and measured
∼ 2% SH azimuthal anisotropy to be present down to the mantle transition
zone (Yuan and Beghein, 2014).

Azimuthal anisotropy has also been constrained using body waves, which
are high frequency waves travelling from the source to the receiver through
Earth’s interior and are studied using ray theory. Especially the method
of observing splitting birefringerence of the seismic phases SKS and SKKS
(e.g. Vinnik et al., 1984) was used in several studies, revealing that introduc-
ing azimuthal anisotropic structure of the upper mantle and crust explains
the observed data better (e.g. Kind et al., 1985; Vinnik et al., 1992; Chang
et al., 2015). Azimuthal anisotropy in the mid-mantle, observed by shear-
wave splitting measurements, suggests that, at least locally, there may exist
a mid-mantle boundary layer between 660 and 900km, which could indicate
the impediment of flow between the transition zone and lower mantle in
this region (Wookey et al., 2002). Azimuthal anisotropy was also observed
in the transition zone using body wave shear-wave splitting in subduction
zones. This was used to determine corresponding mantle flow, not only in
the upper and lower mantle, but also including the D” layer (e.g. Long and
Silver, 2008; Long and Silver, 2009).
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Tomographic anisotropy models

The shear wave velocity is the most commonly studied parameter in global
tomography. There is relatively good agreement on the 3D velocity struc-
ture in the upper mantle, especially the lithosphere, and the D” in the
lowermost mantle. In general, variations in vs are well constrained, if we
include anisotropy or not. Comparing vote maps, which are generated from
stacking tomography models and counting where models agree at a specified
depth (e.g. Shephard et al., 2017), of the vs variations in both isotropic and
anisotropic tomographic models, shows this agreement especially at 100km
and 2800km depth (Fig. 1.2). Even though the isotropic models and also
the Voight average vs of the anisotropy models looks remarkably similar,
when we compare the corresponding radial anisotropy part of the models,
we find much less agreement. Tomographic models including radial aniso-
tropy still tend to show little to no correlation on both the location and
amplitude of radial anisotropy throughout the whole mantle (Fig. 1.3). In-
deed, it has been shown that there is only limited information on anisotropy
in the mid and lower mantle and even in the uppermost mantle the models
are not very similar, some of which may be due to problems related to the
details of the crustal corrections (Ferreira et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2014).

The usage of surface waves or body waves for the majority of seismic
tomographic studies mapping seismic anisotropy is very common. The
Earth’s upper mantle has been extensively studied using surface waves. Sur-
face waves are low frequency wave packets traveling along Earths’ surface.
Depending on their frequency they pick up valuable information between
source and receiver, with a main sensitivity to the upper mantle and litho-
sphere. They can be divided based on their motion pattern into Love waves
(horizontally polarized shear wave (SH)) and Rayleigh waves (vertically po-
larized shear wave (SV) combined with compressional wave motion (P)).
Surface waves have been used broadly to study the uppermost part of the
mantle and both its radial anisotropy (Beghein et al., 2006; Ferreira et al.,
2010; Ekström, 2011; Ferreira et al., 2019) and azimuthal anisotropy (Mon-
tagner and Nataf, 1986; Trampert and Heijst, 2002; Beghein et al., 2010;
Becker et al., 2012). They do not require receivers to be located at specific
epicentral distance from the source depending on the region of interest. But
they need correction for local crustal structure at the source as well as at
the receiver, and it has been shown that the resulting tomographic models
may be quite severely susceptible to the particular details of the crustal
structure corrections (Chang and Ferreira, 2017; Xing and Beghein, 2015).
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Figure 1.2 Vote maps for vs structure of isotropic (Ritsema et al.,
1999; Montelli et al., 2006; Houser et al., 2008; Simmons et al.,
2010; Ritsema et al., 2011; Durand et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2019)
and anisotropic (Lekić and Romanowicz, 2011; Auer et al., 2014;
French and Romanowicz, 2014; Moulik and Ekström, 2014; Chang
et al., 2014) mantle models. Red indicates areas where models
agree on lower than average vs, blue indicates areas where models
agree on higher than average vs.
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Figure 1.3 Comparison of radial anisotropic mantle mod-
els adapted from Chang et al. (2014), including models
S362WMANI+M(Moulik and Ekström, 2014), SAW642ANb (Pan-
ning et al., 2010), SEMum2 (French et al., 2013), SAVANI (Auer
et al., 2014) and SGLOBE-rani (Chang et al., 2014).
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Body waves have been used to study anisotropy in both upper and lower
mantle and while this makes them useful for anistropy studies of the whole
mantle, it is often difficult to distinguish what structure influenced the signal
of the body wave. Travelling through the Earth, body waves pick up every-
thing along the way, therefore require careful correction to separate crustal
from mantle structure (e.g. Heintz, 2006). Furthermore body wave studies
are restricted by the limited location of sources and receivers, preventing
evenly mapping the whole planet. There is, for instance, a significant dis-
crepancy of station distribution between the northern and the southern
hemisphere and also between continental and oceanic regions leading to
sparsely mapped areas (e.g. Atlantic ocean, Indian ocean). Body waves
also reflect at Earth’s surface and are being refracted and reflected into dif-
ferent phases at discontinuities. Depending on the source-receiver geometry
this can lead to several phases arriving at the same time at the receiver.
Therefore stacking techniques using for instance receiver arrays are needed
to decipher phases mapping distinct regions of Earth’s deep interior (Mon-
tagner and Kennett, 1996; Rost and Thomas, 2002; Schneider et al., 2018).
However, recently reflected phases have been used succesfully to constrain
anisotropy too (Huang et al., 2019).

The main focus of this thesis will be on Earth’s free oscillations or nor-
mal modes. They are able to fill the gap between surface waves and body
waves, having global sensitivity from crust to inner core. Normal modes
would be able to add additional constraints to mantle anisotropy mod-
els, they can easily be included in global tomography by using splitting
function measurements. However, this has mainly been done for isotropic
shear and compressional velocity models (Ritsema et al., 2011; Koelemeijer
et al., 2016). Only Moulik and Ekström (2014) so far have used normal
mode splitting function observations to constrain radial anisotropy. Nor-
mal modes have also been used quite extensively to constrain 3D variations
in mantle density (Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Resovsky and Trampert, 2002;
Koelemeijer et al., 2017). The aim of this thesis is to use normal mode
data to study anisotropy and lower mantle density structure. By combining
information of spheroidal modes, which are sensitive to compressional wave
velocity structure vp and vertically polarized shear wave velocity structure
vs structure (SV) and toroidal modes only sensitive to horizontally polar-
ized vs structure (SH) it is possible to get information about the anisotropic
structure of the deep mantle. Both mode types are also sensitive to density,
which we will also attempt to further constrain in this thesis. In section
1.2 below normal modes will be explained in more detail and why we are
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interested in using them.

Mineral physics

The interpretation of anisotropy in the upper mantle and especially litho-
sphere in terms of mineral alignment and deformation is largely agreed
on and well studied (Nicolas and Christensen, 1987; Hansen et al., 2021).
Anisotropy in the mantle is often thought to be caused by alignment of
crystalline structures, either by crystallographic or lattice preferred orien-
tation (CPO and LPO) (e.g. Karato et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2009). CPO
describes the orientation of the individual mineral grains. LPO describes
the bulk orientation of individual anisotropic mineral grains, in other words
the alignment of individual anisotropic mineral grains in turn causes the
bulk of the medium to be anisotropic. A third way of generating anisotropy
is shape preferred orientation (SPO), caused for instance by isotropic ma-
terial aligned between contrasting surroundings, such as melt pockets. A
well known mineral generating LPO when it is deformed is olivine, having
an intrinsic shear wave anisotropy of 18% and representing the major min-
eral component of the upper mantle. This makes the LPO of olivine and
its high pressure forms the largest contributor to upper mantle anisotropy
(Sturgeon et al., 2019). A great review on seismic observations of mantle
anisotropy and its interpretation was written by Long and Becker (2010).

1.1.2 Density

Even though initially the main focus of this thesis was on measuring toroidal
modes to improve constraints on mantle anisotropy, we soon realised that
our new normal mode measurements also would be useful in constraining
3D density variations in the lower mantle (see Chapter 6). Seismic stud-
ies of the lowermost mantle have found two outstanding features in every
global seismic tomographic model (e.g. Ritsema et al., 2011; Lekic et al.,
2012; Garnero et al., 2016). These two prominent large scale features are
regions with lower than average shear wave speed, called Large Low Shear
Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs; Garnero et al., 2016) and are surrounded by
higher wave speed anomalies in the ‘Ring around the Pacific’. The LLSVPs
are present in every global tomographic model (e.g. Ritsema et al., 2011;
Lekic et al., 2012) and describe two antipodal regions above the CMB be-
neath Africa and the Pacific (see Figure 1.2). The LLSVPs are strongly
characterized by degree 2 structure (e.g. Garnero and McNamara, 2008;
Ritsema et al., 2011; Koelemeijer et al., 2016) and extend vertically up to
1200km above the CMB (French and Romanowicz, 2015). When looking
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in more detail it is obvious that the LLSVP underneath the Pacific is more
round in shape and underneath Africa more elongated. In some studies
they have been correlated with surface locations of volcanic hotspots (e.g.
Torsvik et al., 2006), but there is no general agreement if this correlation
really exists.

Small scale features have also been observed near the LLSVPs using body
waves. For example, forward modelling seismic studies revealed heteroge-
neous structure within the LLSVPs, ranging from hundreds of km to 1000
km (He and Wen, 2012). On shorter scales we find Ultra Low Velocity Zones
(ULVZ’s), mapped within or in close proximity of the margins of LLSVPs
(McNamara et al., 2010). Heterogeneities of smaller scales ranging from 1-
10 km, mapped using scatter studies, were found with increased scattering
near LLSVP margins (Frost and Rost, 2014). Layers in the Pacific LLSVP
were also observed, which has been interpreted as a lens of post-perovskite
within compositional distinct material (Lay et al., 2006).

To understand the LLSVPs and interpret their origin and role in mantle
convection it is crucial to understand their density variation. They can be
interpreted either as warmer-than-average mantle material related to con-
vective upwellings or ‘superplumes’, implying slightly lighter LLSVPs than
the surrounding areas, and having a purely thermal origin. This interpreta-
tion is supported by correlation between LLSVPs, hotspots, large igneous
provinces (e.g. Duncan and Richards, 1991; Thorne et al., 2004; Auster-
mann et al., 2014) and geoid highs (e.g. Hager et al., 1985), indicating a
hot origin. Also, Koelemeijer et al. (2017) found that Stoneley modes, a
special type of normal mode which is mainly sensitive to the CMB region,
require the LLSVPs to have a lower density than their surrounding regions.
However, LLSVPs have a longer wavelength than predicted by numerical
mantle dynamic models of purely thermal upwellings (Bull et al., 2014) and
the observed vs anomalies of −2 to −5 % (in comparison to the correspond-
ing vp anomaly) are considered too large for purely thermal structures (e.g.
Karato and Karki, 2001). On the other hand Koelemeijer et al. (2013)
found stronger vp anomalies, which might be moving more in the direction
of agreement with a thermal interpretation.

Alternatively, the LLSVPs may be denser and therefore have a composi-
tional heterogeneity. This was first suggested by Ishii and Tromp (1999)
and confirmed by Trampert et al., 2004 using normal mode splitting func-
tion measurements. More recently studies by Simmons et al. (2010) and
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Mosca et al. (2012), who also used body waves, found an anti-correlation
between low vs and high-density anomalies in- and outside the LLSVPs,
which can only be explained by compositional variations. Lau et al. (2017)
used Earth’s tidal displacement and confirmed previous studies suggesting
denser LLSVPs. Numerical convection calculations show that subducting
slabs may indeed end up as thermochemical piles (Li et al., 2014; Branden-
burg and Van Keken, 2007; Nakagawa et al., 2010), containing basalt and
bridgemanite which may explain the required compositional heterogeneity.

As a final possibility, the LLSVPs of course can also be due to a more
complicated combination of thermal and compositional heterogeneity. A
recent publication suggested that they would be composed of bundles of
several thermochemical upwellings enriched in denser than average material,
hosting large ULVZs in their root, with strongly time dependent dynamics
(Davaille and Romanowicz, 2020). However, the debate if lowermost mantle
density heterogeneity is resolvable at all by the currently available normal
mode data is ongoing (e.g. Masters et al., 2000a; Romanowicz, 2001; Mas-
ters and Gubbins, 2003). Thus, determining the density of the LLSVPs is
key in understanding their thermal and/or chemical origin. Density cannot
be easily constrained with body waves. Surface waves have small sensitivity
to density and only for the upper mantle. Therefore, just like for anisotropy,
we also require normal modes to constrain upper and lower mantle density.

1.2 Normal modes and the history of toroidal mode
observations

Normal modes are whole Earth oscillations, which are excited after very
strong earthquakes (MW > 7.5). They are standing waves along Earth’s
surface and radius and are sensitive to isotropic and anisotropic shear-wave
vs and compressional-wave vp velocity structure, as well as density, bound-
ary topography and attenuation. Normal mode sensitivity ranges from crust
to inner core and they have been used to make models for all these different
regions. The advantage of normal modes over for example ray theoretical
non full-waveform techniques, is that a full theory exists, which includes all
effects of 3D variation in velocity, density, anisotropy, rotation and ellipticity
and attenuation. Complicated effects on waveforms due to 3D heterogene-
ity, such as scatterering or focussing are readily included and don’t have to
be taken care of separately, as it is often the case in ray theoretical studies.
Based on their nature normal modes can be split into (i) spheroidal modes,
which are mainly sensitive to P and SV structure and are governed by both
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Figure 1.4 Surface (depending on l and radial patterns (depend-
ing on n) of spheroidal and toroidal modes

horizontal and vertical surface motion and (ii) toroidal modes, which are
only sensitive to SH structure and are governed by only horizontal surface
motion (see Fig. 1.4). Both modes types are also sensitive to density, at-
tenuation and boundary topography.

Normal modes have long been used to create tomographic models of the
Earth resolving the vs and vp structure (e.g. Koelemeijer et al., 2016) or
the density anomalies (e.g. Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Resovsky and Trampert,
2003; Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002) within Earth’s mantle. They have also
been used to constrain anisotropy (e.g. Moulik and Ekström, 2014) and
chemical heterogeneity (e.g. Trampert et al., 2004) of the mantle, as well as
inner core anisotropy (e.g. Woodhouse et al., 1986).

To study seismic anisotropy, we need both spheroidal and toroidal mode
observations to fully cover all travel directions for vs and vp. Until now,
mainly spheroidal modes have been studied, which is unfortunate because
toroidal modes have SH sensitivity and interesting cross-coupling proper-
ties which make them very useful for studying anisotropy. For a spherical,
non-rotating, elastic and isotropic (SNREI) Earth model, toroidal modes
only show up on the horizontal component of the seismogram. Due to cross-
coupling (or resonance) to spheroidal modes, toroidal mode energy becomes
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visible on the vertical component. The most effective method accountable to
make toroidal mode energy observable on the vertical component is cross-
coupling due to the Coriolis force, caused by Earth’s rotation. Coriolis
coupling between toroidal and spheroidal modes leads to a frequency shift
of the entire mode multiplet, i.e. all eigenfrequencies of the coupled group
of modes. Coriolis coupling is completely described by the underlying 1D
model (see Dahlen and Tromp, 1998) and a mixing of the modes makes
some toroidal mode energy visible on the vertical component. Additional
cross-coupling with spheroidal modes is found when azimuthal anisotropy is
present in Earth’s mantle. The effect of azimuthal anisotropy on spheroidal-
toroidal mode coupling was extensively studied by Park and Yu (1992) and
Park (1993) using synthetic data calculations. They suggested that S-wave
anisotropy in the upper mantle is a likely tool for constraining global-scale
mantle deformation and show that spheroidal-toroidal mode coupling pairs
are most sensitive to degree s ≤ 10 in azimuthal mantle anisotropy.

Resovsky and Ritzwoller (1998) were the first to actually study the struc-
tural coupling between spheroidal and toroidal modes systematically by
measuring cross-coupled splitting functions from real earthquake data. They
found that these cross-coupled splitting function were much stronger than
can be explained by isotropic mantle models alone and Beghein et al. (2008)
showed it was indeed due to azimuthal anisotropy. Spheroidal and toroidal
modes also help in constraining radial anisotropy. Investigating individual
center frequency shifts of cross-coupled fundamental toroidal and spheroidal
modes gives insight in basic radial anisotropy in terms of vSH/vSV and was
one of the reasons to include radial anisotropy in the top 220km of PREM.
It is also important to note that toroidal modes provide more information
than just anisotropy. For example when measuring splitting functions we
need to take into account that toroidal modes are often close in frequency
to CMB sensitive Stoneley modes, which are important for constraining the
density in the lowermost mantle right above the outer core (Koelemeijer
et al., 2017).

The problem is that toroidal modes in particular are a long overlooked
subset of normal modes and have not been measured much in history. The
reason is that it is difficult to get proper frequency or splitting function
measurements of low frequency toroidal modes, because they require clean,
day long seismic horizontal component records. Vertical component spectra
usually look clean and have a high signal to noise ratio, whereas horizontal
component spectra look more noisy in comparison, making them much more
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difficult to use for measuring toroidal modes. The first comprehensive cata-
log of toroidal mode measurements was published by Derr (1969), including
a significant number of center frequency measurements. Dziewonski and An-
derson (1981) used these center frequency measurements for their creation
of the preliminary reference Earth model (PREM) and realised that radial
anisotropy was required in the top 220 km to fit the Love wave (i.e. toroidal
mode) center frequencies jointly with Rayleigh wave (i.e. spheroidal mode)
center frequencies. This study has been state of the art until Roult et al.
(1990) performed the first 3D analysis of toroidal fundamental mode eigen-
frequency shifts for even degree vs heterogeneity. Their promising work was
followed by Widmer et al. (1992) who attempted a spectral fitting analy-
sis for degree 2 structure of three toroidal modes after the 1989 Macquarie
Rise earthquake. Tromp and Zanzerkia (1995) extended this and measured
degree 2 structural splitting function measurements for six toroidal funda-
mental modes and five first overtones after the strong earthquakes in Bolivia
and Kuril Islands in 1994.

The first comprehensive toroidal mode study was performed by Resovsky
and Ritzwoller (1998) who measured most fundamental toroidal modes and
a significant amount of overtones below 3 mHz including for the first time
structural cross coupling between fundamental toroidal and fundamental
spheroidal modes. These cross-coupled splitting function coefficients were
found to be anomalously large and too strong to be explained by Earth’s
rotation and ellipticity alone and were accounted by Beghein et al. (2008)
as being due to azimuthal anisotropy. Thus, toroidal modes are very impor-
tant in constraining both radial and azimuthal anisotropy. In this thesis,
we revisit the measurements of toroidal fundamental modes and investigate
the occurrence of structural cross-coupling between spheroidal and toroidal
modes. Since it has been more than 20 years since the last measurement by
Resovsky and Ritzwoller (1998), we will be able to use a much bigger data
set than before.

We will also analyze the observations of CMB sensitive Stoneley modes
within our collection of fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes and
their cross-coupling. Stoneley modes oscillate primarily in the lowermost
mantle and have a peak sensitivity at or close to the CMB, because they
are confined to solid-liquid interfaces, such as the CMB. Their extremely fo-
cused sensitivity does not suffer from trade-offs with upper mantle structure.
Stoneley modes are often close in frequency to fundamental spheroidal and
toroidal modes, so we measured all these modes together. Stoneley modes
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were measured before (Koelemeijer et al., 2013), using only vertical compo-
nent data. Because Stoneley modes are close to fundamental toroidal modes,
they should be measured including both vertical and horizontal component
data, which is what we will do in this thesis.
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1.3 Data

The measurement of toroidal modes requires frequency spectra for horizon-
tal component data. So, I started my PhD with the task to collect new
normal mode data for horizontal component seismograms, in order to add
to the existing collection of vertical component data. We soon understood
why toroidal modes had not been measured much before, when we realized
that this task was rather time consuming. The most important problem
is that low frequency horizontal component data is in general of very poor
quality compared to the vertical component data. In order to facilitate the
data processing we wrote a suite of python scripts to help downloading the
data, cleaning the seismic records, applying corrections (removal of the tidal
signal and delta spikes or glitches) and finally convert them in a usable for-
mat for our normal mode calculation code. Over the years this collection of
scripts grew with the help of Sujania Talavera-Soza and Lisanne Jagt. Re-
cently I isolated the most important core parts of this collection of python
scripts and put together a new python library frospy (www.frospy.org).
This is a useful toolbox for any scientist or teacher who wants to view nor-
mal mode spectra and observe Earth’s normal modes. We demonstrate the
usefulness of the toolbox also with the website frospy.org, which includes
example scripts to view spectra and make plots and also contains a database
of previous splitting function measurements. This alleviates the issues of
data access and visualization for the broader seismological community.

1.4 Thesis outline

The aim of this PhD thesis is to measure toroidal modes in order to improve
constraints on mantle anisotropy and density. To do so we measure splitting
functions of toroidal modes. At the same time we also improve measure-
ments of spheroidal modes (such as fundamentals and Stoneley modes),
which are close to toroidal modes in frequency, by combining and comple-
menting vertical records with horizontal records. Splitting function coeffi-
cients are linearly dependent on 3D variations in isotropic and anisotropic
variations in compressional and shear wave velocity, density, attenuation
and boundary topography and are readily included in global tomographic
inversions. Here I will outline the different chapters of my thesis.

First we explain in chapter 2 how we facilitate normal mode theory to
measure splitting functions of normal modes. We discuss the theoretical
background and methods, how to create synthetic seismograms using nor-
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mal mode summation and how we calculate derivatives to invert normal
mode spectra for splitting function coefficients. We will also explain our
iterative inversion method using the least squares technique. Additionally
we discuss the type and amount of data that we used for this study, com-
prising our dataset of vertical and horizontal component records for a total
of 91 events which occured in the period of 1983-2018.

In chapter 3 we then move on to explaining how we set up the framework of
the Python toolbox frospy, that we used to download the seismic data and
to perform all processing steps to prepare the data for usage in our splitting
function measurement code. This Python library for seismologists focuses
on normal mode spectra and was designed to be versatile and accessible.
This chapter also illustrates the general usefulness of the toolbox frospy,
how to access and to install it. This toolbox is also designed to help other
users to get familiar with seismic frequency spectra and Earth’s normal
modes. We created a platform independent, modular structured package
based on ObsPy and other well known third party tools, which can easily
be implemented in Python scripts or notebooks. Additionally we provide a
normal mode catalog of center frequency and Q values up to 10 mHz based
on PREM and a catalog of published measurements of center frequencies,
Q factors and splitting function coefficients of the last 30 years with tools
to convert and plot these in various ways.

Once the theory is described and data tools are ready, we proceed to make
the actual measurements. Chapter 4 starts by using the self-coupling ap-
proximation for isolated toroidal overtones. We expand the splitting func-
tion studies by Resovsky and Ritzwoller (1998) and Deuss et al. (2013), by
focusing specifically on toroidal mode overtone observations. We present
splitting function measurements for 19 self-coupled toroidal modes up to
5 mHz, of which 13 modes have not been measured before. Our data set
contains toroidal mode overtones with sensitivity to upper and lower man-
tle shear wave velocity and density. The difference between our measure-
ments, previous studies and the predictions for models S20RTS and S40RTS
demonstrate the importance and potential of our toroidal overtone measure-
ments in improving constraints on isotropic and anisotropic mantle shear
wave velocity.

We then move on to measuring cross-coupled modes in Chapter 5, which
covers fundamental toroidal mode measurements, including toroidal-spheroidal
cross coupling using the group-coupling approximation. We have made
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splitting function measurements of 30 toroidal modes (including 25 funda-
mentals), 32 spheroidal modes (including 17 fundamentals) and 14 cross-
coupled spheroidal-toroidal mode pairs. A total of 8 toroidal modes and 3
cross-coupled pairs had not been measured before. Our data set contains
spheroidal and toroidal modes as well as spheroidal-toroidal cross-coupled
modes with sensitivity to upper and lower mantle shear wave velocity and
density, providing new constraints on mantle anisotropy. We see systemati-
cally positive center frequency shifts compared to PREM for the fundamen-
tal toroidal modes and negative center frequency shifts for the fundamental
spheroidal modes. We are also able to confirm the anomalously large cross-
coupling splitting functions previously found by Resovsky and Ritzwoller
(1998) and extended cross coupling measurements up to spherical harmonic
degree s = 4 which show a strong zonal signal for all cross coupled funda-
mental spheroidal-toroidal mode pairs.

Then, in chapter 6, we focus on a unique subset of spheroidal normal
modes, Stoneley modes, with a focused and extremely strong sensitivity to
the CMB. They provide important constraints on the vs, vp and density
structure in the lowermost mantle and help understanding the Large Low
Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVP) beneath Africa and the Pacific. Split-
ting functions of Stoneley modes have been measured before (Koelemeijer
et al., 2013) using only vertical component data. The addition of horizontal
component data and additional cross-coupling changed the measurement of
the Stoneley modes compared to the earlier measurements using only ver-
tical component data. We revisit the study by Koelemeijer et al. (2017) on
using Stoneley modes to constrain the density of the LLSVPs, focusing on
structural degree s = 2. Our new Stoneley mode splitting function coeffi-
cients favor light LLSVPs on top of an elevated CMB. This also agrees with
geodynamical considerations, as we expect structures of the scale of the
LLSVP to be isostatically compensated by the CMB topography (McKen-
zie, 1977). Therefore, we rule out the alternative solution, also supported
by our data, of denser LLSVPs on top of an elevated CMB, because it would
not agree with geodynamic considerations. Interestingly, we found that the
probability of these alternative models actually dropped below and became
unlikely using our new data compared Koelemeijer et al. (2017) measure-
ments, supporting the geodynamic argument not to consider these models
as realistic.

Finally, at the end of this thesis, in chapter 7, we show an epilogue consisting
of a brief summary of the thesis and outlook for future research directions.
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Chapter Two

Methods

This chapter lays out the theoretical foundation of the splitting function
technique and the data we used for making our measurements. First, we
explain the theory of normal modes, however, it is beyond the scope of
this chapter to go into full detail of the theoretical basis for normal mode
seismology (see Dahlen and Tromp, 1998, for a comprehensive overview).
Secondly, we define splitting functions, and explain how they depend on
heterogeneities in shear- and compressional wave velocities, density and
boundary topography. Then we demonstrate how to calculate synthetic
spectra using the splitting matrix and how we calculate derivatives of the
spectral data with respect to the splitting function coefficients. We will
also introduce the iterative, damped least squares inversion technique which
we used for measuring the splitting functions coefficients from the spectral
data. Finally, we will explain the details of the earthquake data we used to
measure the splitting functions.
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Normal Mode theory

2.1 Normal Mode theory

2.1.1 Normal modes

A strong earthquake will make the whole Earth reverberate or ring like
a bell. The resulting whole Earth oscillations are standing waves along
Earth’s surface and radius (see Fig. 1.4). They are called normal modes
and only exist for discrete frequencies. Normal modes are identified by
three integers; their overtone number n and their angular order l and their
azimuthal order m. While n and l can be any non-negative integer, m
is dependent on l by −l ≤ m ≤ l. We identify fundamental modes by
n = 0 and n ≥ 1 denotes the overtone branches. Constant n values span
overtones branches (Fig. 2.1). Normal modes can be divided into two
types: (i) spheroidal modes nSl, which are comparable to P-SV wave mo-
tion or Rayleigh waves, involving vertical and horizontal surface motion
and (ii) toroidal modes nTl, which are comparable to SH wave motion or
Love waves, involving only horizontal surface motion. In this thesis, we will
mainly focus on fundamental toroidal modes and their cross-coupling with
spheroidal modes and isolated toroidal overtones n≥1Tl.

Each mode of overtone number n and angular order l consists of 2l+ 1 sin-
glets. The singlets are labeled by the azimuthal order m, with −l ≤ m ≤ l.
In a spherical, non-rotating, elastic and isotropic (SNREI) Earth model,
such as the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM, Dziewonski and
Anderson, 1981), all singlet frequencies of a mode are identical. This is
called degeneracy. Deviations from the SNREI Earth change the singlet
frequencies of the mode, so they all get different values. This is called
splitting and is caused by rotation of the Earth, ellipticity and 3D varia-
tions in velocity, density, anisotropy and attenuation. Splitting of isolated
modes is called self-coupling; splitting caused by the resonance of two or
more modes is called cross-coupling. Singlet splitting can be treated using
either the self-coupling approximation, the group-coupling approximation
or using full-coupling including cross-coupling between all modes. In the
self-coupling approximation all modes are treated as isolated and singlets
only exchange energy within one mode. In this case toroidal modes, due to
their nature, are only visible on the horizontal components, while spheroidal
modes are observed on horizontal and vertical components of the seismo-
gram. While this approximation is appealing, simple and acceptable to
describe some isolated modes, it is insufficient to fully describe all char-
acteristics of Earth’s normal modes, especially when different modes are
close in frequency. Cross-coupling describes the resonance between differ-
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Figure 2.1 Frequency versus angular order l of all modes up to 5
mHz for (a) spheroidal modes and (b) toroidal modes. Groups of
modes with the same overtone number n are called branches and
the different branches are indicated by solid lines.

Figure 2.2 Predicted frequency shifts for mode pairs 0Sl −0 Tl+1

caused by coupling through rotation (Coriolis and centrifugal force
up to 2nd order) for the PREM model.
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ent modes and takes the interaction and exchange of energy between singlets
of different modes into account. The strongest coupling appears between
modes which are close in frequency and when their displacement field is
similar (e.g. Dahlen and Tromp (1998) and Laske and Widmer-Schnidrig
(2007)). Therefore the group-coupling approximation is employed where
small groups or pairs of modes are cross-coupled. In this principle however,
all modes couple and full-coupling between all modes below a cut-off fre-
quency should be taken into account (e.g. Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001).
However, full-coupling calculations can become very time consuming and in
this thesis we focus on the self-coupling and group-coupling approximation.

Cross-coupling between fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes results
in toroidal mode energy also becoming visible on the vertical component
instead of only on the horizontal components of the seismogram. Sources of
coupling are Earth’s ellipticity, rotation and lateral heterogeneity, causing
cross-coupling which is dictated by certain rules (e.g. Laske and Widmer-
Schnidrig, 2007):

• The Coriolis force causes spheroidal and toroidal modes to cross-
couple for pairs of the form 0Sl−0 Tl±1, in other words pairs of funda-
mental spheroidal-toroidal modes that differ by a single angular order,
for instance 0S11 −0 T12 or 0S19 −0 T20.

• Earth’s ellipticity causes cross-coupling between spheroidal and toroidal
modes if |l − l′| = 1, e.g. 0S19 −0 T20.

• Earth’s ellipticity also causes same-type mode pairs to cross-couple if
l − l′ = 0 or |l − l′| = 2, e.g. 0T8 −1 T8 and 0T8 −0 T10.

• Rotation causes spheroidal-spheroidal mode coupling if l− l′ = 0, e.g.
0S4 −1 S4.

• Lateral heterogeneity causes for same-type mode pairs, i.e. spheroidal-
spheroidal or toroidal-toroidal pairs, to couple for degree s and az-
imuthal order t , if (i) m+ t−m′ = 0, (ii) l′ + l + s is even and (iii)
|l− l′| ≤ s ≤ l′+ l, for example 0T2−0T3 couples for structural degrees
s = 1, 3, and 5.

• Cross-coupling between spheroidal and toroidal mode pairs of type
0Sl−0Tl′ occurs for lateral heterogeneity of even degree s, if |l−l′|+1 ≤
s ≤ l+ l′− 1 and l+ l′+ s is odd, for example 0S19−0 T20 couples for
all even degrees from 2, 4, 6 up to 38.
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For pairs of fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes with 0Sl −0 Tl±1,
notably strong cross-coupling is caused by the Coriolis force due to rotation.
The predicted individual center frequency shifts for these mode pairs due to
rotation can be up to 5µHz compared to the 1D model PREM (Dziewonski
and Anderson, 1981) (see Fig. 2.2). These mode pairs may also experi-
ence additional structural cross-coupling due to lateral heterogeneity such
as isotropic and anisotropic velocity and density structure. Especially az-
imuthal anisotropy has been shown to cause strong cross-coupling between
fundamental pairs 0Sl −0 Tl±1 (e.g. Park and Yu, 1992).

The effect of different sources of cross-coupling on pairs of fundamental
spheroidal and toroidal modes nSl −n Tl can be clearly seen in frequency
spectra recorded on horizontal and vertical component data. Fig. 2.3 illus-
trates these effects using model predictions for the mode pair 0T13 −0 S12.
When we calculate synthetic spectra for a non-rotating, spherical 1D Earth
model using PREM (Fig. 2.3a) a single peak for 0S12 and no signal for
0T13 is visible on the vertical component and vice versa for the transversal
(T) component, while the radial (R) component shows peaks for both 0S12

and 0T13. Adding rotation and ellipticity to the PREM synthetic spectrum
(Fig. 2.3 b) makes the toroidal mode visible on the Z component, and the
spheroidal mode visible on the T component. At the same time the ampli-
tude on the R component decreases. Including 3D structure using S20RTS
(Ritsema et al., 1999) + Crust5.1 (Mooney et al., 1998) (called S20RTS
from here on) in addition to rotation and ellipticity (Fig. 2.3c) changes the
amplitudes of the peaks further. Comparing these synthetic examples with
real data (Fig. 2.3d) shows how well we can predict in this case the Z and
R component spectra of the spheroidal mode, but at the same time lack
enough information on the toroidal mode leading to a worse fit on the T
component.

2.1.2 Splitting functions

The splitting of normal modes is fully described using the splitting function
approach, which was introduced by Woodhouse and Giardini (1985) and
extended to the generalized splitting function approach including cross-
coupling by Resovsky and Ritzwoller (1998). Masters et al. (2000a) in-
troduced a source independent method, called autoregressive estimation,
which was recently used to measure spheroidal mode splitting functions
including uncertainties (Pachhai et al., 2015). This method requires the
number of events to be proportional to the angular order l of the measured
mode. This is unfeasible for modes with a higher l, therefore we use the
conventional method used in most previous studies where the splitting func-
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Figure 2.3 Example of energy shift due to cross-coupling for the
vertical (Z), radial (R) and transverse (T) components of seismic
data. Shown are predictions for modes 0T13 −0 S13 for (a) only
PREM, (b) PREM with rotation and ellipticity, (c) S20RTS and
(d) the observed data for station HRV in North America following
the 2011 Tohoku earthuake in Japan.
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tion coefficients are directly measured from a large number of normal mode
spectra (i.e. Woodhouse and Giardini, 1985; He and Tromp, 1996; Resovsky
and Ritzwoller, 1998; Deuss et al., 2013; Koelemeijer et al., 2013; Mäkinen
and Deuss, 2013; Talavera-Soza and Deuss, 2020; Talavera-Soza and Deuss,
2021).

Splitting functions are defined by elastic coefficients cst, which are lin-
early dependent on 3D variations in compressional velocity vp, shear wave
velocity vs, density ρ and boundary perturbations with respect to the ref-
erence Earth model, i.e. PREM. In principle it is also possible to measure
anelastic splitting function coefficients dst (i.e. Masters et al., 2000b; Mäki-
nen and Deuss, 2013; Talavera Soza, 2021), which are linearly dependent
on 3D variations in shear attenuation qµ and bulk attenuation qκ. However,
we will ignore anelastic splitting function observations for now, because
currently horizontal component data (the focus of this thesis) are still too
noisy to make anelastic splitting function measurement possible for toroidal
modes. The equation relating the elastic splitting function coefficients cst
for a mode couple k, k′ to 3D variations in mantle structure can be expressed
using:

cst(kk′) =

∫ a

0
δmst(r)Ks(kk′)(r)dr +

∑
d

δhdstH
d
s(kk′) (2.1)

where δmst are the spherical harmonic coefficients of angular order s and
azimuthal order t of the Earth’s heterogeneity (vp, vs and ρ) and δhdst the co-
efficients of discontinuity topography. Ks(kk′)(r) and Hd

s(kk′) are known sen-
sitivity kernels (Woodhouse, 1980). When measuring self-coupling, k = k′

and in this case s is even. The case k 6= k′ represents cross-coupling be-
tween a pair of different modes and s is either even or odd, depending on
the cross-coupling rules (see section 2.1.1 for the cross-coupling rules). The
sensitivity kernels (see Fig 2.4) can be used to calculate splitting functions
coefficients given a tomographic model, but they can also be used to invert
the measured cst for 3D tomographic mantle and core structure. They also
provide an important tool to interpret splitting function maps (see eq. 2.4).
In the sensitivity kernels it is also obvious that toroidal modes are only
sensitive to vs and ρ and that e toroidal modes we investigated do not have
any sensitivity to the core.

For all self-coupled splitting functions, the coefficients Re(c00) and Im(c00)
are related to the shift in center frequency fc and radial quality factor Q
of each mode with respect to the 1D model PREM. In other words they
describe the global average shift in frequency and Q for each mode. The
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Figure 2.4 ρ (grey) vs (red) and vp (black) sensitivity kernel ex-
amples for different modes, including fundamental toroidal mode
0T20,fundamental spheroidal mode 0S19, toroidal overtone 2T15 and
Stoneley mode 1S13.
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relation can be noted as

fc = f0 + (4π)−1/2Re(c00), (2.2)

Q =
fc

2( f0
2Q0

+ (4π)−1/2Im(c00))
(2.3)

where frequency is in Hz and f0 and Q0 are the frequency and quality
factor of the reference model, in our case the 1-D reference model PREM
(Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). To visualize splitting functions, we use
splitting function maps F (θ,Φ), defined as

F (θ,Φ) =

2l∑
s=0

s∑
t=−s

cstY
t
s (θ,Φ) (2.4)

where Y t
s (θ,Φ) are the complex spherical harmonics (Edmonds, 1960), and

θ and Φ are the polar and azimuthal angles or latitude and colongitude of
the spherical coordinate system. Splitting function maps show where the
frequency of a mode is locally slightly higher or lower than the reference
frequency of the mode. In other words they show how the global average of
that mode would be, if measured on that location.

2.1.3 Synthetic seismograms

We need to be able to compute synthetic seismograms in order to perform
our splitting function inversion. We calculate synthetic seismograms for
a given isolated mode (i.e. self-coupling) or a small group of modes (i.e.
the group-coupling approximation) using a method very similar to Li et
al. (1991) and using the extended version for more than one mode given by
Deuss et al. (2013). In all our calculations we include ellipticity and rotation;
3D heterogeneity is included using the splitting function coefficients and are
all incorporated in building the splitting and cross-coupling matrix M .

The synthetic seismogram u(t) can be written as a harmonic function
of time t

u(t) = Re[r · ei
√
Mt · s], (2.5)

where s is the source vector which depends on the moment tensor, r is the
receiver vector depending on instrument response and orientation, i.e. the
component of the instrument. M is a complex matrix, containing the de-
generate multiplet frequencies ω2

0 for PREM, the contributions of Coriolis
force, ellipticity and the Earth’s internal heterogeneity described in terms of
the splitting functions coefficients. If ellipticity, rotation and 3D heterogene-
ity are not taken into account, the matrix M is diagonal containing only
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Figure 2.5 General composition of the splitting matrix M for
three modes.

the degenerate multiplet frequencies ω2
0, where ω0 is the radial frequency (in

radians/sec) of the 1D reference model. Else M will become non-diagonal
and we have to diagonalize M to compute its exponential. Here we use
eigenvalue decomposition, MU = UΛ, where the matrix U contains the
eigenvectors and the diagonal matrix Λ contains the non-degenerate eigen-
values ω2. Now we can write the synthetic seismogram as

u(t) = Re[(r ·U)ei
√

Λt(U−1 · s)], (2.6)

In the self-coupling approximation, for a mode with angular order l, M
is a square block diagonal matrix of size (2l + 1) × (2l + 1). If two modes
with angulars order l and l′ are cross-coupled, M will contain block matrices
on the diagonal including the self-coupling contribution of each individual
mode plus off-diagonal rectangular with blocks with size (2l+ 1)× (2l′+ 1)
describing the cross-coupling between each possible pair of modes (see Fig.
2.5). Each mode with angular order l adds blocks with size (2l+1)×(2l′+1)
to matrix M and increases its size by (2l + 1).
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We can write M incorporating the splitting function coefficients cst as:

M
(kk′)
mm′ = ω2

0δkk′ + ω0W
(kk′)
mm′ +

l+l′∑
s=l−l′

s∑
t=−s

γmm
′t

ll′s cst(kk′), (2.7)

for a pair of modes k, k′ with the degenerate frequencies ωk, ωk′ , where
ω0 = (ωk + ωk′)/2 and δkk′ = 0 if k 6= k′ and 1 if k = k′. The coefficients
γmm

′t
ll′s are given by:

γmm
′t

ll′s =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
Y m∗
l (θ, φ)Y m′

l (Φ, φ)sin(θ)dθdφ, (2.8)

where Y m
l are the fully normalized complex spherical harmonics. The effect

of rotation due to the Coriolis force is described by matrix W . Ellipticity
is included as an additional degree s = 2, t = 0 term in the heterogene-
ity and discontinuity topography coefficients and also the second order ef-
fects of the centrifugal force are included. For ωk = ωk′ and l = l′ these
equations reduce to the self-coupling approximation. When cross-coupling
two modes, we use the average frequency of the two modes to calculate
ω0 = 1/2(ωk + ωk′). Fortunately, when using splitting function coefficients
cst the matrix M can be computed without the knowledge of parameters
for the model δmst, topography δhst and the kernels Ks(kk′) and Hd

s(kk′) (see
eq. 2.1) because all this information is contained in the splitting function
coefficients cst.

By visualizing matrix M we can differentiate between the different coupling
contributions to the matrix. The contributions of each coupling source are
shown by both the real and imaginary parts of matrix M for the cross-
coupled mode pair 0S4 and 0T3. Ellipticity only contributes to the diagonal
elements and is dominantly visible in the self-coupling blocks on the diag-
onal (Fig. 2.6a). Mode pair 0S4-0T3 is cross-coupled by ellipticity, but the
contribution is too small to be visible. Modes 0S4 and 0T3 are also cross-
coupled by rotation, hence rotation contributes to both the self-coupled
main blocks and cross-coupled off-diagonal blocks of the splitting matrix
M . Rotation only contributes to elements of the blocks for which m = m′.
The cross-coupled contributions from Coriolis are especially visible in the
imaginary part of the matrix (Fig. 2.6b). 3D structure using tomographic
model S20RTS contributes to all parts of the matrix and is smaller in size
than the contribution from rotation (Fig. 2.6c). When combining all three
contributions into the final matrix (Fig. 2.7), it becomes obvious that in-
deed rotation is dominant but the smaller contributions from 3D structure
and ellipticity are also still visible.
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Figure 2.6 Visualization of synthetic splitting matrices, showing
the different contributions of (a) ellipticity, (b) rotation and (c)
3D structure for the mode pair 0S4 −0 T3. Mode 0S4 is in the
top left square block and 0T3 in the bottom right in each panel.
Both the real and imaginary parts of the matrix are shown. The
two square main diagonals blocks are filled with the contribution
from self-coupling, while cross-coupling effects contribute to the
non-square off-diagonal blocks.
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Figure 2.7 Same as Fig. 2.6 but for ellipticity, rotation and 3D
structure combined. For comparison the scale was set to the same
range as in Fig. 2.6.

2.1.4 Derivatives

We require derivatives of the data (i.e. the frequency spectra) with respect
to the model parameters (i.e. cst) in order to improve the model parameters
in our inversion. Because of the non-linear dependence of the synthetic
seismograms u(t) on the splitting coefficients cst we have to linearize the
problem for cst and will perform our inversion iteratively. Therefore we
need the partial derivatives of the seismograms u(t) (eq. 5.3), with respect
to the splitting function coefficients cst, which can be written as (see Deuss
et al., 2013):

∂u(t)

∂cst
= Re(eiωt[

(
r · ∂U

∂cst

)
(U−1 · s) +

(r ·U)

(
∂U−1

∂cst
· s
)

+ (r ·U)it
∂ω

∂cst
(U−1 · s)]),

(2.9)

with the diagonal matrix ω =
√

Λ. A perturbation δcst causes a pertubation
δM in the coupling matrix. Using Rayleigh’s principle (see Deuss et al.,
2013) we find the resulting perturbations δU and δΛ to the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of eq. 2.9. For the eigenvalues we find the correction,

δω2
n = δΛ = u−1

n δMun, (2.10)

where un is a column vector of U and u−1
n is a row vector of U−1. Corre-

sponding perturbations to un and u−1
n are given by
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δun =
∑
l 6=n

u−1
l δMun

ω2
n − ω2

l

ul (2.11)

δu−1
n =

∑
l 6=n

u−1
n δMun
ω2
n − ω2

l

u−1
l (2.12)

where ωn and ωl are elements of the matrix ω. Equations 2.10 - 2.12 are
used to compute the perturbation ∂ω

∂cst
, ∂U
∂cst

and ∂U−1

∂cst
and then substituted

in eq. 2.9 to calculate the partial derivatives ∂u(t)
∂cst

.

2.1.5 Inversion method

Now that we are able to calculate synthetic seismograms u(t) (i.e. the
‘forward problem’, see section 2.1.3) and their derivatives with respect to
the model parameters, i.e. structural coefficients cst (see section 2.1.4), we
want to use them to invert for splitting function coefficients cst. Because
u(t) depends non-linearly on cst, we use an iterative, damped least squares
inversion technique (see Tarantola and Valette, 1982). The inversion is given
by the recursion

ci+1 = ci +
(
AT

i C
−1
d Ai + C−1

m

)
×
[
AT

i C
−1
d (d− u(ci))−C−1

m (ci − c0)
]

(2.13)

where i denotes the number of the iteration, Ai is the matrix of the partial
derivatives, calculated using eq. 2.9, written as

Ai =

[
∂u(t)

∂c

]
c=cist

(2.14)

and ci is the model vector for iteration i containing all the splitting function
coefficients for one single mode or a small group of modes; the starting model
is given by c0. d is the data vector containing all observed normal-mode
spectra of a given mode and u(ci) is the vector containing all corresponding
synthetic spectra which are calculated using eq. 5.3. Cd and Cm are the a
priori data and model covariance matrices respectively. Equation 2.13 can
be rewritten so that it only depends on the ratio Cd2

Cm2 , which then becomes
the ‘damping’ parameter. Small Cd2

Cm2 values (i.e. small Cd2, so strong
constraints to fit the data, compared to Cm2, so little constraints on the
model parameter cst) corresponds to little damping and vice versa. The
posteriori resolution matrix R for the final model c∞, is given by
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R = (AT
∞C−1

d A∞ + C−1
m )−1AT

∞C−1
d A∞ (2.15)

Here the trace of R represents the effective number of degrees of freedom
of the last iteration, or the effective number of independent model parame-
ters in our inversion. Because of the non-linearity of the inversion we start
all our splitting function measurements from two different different start-
ing models and apply a range of norm damping parameters encompassing
several order of magnitude. Our two starting models are (i) PREM, where
all splitting function coefficient cst starting values are zero and (ii) using
non-zero cst splitting function coefficients calculated for S20RTS. When
calculating the synthetic spectra for the starting models and also for the
measured cst, rotation and ellipticity were also always included. We selected
our splitting function measurement depending on which of the two start-
ing models resulted in the best trade-off between lowest misfit and model
size; in case both starting models resulted in the same misfit reduction,
the PREM starting model was selected. Additionally we perform checks on
branch consistency. Because normal modes span branches of modes with
the same overtone number n, along which the sensitivity to velocity and
density changes smoothly, we also expect smooth changes of the splitting
function coefficients along the overtone branches.
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old events new events

Figure 2.8 Locations of the 91 events used in this study. Red
circles mark 15 new events which were not included in previous
splitting function studies by Deuss et al. (2013) and Koelemeijer
et al. (2013) and added in this thesis.

2.2 Data

We make use of a recent data set of 50.989 frequency spectra obtained from
5.131 vertical (Z) component seismograms, 16.325 frequency spectra ob-
tained from 2.623 radial (R) component seismograms and 10.304 frequency
spectra obtained from 2.127 transverse (T) component seismograms. These
seismograms were collected from 91 large events since 1983 with MW ≥ 7.3
(see Fig. 2.8 and Table 2.1) The basis of this data set are events and sta-
tions used in Deuss et al. (2013). In order to work on toroidal modes it was
necessary to expand this data set to horizontal components of the seismo-
grams and add recent earthquake data. We were able to add 15 new events
for the years 2010-2018, at the same time we were not able to use horizontal
component data for events originating in the time from 1976-1983, which
were coincidentally also 15 events. To prepare our data for inversion we
needed to clean each individual time series. This included the removal of
glitches, like delta spikes in the seismic record, removal of the tidal signal
and applying a band pass frequency filter with a corner frequencies of 0.02
and 500 mHz. We will use both transverse and radial components in our
inversion.

Toroidal modes are most clearly observed on the horizontal component of
the seismogram. We rotated the horizontal North and East components to
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Figure 2.9 Comparison between (a) unrotated North (VHN) and
East (VHE) component spectra and (b) rotated radial (VHR) and
tranverse (VHT) component spectra for the Tohoku, Japan event
of 2011 recorded by station ALE in Northwest Territories, Canada.
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their theoretical back-azimuth in order to obtain radial (R) and transverse
(T) components and isolate toroidal mode signals (Fig. 2.9). In theory we
expect the horizontal motion of toroidal modes due to their SH-wave nature
to show up most clearly on the transverse component. Indeed for example
Tromp and Zanzerkia (1995) only used transverse component data in their
toroidal mode splitting function measurements.

Contrary to my expectations, coming from a bodywave background, the
signal quality on the components of the seismogram seem to be reversed
comparing normal mode spectra to body wave time series. For S-waves I
would expect the R and T component to have the clearest signal and for P
waves the Z component. In body waves, S-waves are just as easy to observe
as P-waves, and the horizontal seismogram components may even become
clearer than the vertical component when filtering away the short period
P-waves. Normal mode spectra show a mix: spheroidal modes, character-
ized by both compressional and shear motion (both vertical and horizontal
surface motion), have the clearest signal on the Z component, while toroidal
modes, characterized by shear motion (only horizontal surface motion), have
the clearest signal on the R and T component. For various reasons the hor-
izontal components of the seismogram always show a less clear signal than
the vertical component. Signal on the Z component clearly dominates, both
in signal-to-noise ratio and in amplitude over the horizontal components.
We expect to see a mix of toroidal and spheroidal mode signals on the radial
component due to the P-SV-wave like nature of spheroidal modes.

Selecting horizontal component data is more complicated than vertical com-
ponent data. The data quality is often poorer compared to vertical compo-
nent data because of more noise due to atmospherically induced tilting and
barometric pressure among others. The peaks appear less sharp, often with
lower amplitude and the spectrum has in general a lower signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). An example of a high quality record for both vertical and hor-
izontal component data is given in Fig. 2.10, showing the amplitude spectra
of the MW = 9.1 Tohoku, Japan event of 2011, observed in Canberra, Aus-
tralia. An impression of the average data quality is shown by the record of
the MW = 7.7 South of Java event of 2006 (Fig. 2.11), observed at station
SSPA in Pennsylvania, USA. Comparing these two different records illus-
trates the drastic difference of data quality on the horizontal components,
while in both cases the vertical component has a good data quality. High
quality records like in Fig. 2.10 are the exception, and it needs time and
effort to find them.
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Figure 2.10 Observed spectra for time series of 5-45 hr length,
for the large magnitude MW = 9.1 Tohoku event of 2011, showing
(a) the vertical (b) radial and (c) transverse components of station
CAN.
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Figure 2.11 Observed spectra for time series of 5-45 hr length,
for the large magnitude MW = 7.7 South of Java event of 2006,
showing (a) the vertical (b) radial and (c) transverse components
of station SSPA.
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All modes measured in the self-coupling approximation, mainly the toroidal
overtones, show up as isolated spectral peaks and show no overlap with
spheroidal modes in the frequency spectrum from 1 to 5 mHz. The toroidal
fundamental modes were often close in frequency to a fundamental spheroidal
mode and sometimes further modes. For these small groups of modes whose
peaks were not distinguishable in the frequency domain, we used the group-
coupling approximation. Above 5 mHz it becomes harder to isolate small
groups of toroidal modes or toroidal and sheroidal modes, making it in turn
harder to satisfy the group-coupling approximation. Thus we did not mea-
sure splitting functions for any toroidal modes above 5 mHz. To evaluate
our measurements, we define the misfit between the observed data di and
the synthetics ui calculated including our new splitting function coefficients,
as

misfit =
1

N

N∑∑n
i=1(di − ui(cst))2∑n

i=1 d
2
i

(2.16)

with N spectral segments for each mode and n data points per segment.
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Table 2.1 List of events used in this study. Date is day/mon-
th/year, depth is in km, MW is the moment magnitude from the
GCMT catalog (Ekström et al., 2012), NR and NT denote the
numbers of stations for the radial and transversal component per
event.

Date Location Depth MW NT NR

19/08/2018 Fiji Islands 555.00 8.2 9 5
08/09/2017 Chiapas Mexico 50.20 8.2 3 3
25/12/2016 Southern Chile 32.80 7.6 2 1
29/07/2016 Mariana Islands 208.90 7.7 8 5
26/10/2015 Hindu Kush Afghanistan 209.40 7.5 1 1
16/09/2015 Central Chile 17.40 8.3 14 8
30/05/2015 Bonin Islands 680.70 7.9 21 14
05/05/2015 New Britain 38.30 7.5 5 2
17/11/2013 Scotia Sea 23.80 7.8 6 6
24/05/2013 Sea Of Okhotsk 611.00 8.3 74 64
05/09/2012 Costa Rica 29.70 7.6 11 7
31/08/2012 Philippines 45.20 7.6 12 3
27/08/2012 Central America 12.00 7.3 10 6
14/08/2012 Sea Of Okhotsk 598.20 7.7 11 7
11/03/2011 Honshu Japan 20.00 9.1 73 14
27/02/2010 Central Chile 23.20 8.8 22 77
05/07/2008 Sea Of Okhotsk 610.80 7.7 42 46
12/05/2008 Sichuan China 12.80 7.9 69 61
09/12/2007 South Of Fiji Islands 149.90 7.8 46 42
14/11/2007 Northern Chile 37.60 7.7 34 28
28/09/2007 Volcano Islands 275.80 7.5 30 26
15/08/2007 Coast Of Peru 33.80 8.0 59 53
08/08/2007 Java Indonesia 304.80 7.5 26 34
01/04/2007 Solomon Islands 14.10 8.1 70 59
13/01/2007 East Kuril 12.00 8.1 68 57
15/11/2006 Kuril Islands 13.50 8.3 85 70
17/07/2006 South Of Java 20.00 7.7 35 32
03/05/2006 Tonga Islands 67.80 8.0 52 38
20/04/2006 Eastern Siberia 12.00 7.6 47 33
27/01/2006 Banda Sea 397.40 7.6 36 33
08/10/2005 Pakistan 12.00 7.6 43 40
26/09/2005 Northern Peru 108.10 7.5 34 37
09/09/2005 New Ireland 83.60 7.6 34 25
28/03/2005 Northern Sumatra 25.80 8.6 94 73
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Date Location Depth MW NT NR

23/12/2004 North Macquarie 27.50 8.1 24 0
17/11/2003 Rat Islands 21.70 7.7 32 28
25/09/2003 Hokkaido Japan 28.20 8.3 12 10
04/08/2003 Scotia Sea 15.00 7.6 38 33
15/07/2003 Carlsberg Ridge 15.00 7.5 40 33
03/11/2002 Central Alaska 15.00 7.8 58 43
08/09/2002 Papua New Guinea 19.50 7.6 39 24
19/08/2002 South Of Fiji 699.30 7.7 48 44
14/11/2001 Qinghai China 15.00 7.8 49 40
07/07/2001 Coast Of Peru 25.00 7.6 29 25
23/06/2001 Coast Of Peru 29.60 8.4 66 59
26/01/2001 India 19.80 7.6 41 26
13/01/2001 El Salvador 56.00 7.7 42 32
18/06/2000 South Indian Ocean 15.00 7.9 61 44
04/06/2000 Southern Sumatra 43.90 7.8 51 37
28/03/2000 Volcano Islands 99.70 7.6 35 29
20/09/1999 Taiwan 21.20 7.6 22 19
17/08/1999 Turkey 17.00 7.6 32 25
29/11/1998 Ceram Sea 16.40 7.7 29 36
25/03/1998 Balleny Islands 28.80 8.1 60 62
04/01/1998 Loyalty Islands 114.30 7.4 22 13
05/12/1997 Kamchatka 33.60 7.8 49 30
08/11/1997 Tibet 16.40 7.5 21 21
14/10/1997 South Of Fiji Islands 165.90 7.7 19 14
12/11/1996 Coast Of Peru 37.40 7.7 36 24
17/06/1996 Flores Sea 584.20 7.8 43 38
10/06/1996 Andreanof Islands 29.00 7.9 9 11
17/02/1996 West Irian 15.00 8.2 37 22
01/01/1996 Minahassa Peninsula 15.00 7.9 23 19
03/12/1995 Kuril Islands 25.90 7.9 36 30
09/10/1995 Jalisco Mexico 15.00 8.0 34 24
30/07/1995 Northern Chile 28.70 8.0 46 38
28/12/1994 Coast Of Honshu 27.70 7.7 18 20
04/10/1994 Kuril Islands 68.20 8.3 45 42
09/06/1994 Northern Bolivia 647.10 8.2 52 41
02/06/1994 South Of Java 15.00 7.8 14 9
09/03/1994 Fiji Islands 567.80 7.6 24 14
12/07/1993 Hokkaido Japan 16.50 7.7 27 23
15/01/1993 Hokkaido Japan 100.00 7.6 14 12
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Date Location Depth MW NT NR

12/12/1992 Flores Island 20.40 7.7 18 18
11/10/1992 Vanuatu 141.10 7.4 12 3
02/09/1992 Nicaragua 15.00 7.6 17 11
22/12/1991 Kuril Islands 31.20 7.6 8 4
22/04/1991 Costa Rica 15.00 7.6 5 5
30/12/1990 New Britain 204.80 7.4 2 1
16/07/1990 Luzon Philippines 15.00 7.7 7 4
18/04/1990 Minahassa Peninsula 33.20 7.6 2 2
03/03/1990 South Of Fiji Islands 25.30 7.6 3 1
23/05/1989 Macquarie Islands 15.00 8.0 3 0
06/03/1988 Gulf Of Alaska 15.00 7.7 4 1
30/11/1987 Gulf Of Alaska 15.00 7.8 2 0
20/10/1986 Kermadec Islands 50.40 7.7 4 0
07/05/1986 Andreanof Islands 31.30 7.9 2 1
03/03/1985 Central Chile 40.70 7.9 1 0
06/03/1984 Honshu Japan 446.00 7.4 1 0
24/11/1983 Banda Sea 157.10 7.4 1 1
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Chapter Three

A modular Python toolbox for
normal mode seismology -
FrosPy

We present FrosPy, a modular Python toolbox for normal mode seismol-
ogy, incorporating several Python core classes that can easily be used and
be included in larger Python programs. FrosPy is freely available and open
source online. It provides tools to facilitate pre- and post-processing of seis-
mic normal mode spectra, including editing large time series and plotting
spectra in the frequency domain. It also contains a comprehensive database
of center frequencies and quality factor (Q) values based on 1D reference
model PREM for all normal modes up to 10mHz and a collection of pub-
lished measurements of center frequencies, Q values and splitting function
(or structure) coefficients. FrosPy provides the tools to visualize and con-
vert different formats of splitting function coefficients and plot these as
maps. By giving the means of using and comparing normal mode spectra
and splitting function measurements, FrosPy also aims to encourage seis-
mologists and geophysicists to learn about normal mode seismology and the
study of Earth’s free oscillation spectra, and to incorporate them into their
own research or use them for educational purposes.

The content of this chapter was published as: Schneider, S. et al. (2022). FrosPy -
A modular Python toolbox for normal mode seismology. Seismological Research Letters
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3.1 Introduction

Studying Earth’s free oscillations, or normal modes, requires processing raw
time series data recorded by seismometers and converting these to spectra
in the frequency domain. Currently there is, if any, a limited amount of
programs and scripts available for the pre- and post-processing of seismic
normal mode spectra. These programs are often not public, and are usually
just shared within research groups, making it necessary to write the same
routines repeatedly by different groups.

Here, we present FrosPy (Free oscillations Python), an easy to use Python
toolbox for handling normal mode spectra and splitting function coeffi-
cients. FrosPy is built using the Python library ObsPy (Beyreuther et al.,
2010), which handles all input and output and which nowadays is widely
used among seismologists. The core functionality of FrosPy enables the user
to build complex applications on top of Frospy. Our new FrosPy routines
are readily combined and implemented in larger Python programs, making
use of powerful libraries such as NumPy http://numpy.scipy.org and SciPy
http://scipy.org, or visualization libraries such as Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007)
and Cartopy (Met Office, 2010 - 2015). Because Python and all other li-
braries used here are open source, there is a significant advantage over pro-
prietary software, such as the widely used MATLAB (2010), because there
are no restrictions due to licensing. This makes FrosPy an ideal tool for
students and teachers who are interested in learning about making normal
mode spectra observations as well as experienced researchers who would like
to have a central and expandable modular library for normal mode research.

FrosPy provides all tools for the typical workflow of a seismologist who
studies normal modes. First we need to obtain time series records of strong
earthquakes (MW > 7) that last severall days or sometimes even weeks or
months in order to observe normal modes. These long time series records
can be obtained using for example ObsPy’s FDSN webservice 1. Next,
the data needs to be processed and cleaned because normal modes are ob-
served at the lowest frequency range of the frequency spectrum (usually
f < 10mHz), which requires clean records. Therefore especially delta-
like spikes in the time domain, which will cause the spectra in the fre-
quency domain to become ‘noisy’, need to be removed. FrosPy provides
functions in its preprocessing module to edit the data (e.g. cutting all
records to the same start and end timestamps) and apply corrections (e.g.

1https://docs.obspy.org/master/packages/obspy.clients.fdsn.html
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remove_delta_pulses, geocentric, rotate). Then the time series needs
to be tapered and converted to the frequency domain in order to plot the
actual frequency spectra. This is done by spectrum, one of the core classes
of FrosPy, that also takes care of the plotting of the spectra. After that
the modes are readily visible in the frequency domain, and can be identi-
fied by their center frequencies. The center frequencies of each mode are in
turn available through the modes class and can be plotted on the frequency
spectra. The resulting frequency spectra are now already sufficient for ed-
ucational purposes and making seismic observations.

In normal mode seismology research, it is common to use the normal mode
spectra to measure splitting functions, which are depth averages of how a
mode ‘sees’ the Earth by giving the local frequency perturbation a specific
mode (e.g. Woodhouse and Giardini, 1985; Deuss et al., 2011; Schneider and
Deuss, 2020). In order to make such measurements, we need to identify:
(1) frequency windows around specific mode peaks and (2) time windows
to set the length of the tapered time series for which the spectrum is cal-
culated. With Pick, FrosPy provides a class that stores the information
related to the frequency and time windows. To plot splitting function mea-
surements and compare them with already published measurements, the
SplittingFunc class provides functionality to plot and compare splitting
function coefficients, both as individual coefficients or as a splitting func-
tion map. All together, these classes provide all basic functionality that is
needed to use seismic time series records for processing and plotting fre-
quency spectra and making normal modes observations, such as splitting
function measurement or for the purpose of education.

This chapter demonstrates the usage of FrosPy’s core classes and how they
tie into existing Python programs. To this end we group these classes by
functionality used in a typical workflow of a seismologist. We also give
three examples of the usability of the FrosPy package: (i) the interactive
app spectrum, included in the package, which allows the user to process
and manipulate real and synthetic seismograms into frequency spectra; (ii)
the plotting of spectra and splitting function coefficients as maps and (iii)
plotting of splitting function coefficients along a normal mode branch.
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3.2 Functionality

FrosPy contains the following classes and tools, which are essential for nor-
mal mode seismology research:

1. Preprocessing: Applying seismic data corrections such as removal of
delta pulses and preparation of the time series data.

2. Spectrum: Applying the Fourier transformation to convert the time
series data to the frequency domain and plotting the frequency spec-
tra.

3. Modes: A comprehensive database consisting of center frequency and
quality factor (Q) values based on PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981) for all modes up to 10mHz.

4. Pick/Segment: Reading and writing of frequency and time windows
required for splitting function measurement inversion of specific modes.

5. SplittingFunc/Set: Reading, writing and plotting of splitting func-
tion coefficients cst (e.g Deuss et al., 2013) in various previously used
formats, including sqlite3 (see https://www.sqlite.org/).

6. Load: A database of cst coefficients, center frequencies and Q values
of various published measurements (e.g. Masters et al., 2000a; Deuss
et al., 2013; Koelemeijer et al., 2013; Laske et al., 2013; Schneider
and Deuss, 2020; Talavera-Soza and Deuss, 2020; Talavera-Soza and
Deuss, 2021).

3.2.1 Preprocessing

FrosPy provides functions to edit the data (e.g. cutting all records to the
same start and end times) and apply corrections (e.g. to remove delta pulses
and any other points that are bigger than a given threshold compared to
the nearby points in the time series and interpolates the missing values us-
ing remove_delta_pulses. Further functions include geocentric to apply
geocentric coordinate corrections and rotate, which rotates the time series
components from North and East to Radial and Transversal (or vice versa)
in its preprocessing module. In order to analyse the spectral data quality,
additional functions are provided, such as signal2noise, which calculates
the signal to noise ratio in a frequency spectrum, and signal2fwhm, which
calculates the signal to full-width-half-maximum ratio.
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Figure 3.1 Spectrum class, containing data and stats subclasses
and methods.

3.2.2 Plotting frequency spectra: Spectrum

The Spectrum class provides all basic functionality to users who aim to
convert a seismic record to the frequency domain and plot its spectrum
to study normal mode peaks (Fig. 3.1). The time series is first tapered
using typically a Hann or cosine taper2. For N samples at sampling times
t = n∆t with n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, the Hann taper weights are given by
ωn = ω(n∆t) = 1

2(1− cos( 2πn
N−1)). Before performing the Fourier transform

the tapered series is padded with zeros, to interpolate the spectrum be-
tween the Fourier frequencies ωn = 2πn

N∆t . Then the data can be plotted as a
frequency spectrum, to investigate the normal mode amplitude and phase
spectrum of the seismic record.

The Spectrum class takes a Trace object from ObsPy as input and creates

2Other taper functions, such as Bartlett with ωn = 2
N−1

(N−1
2
−|n− N−1

2
|), Hamming

with ωn = 0.54−0.46 cos( 2πn
N−1

), Blackman with ωn = 0.42−0.5 cos( 2πn
N−1

)+0.08 cos( 4πn
N−1

),

Kaiser with ωn = I0(β
√

1− 4n2

(N−1)2
)/I0(β) and I0 as the modified zeroth-order Bessel

function and Boxcar are available too.
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Figure 3.2 Modes Container and Mode class.

a Spectrum object by Fourier transforming the time domain trace to the
frequency domain. The Spectrum object contains the frequency spectrum
and all additional trace information (e.g. corresponding time series, station
name and event location, date, earthquake parameters, etc). The calcu-
lation of the time differences between data record and source origin time
is done automatically based on the timestamp of the trace. The Spectrum
object is created for a specific time window of the time series, enabling us to
perform the fast Fourier transform once and browse through the available
frequency spectrum without recomputing it multiple times. All auxiliary
information, such as the chosen time window, the kind of taper, station
code etc. is stored as well. A basic plotting routine is also provided for a
user-defined frequency range.

3.2.3 Catalog of center frequencies and Q: Modes

We also provide a database of normal mode data information, such as center
frequencies, Q and other user-defined information that can be added, e.g.
sensitivity to shear or compressional wave velocity, or a certain depth. The
Modes class is the container for Mode objects and makes it easy to gather
multiple modes for further processing (Fig. 3.2). Each object of the Modes
class contains all basic information about the specific spheroidal mode nSl
or toroidal mode nTl, such as angular order n, harmonic degree l, Q value,
center frequency and special sensitivity (e.g. vp, Stoneley modes, inner
core, etc.) The database can be loaded using FrosPy’s read function. Our
database includes the above mentioned information for all normal modes up
to 10 mHz based on PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), which can
be expanded or created from scratch by the user for other reference models.
We provide an example application within the FrosPy, which was written
using FrosPy modules.
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Figure 3.3 Example plot of the application spectrum (lower case
‘s’), showing all information stored in the Spectrum and Set object.
That includes the amplitude and phase of the frequency spectrum,
the location of the station and event, the centroid moment tensor
of the earthquake and the tapered time series. Additional plots
of all loaded amplitude spectra sorted by latitude and the visible
modes are shown, using their PREM center frequency values.
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The interactive app spectrum (note the lower case ‘s’) can be used to
plot and inspect normal mode frequency spectra and additional informa-
tion. It accepts seismic data in any file format that is accepted by ObsPy
(e.g. AH, SAC, GSE2 or MiniSEED) and event information (e.g. from a
QuakeML file or directly downloaded from IRIS or globalcmt.org). We used
the Spectrum class to convert the given time series into Spectrum objects
and used it to produce Fig. 3.3 as our first example. The app uses the in-
put to plot information of the frequency domain, such as real and imaginary
part, the phase and the amplitude spectrum, as well as station locations,
centroid moment tensor, and the time series. The user can specify settings,
such as frequency and time windows for the spectra and can browse through
all stations found in the input data, while the plot is updated automatically.

3.2.4 Splitting function inversion preparation: Pick/Segment

We also present a simple tool to help prepare auxiliary input data for split-
ting function measurements, which require frequency and time windows for
the targeted modes as a basic input. To store each individual time and fre-
quency window we use the Pick class; multiple Pick objects are gathered
in a Segment (Fig. 3.4).

Each Pick is created using a seismic record as a reference and used
to automatically calculate a normalization factor for the given frequency
window. This factor is calculated as the area underneath the amplitude
spectrum, i.e. the integral. Each amplitude spectrum is then normalised
using this factor and weight independently of the source. In combination
with the Spectrum class, this automates the picking process of frequency
windows, which is useful to prepare the inversion of normal mode spectra
to measure splitting functions.

3.2.5 Splitting function plotting: SplittingFunc/Set

Splitting function coefficients are handled by the SplittingFunc class. We
define splitting function coefficients cst as complex spherical harmonic co-
efficients of angular order s and azimuthal order t. The Set class is a
collection of multiple SplittingFunc objects (Fig. 3.5). For each mode
and each spherical harmonic degree s, SplittingFunc contains an array
with the corresponding coefficients, providing straightforward access to the
individual coefficients and to the plotting routines. We provide a load and
a write module from user defined input files (including all commonly used
cst file formats) or from our database. Additionally, we provide a plotting
function to plot cst measurements for a specific mode branch, i.e. plotting
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Figure 3.4 Segment container with Pick class and methods.
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Figure 3.5 Set container with splittingfunc class and methods.
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Figure 3.6 Example plot of splitting function maps, using coeffi-
cients of (Koelemeijer et al., 2013, (PK)), (Schneider and Deuss,
2020, (SAS)) and (Ritsema et al., 2011, (S20RTS)) loaded from
our database.

modes with constant n as a function of increasing angular order l.

3.2.6 Databases

We also provide a database of several published datasets of splitting func-
tion coefficient measurements, center frequencies and Q values from differ-
ent groups, either partially or in its entirety (Roult et al., 1990; Widmer-
Schnidrig et al., 1991; Widmer et al., 1992; Durek and Ekström, 1995;
Masters and Widmer, 1995; Tromp and Zanzerkia, 1995; He and Tromp,
1996; Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998; Ritsema et al., 1999; Beghein et al.,
2008; Ritsema et al., 2011; Deuss et al., 2011; Deuss et al., 2013; Koele-
meijer et al., 2013; Schneider and Deuss, 2020; Talavera-Soza and Deuss,
2020; Talavera-Soza and Deuss, 2021). To our knowledge this is the first
comprehensive recent collection of all normal mode measurements.
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Figure 3.7 Example plot of a branch of fundamental toroidal
mode center frequency values measured in this thesis. The center
frequency and uncertainty values are loaded into Set using the
load function and then plotted using the branch function.
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As a second example we present splitting function maps, whose corre-
sponding coefficients can directly be obtained from the provided catalog.
The load function creates one or more SplittingFunc objects, which can
be used to visualize the splitting function as a map (see Fig. 3.6) (for fur-
ther information on splitting function maps see Deuss et al., 2013)

Finally we present a branch plot function and show the results as our ex-
ample 3 (see Fig. 3.7), using Set as an input. The function automatically
sorts the splitting function coefficients in Set, here by l of the toroidal mode
nTl and calculates the center frequency based on the coefficients.

3.3 Conclusion

We developed an accessible and versatile Python library for seismologists
focusing on processing and plotting normal mode spectra. It is a platform-
independent package with a modular structure based on ObsPy and other
well known open-source third-party Python tools and is open for further
development. Additionally, we provide a normal mode database of center
frequency and Q values up to 10 mHz based on PREM and a database
of published measurements of center frequencies, Q factors and splitting
function coefficients from the last 30 years with tools to convert and plot
these in various ways. We believe that this provides a useful toolbox for
many seismologists. The code is accompanied by a documentation and Wiki
and freely available online at www.frospy.org. The code for the interactive
app spectrum (Fig. 3.3), the script to create splitting function maps (Fig.
3.6) and the script to make the branch plot (Fig. 3.7) are all available online
at https://github.com/s-schneider/frospy.
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Chapter Four

A new catalogue of
toroidal-mode overtone
splitting function
measurements

Spectra of whole Earth oscillations or normal modes provide important
constraints on Earth’s large scale structure. The most convenient way to
include normal mode constraints in global tomographic models is by us-
ing splitting functions or structure coefficients, which describe how the
frequency of a specific mode varies regionally. Splitting functions con-
strain 3D variations in velocity, density structure and boundary topography.
They may also constrain anisotropy, especially when combining information
from spheroidal modes, which are mainly sensitive to P-SV structure, with
toroidal modes, mainly sensitive to SH structure. Spheroidal modes have
been measured extensively, but toroidal modes have proven to be much
more difficult and as a result only a limited number of toroidal modes have
been measured so far. Here we expand the splitting function studies by
Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998 and Deuss et al., 2013, by focusing specifi-
cally on toroidal mode overtone observations. We present splitting function
measurements for 19 self-coupled toroidal modes of which 13 modes have
not been measured before. They are derived from radial and transverse
horizontal component normal mode spectra up to 5 mHz for 91 events with
MW ≥ 7.4 from the years 1983-2018. Our data include the Tohoku event of
2011 (9.1MW ), the Okhotsk event of 2013 (8.3MW ) and the Fiji Island event
from 2018 (8.2MW ). Our measurements provide new constraints on upper

The content of this chapter was published as: Schneider, S., Deuss, A. (2021). A
new catalogue of toroidal-mode overtone splitting function measurements. Geophysical
Journal International, 225(1), 329-341
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and lower mantle shear wave velocity structure and in combination with
existing spheroidal mode measurements can be used in future inversions for
anisotropic mantle structure.
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4.1 Introduction

Studying the splitting of whole Earth oscillations enables us to recover large
scale averages of the Earth’s P- and S-wave velocity, density, attenuation
and anisotropy. They provide strong constraints on 3D variations in both
isotropic and anisotropic velocity structure of the Earth’s mantle and are the
only seismic data type directly sensitive to density (Ishii and Tromp, 1999;
Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002; Resovsky and Trampert, 2003; Trampert et
al., 2004; Koelemeijer et al., 2017). Normal modes are most easily measured
with the splitting function approach (i.e. Woodhouse and Giardini, 1985)
using least squares inversion of normal mode spectra. Splitting function
coefficients are linearly dependent on 3D variations of Earth’s structure, and
are easily included in tomographic inversion for mantle velocity structure
(e.g. Ritsema et al., 2011; Moulik and Ekström, 2014; Koelemeijer et al.,
2016).

So far splitting functions have mainly been measured for spheroidal
modes which are mainly sensitive to P-wave and vertically polarized S-
wave velocity (P-SV) and are able to constrain velocity and density struc-
ture in the mantle and core (e.g. Giardini et al., 1988; He and Tromp, 1996;
Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998; Durek and Romanowicz, 1999; Deuss et al.,
2010; Koelemeijer et al., 2013; Deuss et al., 2013). Spheroidal modes are
clearly visible in normal mode spectra of vertical component seismograms,
which have relatively low noise levels making it easy to measure them. Split-
ting functions of more than 180 spheroidal modes in the frequency range
up to 10 mHz have been measured thus far.

Splitting functions for toroidal modes have not been measured very much
and only a few toroidal mode splitting function measurements exist (Derr,
1969; Widmer et al., 1992; Masters and Widmer, 1995; Tromp and Zanz-
erkia, 1995; Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998). The problem with toroidal
modes is that we need horizontal component seismograms, which contain
much more noise, e.g. due to atmospherically induced tilting, making it
much more difficult to make measurements. Splitting functions for around
30 toroidal modes in the frequency range up to 3 mHz have been measured
so far, which is much less than the spheroidal modes. The importance of
toroidal modes is that they are mainly sensitive to horizontally polarized S-
wave (SH) velocity, which in combination with spheroidal modes (sensitive
to P-SV) constrains radial and azimuthal anisotropy (e.g. Beghein et al.,
2008).

Seismic anisotropy means that the velocity of a seismic wave depends
on the travelling or polarization direction. The importance of anisotropy
is that it gives us a way to interpret seismic directional information of
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Earth’s interior in terms of mantle flow (e.g. Long and Becker, 2010). It
is well known from surface wave studies that radial anisotropy exists in
the crust, lithosphere and upper mantle (Ekström and Dziewonski, 1998;
Montagner and Tanimoto, 1991; Vinnik et al., 1998; Lebedev et al., 2009;
Russell et al., 2019). More recent global models, also incorporating body
waves, suggest the existence of radial anisotropy in the transition zone and
core mantle boundary D" region (Panning and Romanowicz, 2006; Chang
et al., 2014; French and Romanowicz, 2014; Moulik and Ekström, 2014).
Azimuthal anisotropy is less often studied, but it has been observed in
the lithosphere (Smith and Dahlen, 1973; Tanimoto and Anderson, 1985;
Marone and Romanowicz, 2007; Schaeffer et al., 2016) and sometimes even
in the transition zone (Trampert and Heijst, 2002; Yuan and Beghein, 2014).
Even though most models agree on the existence of radial and azimuthal
anisotropy in the lithosphere, much less consensus exists about the need for
anisotropy in the transition zone and core mantle boundary region.

In order to constrain anisotropy in these deeper parts of the mantle,
normal mode overtones are essential because they are sensitive to the whole
mantle, as well as density and boundary topography. Only very few studies
have incorporated normal modes in making anisotropy models. Beghein
et al., 2008 used the observed cross-coupled splitting between fundamental
spheroidal and toroidal modes to determine whether the data are compatible
with azimuthal anisotropy below 400km. Moulik and Ekström, 2014 used
spheroidal and toroidal modes splitting function observations as well as
surface waves and body waves to construct a velocity model of the Earth’s
mantle; they found strong radial anisotropy in the uppermost 300km of the
mantle and some evidence for regionally varying radial anisotropy in the
transition zone and lowermost mantle.

Unfortunately, these studies were only able to use a small number of
relatively old toroidal mode measurements, because toroidal modes haven’t
been measured for more than 20 years, since the studies of Widmer et al.,
1992, Tromp and Zanzerkia, 1995 and Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998. In
order to robustly constrain radial and azimuthal anisotropy in the transition
zone and lower mantle, we need more toroidal mode measurements. Recent
studies of toroidal modes have been conducted using ring-laser instruments
by Igel et al., 2011 investigating the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, but mainly
focused on the newly available technology.

In the last 20 years, the global seismic network was significantly in-
creased and a number of large earthquakes have happened (see Table 1).
Therefore, now it is a good time to remeasure the toroidal modes and also
investigate if new toroidal modes can be observed that have not been mea-
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sured before. Here, we will expand the more recent study by Deuss et al.,
2013, that only used vertical components to measure spheroidal modes, by
collecting horizontal component data for all large earthquakes from the last
35 years (see Fig. 2.8 and Table 2.1). We are using our new horizontal data
recordings to refine and extend self-coupling splitting function measure-
ments of isolated toroidal overtones which are only visible on the horizontal
component of the seismogram.

It is well known that modes can be strongly cross-coupled to nearby
modes (e.g. Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001). However, measuring toroidal
mode splitting functions using horizontal component data is challenging, so
in this chapter we only selected modes that can be treated as self-coupled
to simplify the measurement process. Measuring larger groups of modes in
cross-coupling, or even wide-band coupling, is computational expensive as
the splitting matrix grows with each additional mode. Splitting functions
can only do so much and measurements of self-coupled modes are a good
starting point for future inversions. We carefully selected toroidal mode
overtones that are sufficiently separated in frequency from neighbouring
modes. We included cross-coupling due to rotation and ellipticity of the
Earth to neighbouring modes in some cases (see Table 4.1) and ensured
that all these modes showed none or negligible structural cross-coupling to
the overtone measured in self-coupling. For this reason we only measured
toroidal overtones, because the fundamental toroidal modes are strongly
cross-coupled to fundamental spheroidal modes. These need to be measured
in cross-coupled pairs by combining both vertical and horizontal component
data, which will be the subject of a separate chapter.

4.2 Theory and Method

After a strong earthquake occurs, the whole Earth reverberates or rings
like a bell. The resulting whole Earth oscillations are standing waves along
Earth’s surface and radius. They are called normal modes and only exist for
discrete frequencies, where individual modes are identified by their angular
order l and radial order or overtone number n, with n = 0 for fundamental
modes and n ≥ 1 for the overtone branches. Constant n values span over-
tone branches (see Fig. 2.1). Normal modes can be divided into two types:
(i) spheroidal modes nSl, involving vertical and horizontal surface motion,
comparable to P-SV wave motion or Rayleigh waves and (ii) toroidal modes
nTl, involving only horizontal surface motion, comparable to SH wave mo-
tion or Love waves. Here, we will focus on isolated toroidal overtones n≥1Tl;
the measurement of the fundamentals will be the subject of Chapter 5.
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Each mode of overtone number n and angular order l consists of 2l + 1
singlets. The singlets are labelled by the azimuthal order m, with −l ≤
m ≤ l. In a spherical, non-rotating, elastic and isotropic (SNREI) Earth,
such as the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM, Dziewonski and
Anderson, 1981), all singlet frequencies of a mode are identical. This is
called degeneracy. Deviations from the SNREI Earth change the singlet
frequencies of the mode, so they all get different values. This is called split-
ting and is caused by rotation of the Earth, ellipticity and 3D variations in
velocity, density, anisotropy and attenuation. Splitting of isolated modes is
called self-coupling; splitting caused by the resonance of two or more modes
is called cross-coupling. Here we focus on the self-coupling approximation
and only measure toroidal modes that are separated enough from other
modes in frequency so that cross-coupling can be ignored and they can be
measured as isolated.

As explained in chapter 2, the splitting of normal modes is fully de-
scribed using the splitting function approach, which was introduced by
Woodhouse and Giardini, 1985 and extended to the generalized splitting
function approach including cross-coupling by Resovsky and Ritzwoller,
1998. Masters et al., 2000a introduced a source independent method, called
autoregressive estimation, which was recently used to measure spheroidal
mode splitting functions including uncertainties (Pachhai et al., 2015). This
method requires the number of events to be proportional to the angular or-
der l of the measured mode. This is unfeasible for modes with a higher
l. Therefore we use the conventional method also used in Woodhouse and
Giardini, 1985, He and Tromp, 1996, Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998 and
Deuss et al., 2013.

Splitting functions are defined by elastic coefficients cst, which are lin-
early dependent on 3D variations in compressional velocity vp, shear wave
velocity vs and density with respect to the reference Earth model, i.e.
PREM. In principle it should also be possible to measure anelastic split-
ting function coefficients dst (i.e. Masters et al., 2000b; Mäkinen and Deuss,
2013), which are linearly dependent on 3D variations in shear attenuation
qµ and bulk attenuation qκ. However, we ignore anelastic splitting function
observations for now, because current horizontal components data are still
too noisy to make measurement possible. The relation relating the elastic
splitting function coefficients cst to 3D variations in mantle structure can
be expressed using:

cst =

∫ a

0
δmst(r)Ks(r)dr +

∑
d

δhdstH
d
s (4.1)
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where δmst are the spherical harmonic coefficients of angular order s and
azimuthal order t of the Earth’s heterogeneity (vp, vs and ρ) and δhdst the
coefficients of discontinuity topography. Ks(r) andHd

s are known sensitivity
kernels (Woodhouse, 1980). To visualize splitting functions, we use splitting
function maps F (θ,Φ), defined as

F (θ,Φ) =
2l∑
s=0

s∑
t=−s

cstY
t
s (θ,Φ) (4.2)

where Y t
s (θ,Φ) are the complex spherical harmonics (Edmonds, 1960).

We measure the splitting function coefficients from large numbers of
observed horizontal component spectra of large earthquakes. The spectra
depend non-linearly on the splitting function coefficients, and therefore we
employ a non-linear iterative least-squares inversion (Tarantola and Valette,
1982). For details of our method see Deuss et al., 2013 and Chapter 2. Be-
cause of the non-linearity of the inversion we started all our splitting func-
tion measurements from two different starting models and apply a range of
norm damping parameters encompassing several order of magnitude. Our
two starting models are (i) PREM, so all splitting function coefficient cst
starting values are zero and (ii) using non-zero cst splitting function co-
efficients calculated for tomographic mantle model S20RTS + CRUST5.1
(called S20RTS from here on) (Ritsema et al., 2011). In all starting models
rotation and ellipticity were also included. We selected our results depend-
ing which of the two starting models resulted in the lowest misfit, and in case
both had the same misfit reduction, the PREM starting model was selected.
We iterate each run 10-20 times and investigate the trade-off between model
size and misfit as a function of damping and pick the best compromise. In
most cases, the inversion did not require starting from S20RTS mantle pre-
dictions, and we were able to measure splitting function coefficients starting
from PREM with only ellipticity and rotation. For completeness we include
nearby modes for ellipticity and rotational coupling (see Table 4.1), but
don’t invert for splitting function coefficients of these additional modes.

We edited all seismic data by hand for bias control and to ensure suf-
ficient data quality, which includes removal of delta-spikes in the time-
series. We assigned uncertainties for all our measurements using the cross-
validation method as described in Deuss et al., 2013, where we leave out
whole events in different cross-validation runs. This method removes whole
earthquakes at a time, we checked therefore for influence of individual earth-
quake sources on our measurements. To reduce theoretical errors from un-
specified higher degree structures we measured all modes to the highest de-
gree possible, often higher than we report. To evaluate our measurements,
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a)

b)

Figure 4.1 All used spectra (time series of each has 3-60 hr
length), showing (a) the radial and (b) the transverse components
for mode 1T6. Highlighted in blue is the frequency window used
in our inversion.

we define the misfit between the data di and the synthetics ui including
our new splitting function coefficients, as

misfit =
1

N

N∑∑n
i=1 |di − ui(cst)|2∑n

i=1 |di|2
(4.3)

with N spectral segments for each mode and n data points per segment.

4.3 Data

Due to the long period of normal modes we require several day-long, good
quality waveform data to make toroidal mode observations and measure
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splitting functions Normal modes are observed in the frequency domain, so
we Fourier transform the time domain waveform data to the frequency do-
main. Normal modes are most clearly observed after large earthquakes (see
Fig. 2.8 and Table 2.1), 14 of which are newly added to the existing data
set of Deuss et al., 2013. We dismissed data of events before 1983 because
horizontal component data was either not available or from very poor qual-
ity. Our new events include the 2013 Okhotsk earthquake (MW = 8.3) and
the continental 2015 Hindu Kush, Afghanistan (MW = 7.5) earthquake.
For our final amount of data for each earthquake see Table 2.1.

Toroidal modes are most clearly observed on the horizontal component of
the seismic data. We rotated the horizontal North and East components to
their theoretical back-azimuth in order to obtain radial (R) and transverse
(T) components and isolate toroidal mode signals. In theory we expect
the horizontal motion of toroidal modes due to their SH-wave nature to
show up most clearly on the transverse component and for example Tromp
and Zanzerkia, 1995 only used transverse component data in their toroidal
mode measurements. We expect to see a mix of toroidal and spheroidal
mode signals on the radial component due to the P-SV-wave like nature of
spheroidal modes. We will use both transverse and radial components in
our inversion.

All modes measured here show up as isolated spectral peaks and are
well separated from spheroidal modes in the frequency spectrum from 1
to 5 mHz. Selecting horizontal component data is more complicated than
vertical component data. The data quality is often poorer compared to ver-
tical component data because of more noise due to atmospherically induced
tilting. The peaks appear less sharp, often with lower amplitude and the
spectrum has in general a lower signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). One example is
given in Fig. 2.10, showing the amplitude spectra of theMW = 9.1 Tohoku,
Japan event of 2011, observed in Canberra, Australia. The amplitude of
the signal between the dominant peaks is lower for the vertical (VHZ) com-
ponent than for the horizontal components (VHR, VHT). The difference
becomes even more dramatic for higher frequencies, and for smaller events
noise also starts overwhelming the toroidal mode peaks on the horizontal
components. Many modes start overlapping in frequency, which makes it
harder to make clear observations of our toroidal mode overtones and cor-
responding splitting function measurements.

The large noise signal on horizontal component data may be due to
barometric pressure (Steffen et al., 2006). The noise level can be reduced in
future applications when new instruments may become available (Ringler
et al., 2015), or using linear strain meters (Zurn et al., 2015) or if the
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Figure 4.2 Frequency versus angular order l of the measured
modes. Red squares indicate toroidal mode overtones measured
here, black squares denote modes measured here, for which split-
ting functions have been measured before by Tromp and Zanzerkia,
1995 and Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998.

setup of the seismometer location is suitable the SNR can be improved by
common array stacking methods (Ringler et al., 2016). We couldn’t yet
take advantage of new instruments or stacking methods, hence we must
take advantage of all currently available data on IRIS. It is important to
note that due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the horizontal component
data, we cautiously selected our records by hand in an extensive process.
An example of our selected spectral segments is shown in Fig. 4.1 for mode
1T6. This is an exceptionally clear mode, which is easily observed on both
the radial and the transverse components.

4.4 Results

In the following section we present our measured isolated toroidal mode
overtones. For completeness we include modes 1T1, 1T4, 1T9 and 1T16, which
were measured including some cross-coupling to other modes in Chapter 5
in our tables and figures.

We measure splitting functions for toroidal overtones in our aim to im-
prove constraints on mantle structure, especially for shear velocity vs and
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Figure 4.3 Example of a spectral window, showing observed data,
PREMmodel prediction including rotation and ellipticity, and syn-
thetics calculated using our measured splitting function (also in-
cluding rotation and ellipticity) for (a) 1T2 and (b) 1T6

radial and azimuthal anisotropy. We managed to make splitting functions
measurements for toroidal overtones that had not been measured before and
improved splitting function measurements for previously measured modes
by adding new data. Our measurements include splitting functions for 19
self-coupled toroidal modes, mainly for the 1st and 2nd overtones and a
few 3rd and 4th overtones (see Fig. 4.2). For six of these modes splitting
functions were measured before by Tromp and Zanzerkia, 1995 (TZ from
here on) and/or Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998 (RR from here on). For 12
of these modes center frequencies and attenuation were measured before by
Widmer et al., 1992 and Masters and Widmer, 1995. We also present 13
new splitting functions which were never measured before.
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Table 4.1 Misfit for normal-mode spectra used in this study. Modes between brackets were included in
the measurement procedure for completeness, but their splitting functions are not constrained well enough
by the data to be reported. Bold modes correspond to new modes for which splitting functions have not
been measured before, smax denotes the highest specified spherical harmonic degree, Nev denotes the number
of events, NT the number of transverse component spectral records and NR the number radial component
records. PREM denotes the misfit including only rotation and ellipticity of the Earth, seperated in transverse
(mT ) and radial component (mR) misfit. The misfits for the S20RTS model and after cst measurement are
also given.

Spectral segment smax Nev NZ NT NR PREM S20RTS cst
mZ mT mR mZ mT mR mZ mT mR

0T7, 1T1

-(0S6, 0S7, 2S3)
8, 2 49 0 342 256 0 0.64 0.61 0 0.57 0.56 0 0.52 0.55

1T2 4 14 0 84 41 0 0.50 0.52 0 0.32 0.33 0 0.27 0.28
1T3 6 20 0 94 59 0 0.45 0.56 0 0.39 0.42 0 0.34 0.35
0S9, 0T10, 1T4,
0S9 −0 T10

12, 6, 2,
2-6 104 2322 473 580 0.55 0.85 0.69 0.41 0.67 0.63 0.17 0.61 0.54

1T5-(0S10, 0T11) 4 66 0 428 233 0 0.59 0.74 0 0.55 0.70 0 0.52 0.66
1T6 6 52 0 221 144 0 0.84 0.83 0 0.57 0.69 0 0.46 0.55
1T7-(0S13, 0T14, 5S2) 10 77 0 847 1241 0 0.76 0.63 0 0.71 0.62 0 0.68 0.60
0S16, 0T17, 1T9,
0S16 −0 T17

14, 4, 2,
2-4 108 3338 248 874 0.87 0.94 1.06 0.46 0.65 0.61 0.28 0.56 0.39

1T13-(0S22, 0T23, 6S4) 6 70 0 497 472 0 0.72 0.78 0 0.63 0.73 0 0.58 0.70
1T14-(0S24, 0T25, 2S15) 6 77 0 690 1192 0 0.84 0.65 0 0.76 0.63 0 0.72 0.62
0T27, 0S27, 1T16

-(0S26, 0T28, 0T26, 0S28)
10, 12, 4 105 3631 295 623 0.96 0.88 0.72 0.45 0.76 0.51 0.34 0.56 0.41

2T3-(1T8, 4S4) 2 19 0 34 34 0 0.71 0.76 0 0.73 0.73 0 0.57 0.62
2T5 2 45 0 99 43 0 0.84 0.91 0 0.73 0.89 0 0.62 0.85
2T7 6 42 0 129 60 0 1.05 0.99 0 0.83 0.91 0 0.74 0.88
2T8-(0S20, 0T21, 2S13) 6 56 0 226 224 0 1.05 0.87 0 0.77 0.77 0 0.68 0.72
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Spectral segment smax Nev NZ NT NR PREM S20RTS cst
mZ mT mR mZ mT mR mZ mT mR

2T13-(0T29, 0S30) 4 57 0 152 274 0 0.99 0.73 0 0.82 0.69 0 0.79 0.68
2T14-(4S11, 1T19) 4 62 0 220 230 0 0.86 0.74 0 0.70 0.72 0 0.62 0.67
2T15 4 50 0 96 109 0 1.01 0.96 0 0.77 0.91 0 0.71 0.83
2T16-(4T3, 1S23, 10S4) 2 42 0 77 52 0 1.03 0.96 0 0.84 0.93 0 0.79 0.89
3T1-(9S1, 8S2, 0T24, 0S23) 2 28 0 72 65 0 0.48 0.66 0 0.49 0.61 0 0.49 0.60
3T7 2 48 0 96 110 0 0.96 1.00 0 0.87 0.91 0 0.80 0.86
3T16-(2T20, 4S18) 2 17 0 20 24 0 0.85 0.86 0 0.69 0.83 0 0.66 0.81
4T9-(3S21, 7S10, 11S4) 2 11 0 12 189 0 0.71 0.57 0 0.72 0.56 0 0.69 0.55
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All our measured toroidal overtones are listed in Table 4.1 which shows
the number of records used in the inversion for each mode, separated into
transverse and radial components, the data misfit using PREM with only
rotation and ellipticity, the misfit using mantle model S20RTS and crustal
model CRUST5.1 and finally the misfit including our newly measured split-
ting function coefficients. For all measured modes the cst misfit after our
inversion is lower than the PREM misfit including only rotation and elliptic-
ity and also lower than the mantle and crustal model misfit. Two examples
for modes 1T2 and 1T6 are shown in Fig. 4.3 illustrating the improvement of
misfit between data and synthetics, comparing synthetic spectra calculated
for PREM including only rotation and ellipticity with synthetics including
our measured splitting functions coefficients. The amplitude and phase of
the splitting function spectra much better match the observed spectra than
the PREM spectra and the misfit is also significantly lower.

4.4.1 Center frequency and Q

Table 4.2 Center frequencies in µHz and quality factors Q for
the toroidal modes measured in this study. Also shown are PREM
values (f0, Q0)

Mode PREM f0 (µHz) Measured fc (µHz) PREM Q0 Measured Q
1T1 1236.11 1234.93 ±0.16 260 329 ± 21
1T2 1320.13 1319.29 ±0.17 256 302 ± 19
1T3 1439.13 1438.45 ±0.08 253 299 ± 7
1T4 1585.50 1585.13 ±0.29 250 262 ± 22
1T5 1750.49 1750.19 ±0.13 246 303 ± 9
1T6 1925.61 1925.25 ±0.12 242 277 ± 7
1T7 2103.79 2103.40 ±0.06 237 289 ± 3
1T9 2452.49 2452.21 ±1.11 227 250 ± 39
1T13 3100.46 3099.07 ±0.10 215 236 ± 3
1T14 3255.59 3253.52 ±0.06 213 227 ± 2
1T16 3560.73 3558.23 ±0.29 209 219 ± 8
2T3 2294.97 2295.28 ±0.22 207 236 ± 7
2T5 2485.09 2484.87 ±0.15 213 245 ± 5
2T7 2753.73 2753.00 ±0.33 223 247 ± 12
2T8 2913.97 2912.57 ±0.08 229 267 ± 3
2T13 3832.88 3830.52 ±0.21 242 271 ± 7
2T14 4016.39 4013.81 ±0.24 241 301 ± 8
2T15 4196.12 4192.69 ±0.22 239 287 ± 7
2T16 4372.15 4368.75 ±0.53 237 258 ± 15
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3T1 3203.50 3200.08 ±0.88 216 203 ± 29
3T7 3607.30 3603.68 ±0.24 228 286 ± 8
3T16 5054.35 5051.39 ±0.23 243 273 ± 6
4T9 4778.82 4775.37 ±0.39 221 237 ± 9

The center frequencies and Q values of all our measured toroidal overtones
are shown in Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.4. Center frequency and Q values provide
information about the 1D velocity, density and attenuation structure of the
Earth. Our center frequency values (Fig. 4.4a) are often similar to previous
measurements; when they differ, our new measurements are often more
branch consistent. For almost all our measured toroidal overtones (except
2T3), we observe center frequencies that are lower than PREM. Comparing
our center frequencies to previous measurements and model predictions, we
find that our observations are right in between the previous measurements
of Tromp and Zanzerkia, 1995 and Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998. For
the first overtone and part of the second overtone we observe higher center
frequencies than predicted by S20RTS and also almost always higher than
observed by RR. On the other hand, we often observe lower frequencies
than those observed by TZ. From 2T8 onward we observe higher center
frequencies which are more similar to PREM than those observed by Masters
and Widmer, 1995, and lower center frequencies than predicted by S20RTS,
except for 3T1 and 4T9, but these modes also have the largest errors. As
we are using the same method, we attribute these differences most likely
to the larger size of the data set used in our study, which counts for all
measured modes at least twice the amount of spectra compared to Tromp
and Zanzerkia, 1995 and Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998.

Our Q value measurements (Fig. 4.4b) show more scatter than our
center frequency measurements. This is a well known feature of normal
mode measurements due to the fact that the Q values depend on the spectral
amplitude which is strongly influenced by noise. Our Q values for the first
overtone are always higher than previous measurements by TZ and RR.
Only for mode 2T8 our measured Q value is lower then observed by RR,
but again note that this mode has large error bars. Also, this mode is
complicated by modes 0S20, 0T21 and 2S13 which are nearby in frequency.
Measurements of 2T8 might improve when taking cross-coupling with the
additional fundamental modes into account.

4.4.2 Splitting function coefficients

The center frequency and Q values (i.e. degree s = 0 structure) have
been measured jointly with splitting function coefficients for larger degrees
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a)

b)

Figure 4.4 (a) Measured center frequencies and (b) quality fac-
tors with respect to reference model PREM as a function of angular
order l for increasing mode branch n. Black circles denote our mea-
surements, also shown are measurements from Resovsky and Ritz-
woller, 1998 (diamonds), Tromp and Zanzerkia, 1995 (squares),
Masters and Widmer, 1995 (stars) and Widmer et al., 1992 (pen-
tagons). Model predictions of S20RTS (solid grey line) as well as
S40RTS (dashed grey line) are also shown.
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s ≥ 2. We measure self-coupled splitting functions, which only exist for
even degrees. Splitting function coefficients for s ≥ 2 provide information
on 3D variations in shear wave velocity and density. In agreement with
our center frequency values, the measured splitting function coefficients for
s = 2 also show nice branch consistency (Fig. 4.5).

For completeness we also included modes 3T1 and 4T9 in this paper,
which have proven to be difficult to measure due to poor data quality and
have to be interpreted with care. This is reflected in their considerably larger
error-bars and our measurements for these modes are mainly published for
comparison with future measurements.

The sensitivity kernels of each branch change only smoothly as a func-
tion of angular order l (see left columns in Figs. 4.6-4.8), so we also expect
the splitting function coefficients to vary smoothly too along each branch.
We find overall consistent branches, especially the largest degree 2 values
(c20), Re(c22) and Im(c22), which define the well-known ‘ring around the
Pacific’ structure, show consistency along the branches of each overtone.
Comparing our measurements with the S20RTS predictions, we find for ex-
ample that for the first and second overtone branches, our measurements
have larger c20 values and smaller Rec21 and Imc21 values than the model
predictions. Also for the 3rd and 4th overtone the S20RTS model overpre-
dicts the values for Rec21. Mantle model S20RTS is an isotropic shear wave
velocity model made using Rayleigh waves and spheroidal mode splitting
functions; the differences between our toroidal mode measurements and the
model predictions could be due to anisotropy.

The regional variations in frequency of the splitting functions are most
easily seen in splitting function maps (Figs. 4.6-4.8). Most of our measured
toroidal overtones are sensitive to the whole mantle. Only for the first
and second overtones the largest angular order modes have diminishing
sensitivity to the core mantle boundary. Our splitting function maps for
the first overtone branch (Fig. 4.6) show a similar pattern as predicted
by S20RTS, with the signature ‘ring around the Pacific’ of high frequency
anomalies surrounding a low frequency anomaly in the center of the Pacific.
However the splitting function maps differ in details. For example, mode
1T3 (Fig. 4.6b) shows much stronger low frequency anomalies in the Pacific
and southern Indian ocean than the S20RTS prediction.

Due to the size of our new data set we are able to measure all modes to
the same or higher degree as previously done. For example, we measured
1T7 (Fig. 4.6e) up to degree 10, revealing more details around the Pacific
and underneath Africa than previous measurements by Resovsky and Ritz-
woller, 1998 which were only up to degree 4. But also in comparison with
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the S20RTS prediction (also up to degree 10), we still see more detailed
anomalies. The sensitivity kernels for this mode have a peak in the transi-
tion zone, which may suggest that more detailed slab signatures are visible
in our splitting function for 1T7.

Splitting function maps for toroidal modes of the second overtone branch,
which have two peaks in their sensitivity kernels in the upper mantle and
lower mantle, are shown in Fig. 4.7. These modes (except for 2T8 which
was measured by Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998) have not been measured
before, so we can only compare our measurements to S20RTS predictions.
Again, we observe overall the ‘ring around the Pacific’, which can be seen in
all our measurements and S20RTS predictions, indicating the robustness of
our results. However, our measured splitting functions provide a better fit
to the data (see Table 4.1) than S20RTS and indeed the details of the ring
around the Pacific structure differ. For example modes 2T7 and 2T8, which
have very similar sensitive kernels, both show striking differences compared
to S20RTS, especially in the higher frequency anomalies near the North
and South pole. Also modes 2T13−2 T15 show interestingly similar stronger
anomalies near the poles, but with different overall shape than 2T7 and
2T8. This can also be seen in the larger observed c20 values in comparison
to S20RTS predictions of these 2nd overtone branch toroidal modes (Fig.
4.5).

Fig. 4.8 shows our observed splitting function maps of the third and
fourth overtones, again compared to S20RTS. These modes are difficult
to observe in the frequency spectrum and therefore we were only able to
make robust measurements up to degree 2. These overtones are sensitive to
the whole mantle and even though they are difficult to measure, they show
similar features as compared to S20RTS. We do observe stronger amplitudes
of the anomalies than in the S20RTS predictions. This is visible both in the
splitting function maps (Fig. 4.8) as well as in the values of our measured
degree coefficients c20 and Rec22 and Imc22 (Fig. 4.5).

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

We made a new catalogue of splitting function coefficients for 19 toroidal
modes from the first, second, third and fourth overtone branches, of which
13 had not been measured before. Our splitting function measurements are
available online at http://www.frospy.org. Our data set contains toroidal
mode overtones with sensitivity to upper and lower mantle shear wave veloc-
ity and density. The difference between our measurements, previous studies
and the predictions for models S20RTS and S40RTS demonstrate the im-
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Figure 4.5 Same as Fig. 4.4 but for all degree s = 2 splitting func-
tion coefficients. Vertical dashed lines separate different overtone
branches.

portance and potential of our toroidal overtone measurements in improving
constraints on isotropic and anisotropic mantle shear wave velocity.
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Figure 4.6 Our measured splitting functions compared to mea-
surements of Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998 and Tromp and Zanz-
erkia, 1995 and the predictions of mantle model S20RTS and
CRUST5.1. Also shown are the degree s = 0 sensitivity kernels
Ks (vs in red and ρ in grey) and the maximum spherical degree
smax for each mode.
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Figure 4.7 Same as Fig. 4.6, but also for the second overtone
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Figure 4.8 Same as Fig. 4.6, but also for the third and fourth
overtone
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Chapter Five

A new catalogue of
fundamental toroidal and
spheroidal mode splitting
functions measurements and
their cross-coupling

Toroidal modes, which are mainly sensitive to SH structure and dominantly
visible on the horizontal seismometer components, are a long overlooked
subset of Earth’s normal modes. Here, we make use of a recently updated
data set of normal mode spectra for large earthquakes to measure splitting
functions of fundamental toroidal and spheroidal normal modes. We also
combine information from the toroidal modes with the spheroidal modes,
mainly sensitive to P-SV structure, by measuring fundamental spheroidal-
toroidal mode cross-coupled splitting functions. We first made our own new
data set consisting of 3 component normal mode spectra up to 5 mHz for
91 events with MW ≥ 7.4 from the years 1983-2018 and then used it to
make splitting function measurements for 30 toroidal modes, 32 spheroidal
modes and 14 cross-coupled mode pairs. Splitting function coefficients,
which describe the regional frequency variations of a specific mode, are
easily included in global tomographic models because they depend linearly
on Earth structure.

We confirm previous studies and also find anomalously strong structural
cross-coupling between fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes, which
is much stronger than predicted by isotropic tomographic mantle models.
We show that the strong cross-coupling is not only present at degree s = 2
as found in previous studies, but also at degree s = 4 for all our measured
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A new catalogue of fundamental toroidal and spheroidal mode splitting
functions measurements and their cross-coupling

cross-coupled splitting functions. Previous studies interpreted the strong
coupling as evidence for azimuthal anisotropy in the mid mantle and we
also find that isotropic models cannot explain our observations. We also
investigated the sensitivity of our measured center frequencies for the fun-
damental toroidal and spheroidal modes to the presence of 1D radial aniso-
tropy in the transition zone and D”. We find that our center frequencies have
a much stronger sensitivity to radial anisotropy in the transition zone and
only marginal sensitivity to D”. Our measurements provide new constraints
on shear wave velocity structure and can be used in future inversions for
anisotropic mantle structure.
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5.1 Introduction

Knowledge of Earth’s mantle flow is fundamental to understand how Earth’s
deep interior evolves over time. Seismic anisotropy, which is the directional
dependence of the seismic velocity, gives us a way to constrain mantle flow
using seismic observations (Long and Becker, 2010). In particular, aniso-
tropy may record past and current flow direction, depending on the mineral
properties, and manifests itself in various ways in the seismic wavefield.
Another indicator of mantle flow is density, which indicates buoyancy and,
in combination with boundary topography, may also enhance or prevent
mantle flow. Consequently, if we want to study mantle convection, then
we need to determine key seismic parameters of anisotropy, density and
boundary topography on mantle scale. The past decades have shown a sig-
nificant increase in the amount of available seismic data due to an increase
in global 3-component broadband seismic station coverage, improvement in
data quality and the occurrence of several very strong earthquakes. This
gives us the opportunity to analyze seismic data constraining parameters
such as anisotropy and density in much more detail.

In this chapter we are focusing on using normal modes with the aim to
constrain mantle anisotropy and density structure; these are whole Earth os-
cillations which are excited after very strong earthquakes (MW > 7) and are
standing waves along Earth’s surface and radius (see Chapter 2 for more de-
tails). They are sensitive to 3D variations in isotropic and anisotropic shear-
wave velocity (vs), compressional-wave velocity (vp), density (ρ), boundary
topography and attenuation, making them an ideal tool to measure all these
seismic parameters at the same time and thus provide new constraints on
mantle flow. Their sensitivity ranging from crust to inner core and they
have been used to make 3D models of the Earth’s interior (e.g. Woodhouse
et al., 1986; Tromp, 1993; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Ritsema et al., 1999; Kuo
and Romanowicz, 2002; Resovsky and Trampert, 2003; Trampert et al.,
2004; Ritsema et al., 2011; Koelemeijer et al., 2017).

We make use of the fact that variations in 3D structure change the local
frequency of a normal mode, which is called splitting. There are in principle
two ways to study the splitting of normal modes using different approxi-
mations: (1) self-coupling, treating each mode as isolated in frequency and
(2) cross-coupling, taking the interaction or resonance between modes into
account (i.e. Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001)). In principle, all cross-coupling
between all modes should be taken into account, so called ‘full coupling’.
However, for computational limitations, cross-coupling is often limited to
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pairs of modes or small groups, which is called the ‘group-coupling’ ap-
proximation and will be used in this chapter. The cross-coupling of modes
has different origins and can be due to Earth’s structure, ellipticity or ro-
tation among others. Cross-coupling of toroidal and spheroidal modes due
to Earth’s rotation and ellipticity is well known (e.g. Zürn et al., 2000),
as well as further cross-coupling due to 3D variations in structure, such as
velocity, anisotropy and density, which has been discussed extensively using
synthetic calculations (e.g. Park and Yu, 1992; Park, 1993). Knowledge
about the self- and cross-coupling nature of normal modes helps us in deci-
phering Earth’s mantle structure and is especially important when studying
fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes.

The splitting of modes can be described using splitting functions, which
show how the normal mode frequency varies regionally. They are mea-
sured from normal mode spectra in the frequency domain. Resovsky and
Ritzwoller (1998) (RR from here on) were the first to extensively mea-
sure splitting functions for pairs of cross-coupled fundamental toroidal and
spheroidal modes. Their observations of toroidal and spheroidal mode
cross-coupled splitting functions were found to be too strong to be ex-
plained by Earth’s 3D isotropic structure alone, and were attributed to
azimuthal anisotropy (Beghein et al., 2008). Measuring the toroidal and
the spheroidal mode simultaneously, requires data from both vertical (dom-
inantly spheroidal modes) and horizontal component (dominantly toroidal
modes) seismograms. The horizontal component data, which are essential
for the toroidal mode measurement, is usually of poorer data quality, com-
pared to vertical component data, making it more complicated to get reason-
able splitting function measurements for toroidal modes than for spheroidal
modes. Hence, making new toroidal mode measurements has been ignored
for more than two decades (see Schneider and Deuss, 2020). The only ex-
isting cross-coupled splitting function measurements for pairs of spheroidal
and toroidal modes by RR show anomalously large coefficients, which can-
not be explained by isotropic vs and vp mantle structure alone. Beghein et
al. (2008) interpreted the anomalously strong cross-coupling splitting func-
tion coefficients as presence of azimuthal anisotropy in at least the upper
and mid-mantle, in addition to the well studied radial anisotropic structure
(e.g. Montagner and Tanimoto, 1991; Hu et al., 2009; Moulik and Ekström,
2014; Russell et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2020).

Here, we will revisit the measurement of fundamental toroidal modes and
the occurrence of structural cross-coupling with fundamental spheroidal
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modes, using a larger data set than before, enabling us to measure the
cross-coupling in greater detail. In an already published paper (Schneider
and Deuss, 2020) and discussed in Chapter 4 in this thesis, we measured
splitting functions of isolated toroidal mode overtones using only horizontal
component data. Here, we are using the same data set, supplemented with
vertical component data, to measure fundamental toroidal and spheroidal
modes and their cross-coupling. We confirm the anomalous spheroidal-
toroidal mode cross-coupling coefficients found earlier by RR and extend
them to higher spherical harmonic degrees. We then use our new center fre-
quency measurements for the fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes to
search if 1D radial anisotropy in the transition zone or D" (i.e. core mantle
boundary region) may explain our observations.

5.2 Theory and Method

Normal theory is extensively explained in chapter 2; here we will repeat
the main points that are of importance for this chapter. Normal modes are
whole Earth oscillations, excited after large earthquakes. They exist only
for discrete frequencies and can be divided by their characteristic behavior
into spheroidal and toroidal modes. Spheroidal modes are mainly sensitive
to compressional velocity vp (P) and vertically polarized shear wave velocity
vs structure (SV), while toroidal modes are mainly sensitive to horizontally
polarized shear wave velocity vs structure (SH). In addition to 3D variations
in velocity, both mode types are also sensitive to density and attenuation
structure as well as boundary topography. Toroidal and spheroidal modes
are identified by three integers; their overtone number n and their angu-
lar order l and their azimuthal order m using the notation nTl for toroidal
modes and nSl for spheroidal modes. While n and l can be any non-negative
integer, m is dependent on l by −l ≤ m ≤ l. Modes span branches (see Fig.
5.1) for constant n, incorporating smooth changes in frequency and their
sensitivity kernels and therefore also sensivity to Earth structure along each
branch.

A mode or multiplet nSl or nTl of angular order l consists of 2l+ 1 singlets;
these singlets all have identical frequencies for a spherical, non-rotating,
elastic and isotropic Earth, which is called degeneracy. Perturbations, such
as Earth’s ellipticity, rotation and 3D heterogeneity remove the degeneracy
and cause the singlets of a mode to split into individual different frequen-
cies (e.g. Dahlen and Tromp, 1998). Splitting due to Earth’s ellipticity
removes the degeneracy of a mode only partially, while rotational splitting
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.1 Frequency versus angular order l of all (a) spheroidal
modes and (b) toroidal modes up to 5 mHz showing the branches
connected by solid black lines for each overtone number n. Red
symbols indicate modes measured in this study. Cross-coupled
modes measured in this study are indicated by red lines.

removes the degeneracy completely. At low frequency, rotational and ellip-
ticity splitting are dominant, when going to higher frequency heterogeneous
3D structure becomes the main reason for splitting of the singlet frequencies.

Multiplet splitting can be treated using either the self-coupling approxi-
mation or taking cross-coupling into account. In the self-coupling approxi-
mation all modes are treated as isolated and singlets only exchange energy
within one mode. In this case toroidal modes, due to their nature, are only
visible on the horizontal components, while spheroidal modes are observ-
able on both horizontal and vertical components of the seismogram. While
this approximation is appealing, simple and acceptable to describe some
isolated modes (see Chapter 4 on isolated toroidal overtone measurements),
it is insufficient to fully describe all characteristics of Earth’s normal modes,
especially when different modes are close in frequency. Cross-coupling de-
scribes the exchange of energy between different modes and takes the inter-
action between singlets of different modes into account. Cross-coupling (i.e.
exchange of energy) between fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes
results in toroidal mode energy also becoming visible on the vertical com-
ponent instead of only on the horizontal components of the seismogram.
Cross-Coupling between pairs of modes is particularly strong if their fre-
quencies are close and their displacement field is similar (e.g. Dahlen and
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Tromp, 1998; Laske and Widmer-Schnidrig, 2007). Sources of coupling
are again Earth’s ellipticity, rotation and lateral heterogeneity. In prin-
ciple, of course all modes cross-couple and we should use the full-coupling
method (Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001). However, this is computational very
expensive when measuring splitting functions and we will use the group-
coupling approximation where only cross-coupling between pairs or small
groups of modes which are very close in frequency is taken into account.
Cross-coupling with modes further away in frequency will be ignored in the
group-coupling approximation.

Cross-coupling due to ellipticity, rotation and 3D variations in Earth’s struc-
ture is dictated by certain rules. For instance, the Coriolis force due to
rotation causes notably strong cross-coupling on mode pairs of the form
0Sl−0Tl±1, in other words fundamental spheroidal-toroidal mode pairs that
differ by a single angular order, such as 0S11−0 T12 or 0S19−0 T20. The pre-
dicted individual center frequency shifts of these mode pairs due to rotation
are up to 5µHz compared to the 1D PREM model (Dziewonski and Ander-
son, 1981) (see Fig. 2.2 in Chapter 2). The shifts are largest for modes
which are closest in frequency, which happens especially for l = 10−12 and
l = 19 − 20. These mode pairs may also experience additional structural
cross-coupling due to lateral heterogeneity such as isotropic and anisotropic
velocity and density structure. Especially azimuthal anisotropy has been
shown to cause strong cross-coupling between pairs of 0Sl −0 Tl±1 modes
(e.g. Park and Yu, 1992). The effect of different sources of cross-coupling
on pairs of fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes nSl −n Tl±1 can
be clearly seen in synthetic frequency spectra calculated for horizontal and
vertical components, see Fig. 2.3 in Chapter 2 for the mode pair 0T13−0S12.

We would like to improve the data fit, such as seen in Fig 5.2, by measuring
the splitting and cross-coupling of the fundamental toroidal and spheroidal
modes using the splitting function approach, introduced by Woodhouse and
Giardini (1985) and extended by RR. We follow the same method as de-
scribed in Deuss et al. (2011) and Deuss et al. (2013) (AD from here on)
and use the same vertical and horizontal component data and procedure
used by Schneider and Deuss (2020) and in Chapter 4 in measuring toroidal
overtones. Splitting functions describe the regional frequency variations of
a specific mode. In other words: splitting functions represent large scale
depths averages of how a mode "sees" the Earth. They are a convenient way
to measure normal modes and are relatively easy included in global tomog-
raphy (e.g. Woodhouse and Giardini, 1985; Ritsema et al., 1999; Ritsema
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Figure 5.2 Example of two different spectral windows, showing
observed data, PREM model prediction including rotation and el-
lipticity, and synthetics calculated using our measured splitting
function (cst, also including rotation and ellipticity) for (a, d) ver-
tical component, (b, e) radial component and (c, f) transverse
component data of 0T13 −0 S12, and 0T17 −0 S16. Also shown are
the corresponding misfits for rotation and ellipticity (mf-RE) and
our measurements (mf-cst) between data and model prediction or
splitting function measurement.
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et al., 2011; Moulik and Ekström, 2014; Koelemeijer et al., 2016). Splitting
functions are parameterised using structure coefficients cst for mode pairs
which we label k and k′ where k denotes either a spheroidal or toroidal
mode with radial order n and angular order l. The splitting function or cst
coefficients are sensitive to 3D variations in mantle structure and can be
expressed using:

cst(kk′) =

∫ a

0
δmst(r)Ks(kk′)(r)dr +

∑
d

δhdstH
d
s(kk′) (5.1)

where δmst are the spherical harmonic coefficients of angular order s and
azimuthal order t of 3D heterogeneity (δvp, δvs and δρ) and δhdst the co-
efficients of discontinuity boundary topography; Ks(kk′)(r) and Hd

s(kk′) are
known sensitivity kernels (Woodhouse, 1980).

When measuring self-coupling, k = k′ and in this case s is even. k 6= k′

represents cross-coupling between a pair of different modes and s is either
even or odd, depending on the cross-coupling rules:

• Lateral heterogeneity causes cross-coupling for same-type mode pairs,
i.e. spheroidal-spheroidal or toroidal-toroidal pairs, for degree s and
azimuthal order t , if (i) m + t −m′ = 0, (ii) l‘ + l + s is even and
(iii) |l− l‘| ≤ s ≤ l‘ + l. For example mode pair 0T2 −0 T3 couples for
structural degrees s 1, 3, and 5.

• Cross-coupling between spheroidal and toroidal mode pairs of type
0Sl −0 Tl±1 occurs for lateral heterogeneity of even degree s, if |l −
l′| + 1 ≤ s ≥ l + l′ − 1 and l + l′ + s is odd. For example mode pair
0S19 −0 T20 couples for all even degrees from 2, 4, 6 up to 38.

To jointly measure splitting functions for spheroidal and toroidal modes, we
need long period frequency spectra obtained from 3 component broadband
seismometers. We then need to be able to compute synthetic seismograms
for these 3 components in order to perform our splitting function inversion.
We calculate synthetic seismograms for a given isolated mode or a small
group of modes (i.e. group-coupling approximation) using a method very
similar to Li et al. (1991). In all our calculations we also include ellipticity
and rotation; 3D heterogeneity is included using the splitting function coef-
ficients and are all incorporated in building the splitting and cross-coupling
matrix M . The synthetic seismogram u(t) can be written as a harmonic
function of time t

u(t) = Re[r · ei
√
Mt · s], (5.2)
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where s is the source vector which depends on the moment tensor, r is the
receiver vector depending on instrument response and orientation, i.e. the
component of the instrument. M is a complex matrix, containing splitting
coefficients including the degenerate multiplet frequencies ω2

0 for PREM
and the contributions of Coriolis force, further rotation and ellipticity. If
ellipticity, rotation and 3D heterogeneity are not taken into account, the
matrix M will be diagonal containing only the degenerate multiplet fre-
quencies ω2

0, where ω0 is the radial frequency (in radians/sec) from the 1D
reference model. ElseM will become non-diagonal and we have to diagonal-
ize M to compute its exponential. Here we use eigenvalue decomposition,
MU = UΛ, where the matrix U contains the eigenvectors and the diagonal
matrix Λ contains the non-degenerate eigenvalues ω2. Now we can write
the synthetic seismogram as

u(t) = Re[(r ·U)ei
√

Λt(U−1 · s)], (5.3)

In the self-coupling approximation, for a mode with angular order l, M is
a square block diagonal matrix of size (2l + 1) × (2l + 1). If modes are
cross-coupled, M will contain block matrices on the diagonal for the self-
coupling contribution of each individual mode plus off-diagonal rectangular
with blocks with size (2l+1)×(2l′+1) describing the cross-coupling between
each possible pair of modes. Each mode with angular order l adds blocks
with size (2l+ 1)× (2l′+ 1) to matrix M and increases its size by (2l+ 1).
We can write M incorporating the splitting function coefficients cst as:

M
(kk′)
mm′ = ω2

0δkk′ + ω0W
(kk′)
mm′ +

l+l′∑
s=l−l′

s∑
t=−s

γmm
′t

ll′s cst(kk′), (5.4)

for a pair of modes k, k′ with the degenerate frequencies ωk, ωk′ , where
ω0 = (ωk + ωk′)/2 and δkk′ = 0 if k 6= k′ and 1 if k = k′. The coefficients
γmm

′t
ll′s are given by:

γmm
′t

ll′s =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
Y m∗
l (θ, φ)Y m′

l′ (Φ, φ)sin(θ)dθdφ, (5.5)

where Y m
l are the fully normalized complex spherical harmonics. The effect

of rotation due to Coriolis force is described by matrix W . Ellipticity is
included as an additional degree s = 2, t = 0 term in the heterogeneity and
discontinuity topography coefficients. For k = k′, l = l′ and ωk = ωk′ these
equations reduce to self-coupling approximations and we use the average
frequency of the two modes to calculate ω0. To visualize splitting functions,
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we use splitting function maps F (θ,Φ), defined as

F (θ,Φ) =

2l∑
s=0

s∑
t=−s

cstY
t
s (θ,Φ) (5.6)

where Y t
s (θ,Φ) are the complex spherical harmonics (Edmonds, 1960).

5.2.1 Radial anisotropy

Radial anisotropy is a type of transverse isotropy, with a vertical symme-
try axis (e.g. parallel to the Earth’s radius). Radial anisotropy is already
present in PREM in the uppermost 220km and is expressed in terms of vari-
ation in horizontally and vertically polarized shear wave velocity vsh and
vsv, horizontally and vertically polarized compressional wave velocity vph
and vpv, and the velocity at intermediate angles using η. Here, we would
like to investigate the effect of additional radial anisotropy in the transition
zone (440-770km depth) and in the D′′ region (2741 - 2891km depth) by
only varying the ratio between vsh and vsv and vph and vpv, while keeping
the isotropic velocity and the radial anisotropy at other depths unchanged.

Following the approach e.g. in Lythgoe and Deuss (2015), we use the five
Love parameters A, C, L, N and F (Love, 1944), which can be expressed for
transverse isotropy with the symmetry axis in the radial direction as

A = ρv2
ph (5.7)

C = ρv2
pv (5.8)

L = ρv2
sv (5.9)

N = ρv2
sh (5.10)

(5.11)

with A and C being related to the horizontally and vertically polarized
compressional wave velocities, relative to the axis of symmetry, and L and
N with the same relation but for shear wave velocity. The parameter F is
expressed through the non-dimensional anisotropy parameter η, while the
ratios for compressional wave anisotropy Φ and shear wave anisotropy ξ are
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calculated using

η =
F

A− 2L
(5.12)

Φ =
v2
pv

v2
ph

(5.13)

ξ =
v2
sh

v2
sv

(5.14)

We used equations 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 to calculate new anisotropic velocities
for either the transition zone or D”, while the rest of the 1D model remained
equal to PREM. Then the MINEOS code (Masters et al., 2011) is used to
calculate the new center frequencies for the fundamental spheroidal and
toroidal modes which are compared to our measured values.

5.3 Data and inversion method

We make use of 91 large events since 1983 with MW ≥ 7.3. From these
events, we made a data set consisting of

• 50.989 frequency spectra obtained from 5.131 vertical (Z) component
records,

• 16.325 frequency spectra obtained from 2.623 radial (R) component
records and

• 10.304 frequency spectra obtained from 2.127 transverse (T) compo-
nent records.

As already mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, measuring toroidal modes is
complicated, due to a less clear signal of interest on the horizontal com-
ponents (Fig. 5.3b,c), compared to spheroidal mode signal on the vertical
component (Fig. 5.3a). As a consequence we have been able to collect a
much smaller number of horizontal component spectra than vertical com-
ponent spectra. Nevertheless, we showed in Chapter 4 that we were still
able to obtain stable splitting function measurements for isolated toroidal
mode overtones using only the radial and transverse components, and in the
current chapter will use all three components to measure splitting functions
for cross-coupled toroidal-spheroidal mode pairs.

We will need to combine records from the radial, transverse and verti-
cal components to measure spheroidal-toroidal cross-coupled fundamental
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Figure 5.3 All selected spectra for the spectral segment of modes
0T13,6 S1 and 0S12 (using a time window from 5-50 hr since the
event origin time), showing (a) the vertical, (b) radial and (c)
transversal components. Highlighted in blue is the frequency win-
dow used in the splitting function measurement.
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mode pairs. Because of the nature of toroidal modes, we expect them to
be predominantly visible on the horizontal components, while spheroidal
modes are expected to be visible on both horizontal and the vertical com-
ponents. This difference in data quality and quantity between the horizontal
and vertical components leads to potential problems skewing the measure-
ments towards the spheroidal modes which are mainly visible on the vertical
component with the largest amount of data, giving the toroidal modes on
the horizontal components less weight. Therefore we inverted for the self-
coupled toroidal mode splitting functions only using the horizontal com-
ponents, while for self-coupled spheroidal modes only the vertical compo-
nent were used. For cross-coupled modes we differentiate between toroidal-
toroidal mode cross-coupling (inverted for only using horizontal compo-
nents), toroidal-spheroidal mode cross-coupling (and spheroidal-spheroidal
mode cross-coupling (both are inverted for using all 3 components). This
differentiation assures that the toroidal mode measurements where not dom-
inated by the vertical components, and therefore by the signal of the spheroidal
modes. It is important to note that, we used these differentiation between
components for specific modes only when calculating the derivatives of the
spectra. In fact, all specified self-coupled and cross-coupled splitting func-
tions are always measured simultaneously, using all three components. Syn-
thetic spectra and corresponding data misfits were also always calculated
including all splitting functions and all modes for all three components.

Because of computational limitations we are restricted to measure only
small groups of modes at a time using the ‘group-coupling’ approxima-
tion. Each additional splitting function for a mode with angular order l
adds up to maximum 2l extra parameters in the inversion, which would
rapidly make the total number of unknown parameters in the inversion too
large when the number of spectra is limited. We were able to measure some
multiplets consisting of up to 3 modes in a fully cross-coupled sense. For
example 0S11 −2 S7 −0 T12, for which 3 self-coupled splitting functions and
3 cross-coupled splitting functions between 3 different mode pair combi-
nations were measured simultaneously in a joint inversion. We took the
complex cross-coupling of groups consisting of more than three modes into
account by allowing the extra modes (above the three modes included in a
fully coupled sense) to cross-couple only due to rotation and ellipticity with
the nearby modes without measuring the structural cross-coupling (see Ta-
ble 5.1 for details).

The normal mode spectra (see for example Fig. 5.2) depend nonlinearly
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on the splitting function coefficients, and therefore we employ a non-linear
iterative least-squares inversion (Tarantola and Valette, 1982). For details
of our method see Deuss et al. (2013) and Chapter 2. Because of the non-
linearity of the inversion we started all our splitting function measurements
from two different different starting models and apply a range of norm
damping parameters encompassing several order of magnitude. Our two
starting models are (i) PREM, where all splitting function coefficient cst
starting values are zero and (ii) using non-zero cst splitting function co-
efficients calculated for S20RTS. Rotation and ellipticity were also always
included when calculating the synthetic spectra for the starting models and
also for the measured cst. We selected our splitting function measurement
depending on which of the two starting models resulted in the lowest mis-
fit; in case both starting models resulted in the same misfit reduction, the
PREM starting model was selected. For 9 measurements (0T3, 0T4, 0T5,
0T6, 0T8, 0T9, 0T10, 0T11 and 0T17) we used PREM as a starting model, for
the others we used S20RTS. We iterated each run 10-20 times until con-
vergence and we investigated the trade-off between model size and misfit
as a function of damping to pick the best compromise. To evaluate our
measurements, we define the misfit between the data di and the synthetics
ui including our new splitting function coefficients, as

misfit =
1

N

N∑∑n
i=1(di − ui(cst))2∑n

i=1 d
2
i

(5.15)

with N spectral segments for each mode and n data points per segment.

5.4 Results

We have measured splitting functions for toroidal and spheroidal funda-
mental modes and their cross-coupling in our aim to improve constraints
on mantle structure, especially for shear wave velocity vs and its radial
and azimuthal anisotropy. We have also measured some spheroidal and
toroidal overtones if they were close to the fundamental modes and had
to be included for completeness. Especially several Stoneley modes have
also been measured; the results for the Stoneley modes will be discussed
in Chapter 6. We measured a total of 30 toroidal modes (of which 25 are
fundamental toroidal modes), 32 spheroidal modes (of which 17 are funda-
mental spheroidal modes) and 14 cross-coupled spheroidal-toroidal splitting
functions. We measured 8 toroidal modes (0T3, 0T23, 0T24, 0T25, 0T26, 0T27,
0T28 and 1T16 ) and 3 cross-coupled mode pairs (0S9 −0 T10, 0S21 −0 T22

and 0S22 −0 T23) which had not been measured before; all the other modes
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have been measured before (Roult et al., 1990; Widmer et al., 1992; Tromp
and Zanzerkia, 1995; Masters and Widmer, 1995; Resovsky and Ritzwoller,
1998; Deuss et al., 2013; Koelemeijer et al., 2013). By adding new data
we were able to increase the maximum angular order s in splitting func-
tion measurements for previously measured spheroidal, toroidal and cross-
coupled modes. Our measurements include all fundamental toroidal modes
from 0T3 to 0T28 (see table 5.1 and 5.2).
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Table 5.1 Misfit for normal-mode spectra used in this study. Modes between brackets were included in
the measurement procedure for completeness, but their splitting functions are not constrained well enough
by the data to be reported. Bold modes correspond to new modes for which splitting functions have not
been measured before, smax denotes the highest specified spherical harmonic degree, Nev denotes the number
of events, NT the number of transverse component spectral records and NR the number radial component
records. PREM denotes the misfit including only rotation and ellipticity of the Earth, seperated in transverse
(mT ) and radial component (mR) misfit. The misfits for the S20RTS model and after cst measurement are
also given.

Spectral segment smax Nev NZ NT NR PREM S20RTS cst
mZ mT mR mZ mT mR mZ mT mR

0T3-(0S2) 2 9 0 16 14 - 0.43 0.58 - 0.41 0.56 - 0.39 0.53

0T4-(0S3) 4 20 0 65 29 - 0.47 0.49 - 0.45 0.45 - 0.40 0.42

0T5-(0S4, 1S3, 3S1) 8 29 0 185 100 - 0.38 0.48 - 0.35 0.43 - 0.31 0.41

0T6-(0S5) 8 49 0 284 139 - 0.45 0.53 - 0.38 0.46 - 0.33 0.40

0T7, 1T1

-(0S6, 0S7, 2S3)
8, 2 49 0 342 256 - 0.64 0.61 - 0.57 0.56 - 0.52 0.55

0T8-(0S7, 1S5, 2S4) 12 60 0 481 247 - 0.57 0.72 - 0.39 0.52 - 0.34 0.43

0T9-(0S8, 2S5, 1S6) 14 64 0 586 301 - 0.65 0.80 - 0.43 0.54 - 0.35 0.41

0S9, 0T10, 1T4,
0S9 −0 T10

12, 6, 2,
2-6 104 2322 473 580 0.55 0.85 0.69 0.41 0.67 0.63 0.17 0.61 0.54

0S10, 0T11, 4S2,
0S10 −0 T11

20, 4, 2,
2-4 97 1789 104 286 0.63 0.94 0.73 0.52 0.73 0.72 0.18 0.64 0.51
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Spectral segment smax Nev NZ NT NR PREM S20RTS cst

mZ mT mR mZ mT mR mZ mT mR

0S11, 2S7, 0T12,
0S11 −2 S7, 0S11 −0 T12,
2S7 −0 T12

10, 6, 6,
4-8, 2-6,
6-6

103 1171 178 318 0.90 0.83 0.88 0.76 0.81 0.96 0.39 0.62 0.60

0S12, 6S1, 0T13,
0S12 −0 T13

20, 2, 6,
2-6 104 1707 122 329 0.77 0.92 0.74 0.52 0.71 0.67 0.25 0.65 0.49

0S13, 0T14, 0S13 −0 T14

-(5S2)
20, 4, 2-6 108 3371 232 778 0.70 0.87 0.58 0.45 0.51 0.51 0.29 0.43 0.44

0S14, 2S9, 0T15,
0S14 −2 S9, 0S14 −0 T15

16, 8, 10,
5-7, 2-4 108 3386 236 715 0.87 1.06 0.85 0.49 0.71 0.63 0.27 0.62 0.46

0S15, 1S11, 0T16,
0S15 −0 T16, 0S15 −1 S11

20, 10, 12,
2-6, 14-6 107 2717 210 676 0.74 1.04 0.78 0.42 0.74 0.58 0.24 0.61 0.45

0S16, 0T17, 1T9,
0S16 −0 T17

14, 4, 2,
2-4 108 3338 248 874 0.87 0.94 1.06 0.46 0.65 0.61 0.28 0.56 0.39

0S17, 2S11, 0T18,
0S17 −2 S11, 0S17 −0 T18

14, 10, 8,
6-8, 2-4 107 2674 124 525 0.94 1.08 0.77 0.51 0.88 0.62 0.27 0.71 0.49

0S17, 1S12, 0T18,
0S17 −0 T18

14, 4, 8,
2-4 107 2674 124 525 0.81 1.20 0.91 0.65 0.85 0.79 0.40 0.59 0.67

0S18, 3S7, 0T19,
0S18 −0 T19

20, 6, 6,
2-6 96 2039 206 405 0.95 1.01 0.88 0.77 0.87 0.85 0.35 0.74 0.59

0S19, 0T20, 1S13,
0S19 −0 T20, 0S19 −1 S13

14, 4, 2,
2-10, 6-10 90 1218 163 211 1.01 1.19 1.13 0.56 0.84 0.87 0.36 0.69 0.68

0S20, 0T21, 0S20 −0 T21

-(8S1)
20, 12, 2-8 106 2900 128 584 0.88 1.48 0.85 0.52 1.19 0.64 0.32 1.00 0.53

0S21, 1S14, 0T22,
0S21 −1 S14, 0S21 −0 T22

16, 6, 4,
7-9, 2-4 108 3783 211 847 0.94 1.30 0.78 0.52 0.96 0.55 0.43 0.73 0.45

0S22, 2S14, 0T23,
0S22 −0 T23

20, 10, 10,
2-6 104 3463 310 673 0.87 1.32 0.88 0.41 1.03 0.63 0.23 0.95 0.55

0T24-(3S11, 8S2, 0S23) 4 62 0 313 484 - 0.86 0.47 - 0.86 0.47 - 0.54 0.44
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Spectral segment smax Nev NZ NT NR PREM S20RTS cst
mZ mT mR mZ mT mR mZ mT mR

0S25, 1S16, 0T25

-(0S24, 0T26)
16, 10, 4 106 4516 838 1101 1.02 1.12 1.00 0.51 0.74 0.77 0.35 0.56 0.71

0S26, 2S16, 0T26

-(0T27, 0S27, 0S25, 0T25)
20, 10, 10 108 3751 738 1144 0.98 1.28 1.00 0.43 1.16 0.72 0.28 0.86 0.60

0T27, 0S27, 1T16

-(0S26, 0T28, 0T26, 0S28)
10, 12, 4 105 3631 295 623 0.96 0.88 0.72 0.45 0.76 0.51 0.34 0.56 0.41

7S5, 2S17, 0T28

-(3S14, 0S28, 0S27, 0S29)
10, 4, 10 105 2458 246 450 0.99 1.03 0.60 0.71 0.89 0.54 0.50 0.68 0.51
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All normal modes are listed in Table 5.1 in the groups in which they were
measured, showing for each spectral segment the highest degree measured,
the number of events and records used and also the misfits for PREM and for
S20RTS. For all measured self-coupled modes and groups of cross-coupled
modes the cst misfit after our inversion is always lower than both the PREM
and S20RTS misfits. Examples of the misfit improvement on the vertical, ra-
dial and transverse component for the cross-coupled mode pairs 0S12−0 T13

and 0S16 −0 T17 are shown in Fig. 5.2. The amplitude and phase of the
spectra calculated using our measured splitting function coefficients (and
also including rotation and ellipticity) are a much better fit to the data
compared to the spectra calcultated for PREM including only rotation and
ellipticity.

We first present our measured center frequency and Q values (i.e. the
s = 0 values). The center frequencies and Q values have been measured
jointly with splitting function coefficients for larger degrees s ≥ 2. For self-
coupled measurements only even degree coefficients exists. We then present
our measured splitting function coefficients for self-coupled fundamental
toroidal and spheroidal modes. Finally we present our splitting function
coefficients for spheroidal-toroidal cross-coupled mode pairs.

5.4.1 Center frequency and Q values

Table 5.2 shows all measured modes and their corresponding center fre-
quencies and Q values, as well as their corresponding PREM values. For
completeness, we have also included previous toroidal mode overtone mea-
surement of Schneider and Deuss (2020). The fundamental toroidal modes
0Tl are all cross-coupled with their closest fundamental spheroidal mode
0Sl±1. Because normal modes span branches of modes with the same over-
tone number n, along which the sensitivity to velocity and density changes
smoothly, we expect also smooth changes of the center frequency, Q values
and splitting function coefficients along the overtone branches and this is
indeed what we observe.
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Table 5.2 Center frequencies in µHz and quality factors Q mea-
sured in this study. Bold modes correspond to new modes for
which splitting functions have not been measured before.

Mode PREM f0 (µHz) Measured fc (µHz) PREM Q0 Measured Q

0T3 586.16 585.86 ±0.11 240 336 ± 22
0T4 765.66 765.63 ±0.18 228 294 ± 22
0T5 928.24 928.35 ±0.09 216 250 ± 8
0T6 1078.83 1079.00 ±0.04 205 231 ± 3
0T7 1220.70 1220.77 ±0.07 196 222 ± 4
0T8 1356.11 1356.33 ±0.06 187 203 ± 3
0T9 1486.61 1487.02 ±0.07 180 196 ± 2
0T10 1613.26 1613.73 ±0.29 173 182 ± 9
0T11 1736.85 1737.42 ±0.54 168 151 ± 14
0T12 1857.94 1858.07 ±0.11 163 135 ± 2
0T13 1976.99 1976.43 ±0.43 159 136 ± 10
0T14 2094.36 2094.45 ±0.14 155 155 ± 3
0T15 2210.34 2210.92 ±0.06 152 145 ± 1
0T16 2325.19 2325.06 ±0.16 149 139 ± 2
0T17 2439.09 2439.62 ±0.24 147 130 ± 4
0T18 2552.22 2551.44 ±0.41 145 126 ± 6
0T20 2776.67 2779.03 ±1.20 142 120 ± 13
0T21 2888.20 2891.10 ±2.20 140 127 ± 21
0T21 2888.20 2893.09 ±0.96 140 110 ± 9
0T22 2999.37 3001.22 ±0.45 139 121 ± 5
0T23 3110.25 3112.08 ±0.11 138 121 ± 1
0T24 3220.90 3221.91 ±0.28 137 128 ± 3
0T25 3331.35 3332.19 ±0.38 137 122 ± 3
0T26 3441.64 3442.23 ±0.05 136 118 ± 1
0T27 3551.80 3553.33 ±0.23 135 123 ± 2
0T28 3661.86 3664.67 ±0.16 135 120 ± 1
1T1 1236.11 1234.93 ±0.16 260 329 ± 21
1T2 1320.13 1319.29 ±0.17 256 302 ± 19
1T3 1439.13 1438.45 ±0.08 253 299 ± 7
1T4 1585.50 1585.13 ±0.29 250 262 ± 22
1T5 1750.49 1750.19 ±0.13 246 303 ± 9
1T6 1925.61 1925.25 ±0.12 242 277 ± 7
1T7 2103.79 2103.40 ±0.06 237 289 ± 3
1T9 2452.49 2452.21 ±1.11 227 250 ± 39
1T13 3100.46 3099.07 ±0.10 215 236 ± 3
1T14 3255.59 3253.52 ±0.06 213 227 ± 2
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Mode PREM f0 (µHz) Measured fc (µHz) PREM Q0 Measured Q

1T16 3560.73 3558.23 ±0.29 209 219 ± 8
2T3 2294.97 2295.28 ±0.22 207 236 ± 7
2T5 2485.09 2484.87 ±0.15 213 245 ± 5
2T7 2753.73 2753.00 ±0.33 223 247 ± 12
2T8 2913.97 2912.57 ±0.08 229 267 ± 3
2T13 3832.88 3830.52 ±0.21 242 271 ± 7
2T14 4016.39 4013.81 ±0.24 241 301 ± 8
2T15 4196.12 4192.69 ±0.22 239 287 ± 7
2T16 4372.15 4368.75 ±0.53 237 258 ± 15
3T1 3203.50 3200.08 ±0.88 216 203 ± 29
3T7 3607.30 3603.68 ±0.24 228 286 ± 8
3T16 5054.35 5051.39 ±0.23 243 273 ± 6
4T9 4778.82 4775.37 ±0.39 221 237 ± 9
0S9 1578.28 1577.46 ±0.02 333 340 ± 3
0S10 1726.47 1725.72 ±0.10 328 331 ± 13
0S11 1862.42 1861.87 ±0.06 322 301 ± 7
0S12 1990.37 1989.56 ±0.09 315 323 ± 10
0S13 2112.94 2111.94 ±0.01 307 296 ± 1
0S14 2231.40 2230.34 ±0.02 298 304 ± 2
0S15 2346.38 2345.29 ±0.06 289 299 ± 5
0S16 2458.22 2457.31 ±0.05 279 288 ± 3
0S17 2567.12 2566.40 ±0.08 269 273 ± 4
0S18 2673.30 2673.41 ±0.34 259 267 ± 15
0S19 2776.98 2776.62 ±0.15 250 252 ± 6
0S20 2878.37 2877.70 ±0.11 241 238 ± 4
0S21 2977.73 2977.38 ±0.07 232 243 ± 2
0S22 3075.27 3075.05 ±0.07 225 243 ± 2
0S25 3359.38 3359.45 ±0.04 205 211 ± 1
0S26 3451.91 3451.77 ±0.02 200 208 ± 1
0S27 3543.65 3543.28 ±0.05 195 197 ± 1
1S11 2347.54 2345.58 ±0.20 374 472 ± 32
1S12 2555.06 2552.26 ±0.21 365 384 ± 34
1S13 2766.24 2763.75 ±0.24 345 341 ± 28
1S14 2975.79 2973.29 ±0.06 293 290 ± 4
1S16 3338.62 3337.70 ±0.10 166 164 ± 1
2S7 1864.96 1865.19 ±0.20 212 238 ± 8
2S9 2228.75 2228.86 ±0.05 188 191 ± 1
2S11 2572.16 2572.42 ±0.19 176 184 ± 4
2S14 3063.60 3062.38 ±0.15 188 183 ± 3
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Mode PREM f0 (µHz) Measured fc (µHz) PREM Q0 Measured Q

2S16 3443.46 3440.59 ±0.01 354 342 ± 1
2S17 3657.42 3655.16 ±0.05 390 395 ± 5
3S7 2686.33 2686.04 ±0.16 269 276 ± 8
4S2 1722.30 1721.50 ±0.05 434 492 ± 14
6S1 1980.38 1981.07 ±0.46 650 296 ± 121
7S5 3659.75 3657.41 ±0.02 477 510 ± 4

Fundamental toroidal mode center frequency measurements (Fig. 5.4a)
display consistently positive frequency shifts (i.e. larger frequency) than
PREM, however our frequency shifts have smaller amplitude compared to
most previous studies. Especially for low l (modes 0T3 - 0T10) the studies
of Widmer et al. (1992) and Masters and Widmer (1995) did not include
Coriolis coupling with the nearby 0Sl mode. Also Tromp and Zanzerkia
(1995) did not include Coriolis coupling. Our measurements are in best
agreement with RR, who did include Coriolis and ellipticity coupling just
like us. Starting from 0T12 our observed center frequency shifts are also
lower than predictions for S20RTS and S40RTS (Ritsema et al., 2011) +
CRUST5.1 (S40RTS from here on). The only exception are our 0T20 and
0T21 measurements, which show stronger positive shifts than previous stud-
ies. This stronger shift may be due to stronger Coriolis coupling between
the fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes 0T20−0 S19 and 0T21−0 S20

than predicted by PREM in our calculations (Dahlen and Tromp, 1998).
Model predictions of S20RTS and S40RTS show a stronger shift with re-
spect to PREM but still underestimate our observed frequency shifts. We
checked our large shifts by looking at the actual spectra that are being
fit in the splitting function measurement for mode pair 0T21 −0 S20. We
find that on all 3 components the frequency shift of both 0T21 and 0S20

are overpredicted by PREM. Including ellipticity and rotation moves the
center frequencies closer to the data, but on the transverse component it
is clear that a further center frequency shift for 0T21 is necessary in the cst
measurement to improve the data fit (see Fig. 5.5).

Our fundamental spheroidal mode center frequency values (Fig. 5.4b) have
negative frequency shifts and are often similar to previous measurements
and change smoothly along the branch. Our fundamental spheroidal mode
center frequencies show on average a smaller center frequency shift than RR,
like the toroidal modes. We mentioned that 0T20 and 0T21 show large center
frequency shifts, in contrast to their fundamental spheroidal cross-coupling
partners 0S19 and 0S20, respectively, which show only small shifts off the
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a)

b)

d)

c)

Figure 5.4 (a) Measured center frequencies and (b) quality factors for funda-
mental speroidal modes with respect to reference model PREM as a function of
angular order l. Black circles denote our measurements, also shown are measure-
ments from RR (diamonds), Tromp and Zanzerkia (1995) (squares), Masters and
Widmer (1995) (stars) and Widmer et al. (1992) (pentagons). Model predictions of
S20RTS+CRUST5.1 (solid grey line) as well as S40RTS+CRUST5.1 (dashed grey
line) are also shown. (c), (d) Same but for fundamental toroidal modes.
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Figure 5.5 Stacked frequency spectra for vertical, radial and
transverse component data (black), predictions for PREM (green),
PREM + rot and ellip (red) and splitting functions (blue).

branch. It is interesting to note that the fundamental spheroidal mode
center frequencies have consistently a negative frequency shift compared to
PREM (except 0S25), while all measured fundamental toroidal mode center
frequencies have a positive frequency shift compared to PREM. This could
be explained by either unpredicted cross-coupling or the presence of radial
anisotropy, see section 4.5 for more details.

The fundamental toroidal mode δQ values (Fig. 5.4c) change from positive
values which are larger than previous measurements at low l to negative
values lower than previous measurements for increasing l with respect to
PREM, but stay consistent along the branch. Our Q measurements fol-
low a similar trend compared to RR, but show consistently larger values.
All measured fundamental modes from 0T11 to 0T30 show negative Q shifts
compared to PREM. Our measured Q values are lower for the fundamental
spheroidal modes compared to RR, but higher in comparison to previous
measurements by AD and PK (Fig. 5.4 d), reflecting the impact of addi-
tional cross-coupling with the toroidal modes included in our measurements.
The Q values of our spheroidal mode overtones are again very similar to pre-
vious measurements and when they differ, we find that our measurements
appear to be more branch consistent.

5.4.2 Singlet frequencies

We now turn our attention to the singlet frequencies, before we will look at
our actual splitting function measurements in section 4.4.3. Fig. 5.6 illus-
trates the impact of Coriolis coupling on the singlets for examples of weakly
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Figure 5.6 Singlet frequencies and quality factor Q for funda-
mental spheroidal and toroidal modes. Mean center frequencies
for PREM (black stars) and including only rotation and ellipticity
(black crosses) are shown, as well as individual singlet frequencies
including only rotation and ellipticity (grey circles and triangles)
and measured singlet frequencies (red circles, blue triangles and
purple pentagons). Each panel shows a group of modes, which
were measured simultaneously. 0S19 −0 T20 couple strongly, the
singlets are indistinguishable and form a hybrid mode (e.g. Dahlen
and Tromp, 1998).
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coupled mode pair 0T15 −0 S14 (Fig. 5.6a), moderately coupled mode pair
0T21−0S20 (Fig. 5.6b), and two pairs of strongly coupled modes 0T12−0S11

(Fig. 5.6c), and 0T20 −0 S19 (Fig. 5.6d). For all these mode pairs the sin-
glets of the two modes repel in frequency and attract in quality factors when
only including ellipticity and rotation. While the singlets of 0T15−0S14 and
0T21 −0 S20 do spread out in frequency and quality factor, the two multi-
plets are still easily separated. The singlets of 0T12−0S11 start to mix more
strongly, but there is still a clear distinction between spheroidal and toroidal
mode singlets. The singlets for strongly coupled mode pair 0T21 −0 S20 are
not separable anymore, which we call a ‘hybrid’ mode pair.

The singlet frequencies of all measured fundamental spheroidal and toroidal
modes are shown in Fig. 5.7, illustrating the spread and mixing of individ-
ual modes due to cross-coupling, which is obvious. Mode pairs 0T11−0 S10,
0T12 −0 S11, 0T13 −0 S12 and 0T19 −0 S18, are close in frequency and are
strongly cross-coupled but are still distinguishable by their quality factor.
Mixing of the singlets is most notable for 0T20 −0 S19 which cannot be
distinguished anymore.

5.4.3 Splitting function coefficients

Fundamental modes

Our toroidal mode splitting function coefficients for degree s = 2 as a func-
tion of angular order for the fundamental branch show nice branch consis-
tency (Fig. 5.8). They are also similar to previous measurements for modes
0Tl with low angular order l. The fact that the toroidal modes 0T3, 0T23,
0T24, 0T25, 0T26, 0T27 and 0T28, which have never been measured before, are
branch consistent too, gives confidence in the newly measured modes. Just
as the toroidal fundamental modes, the spheroidal mode splitting function
coefficients for degree s = 2 also very nicely follow the branch (Fig. 5.9).
Our spheroidal fundamental mode coefficients are comparable to previous
measurements and lie mostly in between RR, AD and PK.

We report highest uncertainties of all our measurements for the group 0S18,
0T19, 3S7 and 0S18 −0 T19, which were proven to be difficult to measure,
probably due to having the least favorable data quality on the horizontal
and vertical components. Nevertheless even these mode groups show still
significant misfit reduction on all 3 components. We kept the measurement
as it was branch consistent. Mode group 0T28, 7S5 and 2S17 is an example
where the vertical component data were harder to fit than the horizontal
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Figure 5.8 Same as Fig. 5.4 but for all degree s = 2 splitting
function coefficients of fundamental toroidal modes.

Figure 5.9 Same as Fig. 5.8 but for all fundamental spheroidal
mode degree s = 2 splitting function coefficients.
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Figure 5.10 Our observed splitting functions for a number of fun-
damental toroidal modes compared to measurements of RR and
the predictions for S20RTS+CRUST5.1. Also shown are the sen-
sitivity kernels for density ρ (grey line) and shear wave velocity vs
(red line) and the maximum spherical degree smax for each mode.

component (resulting in the highest misfit on the Z component of all mea-
sured modes). This large misfit can be explained by mode 0S28 being close
enough to have an effect on the spectra, but too far away in frequency to
be included in the measurement. Nevertheless, we did include 0S28 in this
case to be present as PREM prediction and cross-coupled by rotation and
ellipticity to the measured group of modes.

The branch consistency is also clearly visible in the toroidal mode splitting
function maps, which are shown in Fig. 5.10 up to the highest degree s
which gave stable results in our inversion. Our measured modes show sen-
sitivity to a whole range of depths from low angular order l fundamental
toroidal modes being sensitive to the whole mantle to high angular order
fundamental l modes being mostly sensitive to the uppermost mantle and
lithosphere. We compare our measurements to the measurement done by
RR and the predictions for model S20RTS. For all modes, we observe pat-
terns expected from tomographic models, showing narrow regions of low
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Figure 5.11 (a) Measured and (b) predicted splitting matrix M
of the coupled modes 0S19, 0T20 and 1S13. The signal on the self-
coupling blocks on the diagonal and on the cross-coupling blocks
are both stronger than predicted by the 3D shear wave velocity
model S20RTS.
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frequency underneath the Pacific, the north Atlantic and underneath the
Indian Ocean, most likely due to low velocity anomalies at the spreading
ridges. We also find regions of high frequency in some of the ancient shield
areas, such as Western Australia, Canada and South Africa. High frequen-
cies are also found in places of subduction, including the Western Pacific
and central America.

Our splitting function amplitudes are larger than the S20RTS predictions,
showing that tomographic models may need to be improved for SH struc-
ture, which is smaller than predicted using a dominantly SV model like
S20RTS. This difference in amplitude can be observed in the splitting ma-
trices too, showing much stronger self- and cross-coupling from our mea-
sured splitting function coefficients compared to prediction for S20RTS (see
Fig. 5.11). Our splitting functions also differ from those measured by RR,
which, we believe, is due to our larger data set. The significant increase in
data made it possible to make measurements to a higher angular degree s
compared to RR and enabled us to measure the splitting function maps in
much greater detail. Considering their sensitivity to the upper most mantle,
we find that some of our splitting function maps (like for example 0T20 in
Fig. 5.10c) have become comparable to surface wave phase velocity maps
for Love waves.

Fig. 5.12 shows examples of spheroidal mode cst maps in comparison
with the measurements of PK. The fundamental spheroidal modes have
slightly different sensitivity kernels than the toroidal fundamentals, with vs
sensitivity peaking in the transition zone and not in the lithosphere. As a
result, they show a slightly different pattern than the toroidal modes, with
more clearly defined high frequency regions underneath the western Pacific
and the Atlantic and not in the shield regions anymore. In addition, they
show a low frequency pattern underneath the south-eastern Pacific and east
Africa. Especially 0S22, which we were able to measure up to s = 20, shows
remarkably detailed patterns, making it again comparable to surface wave
velocity maps for Rayleigh waves. These splitting functions were measured
jointly with the toroidal modes shown in Fig 5.10 (see table 5.1) and both
are sensitive to the uppermost mantle as well. Here too, we were able to
either measure in greater detail (Fig. 5.12a and b) and confirm the previous
measurements (Fig. 5.12 c), but now with proper cross-coupling included.
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Figure 5.12 Our observed splitting functions compared to mea-
surements of PK and the predictions of S20RTS+CRUST5.1. Also
shown are the sensitivity kernels for density ρ (grey line), shear
wave velocity vs (red line) and compressional wave velocity vp
(black line) and the maximum spherical degree smax for each mode.
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Figure 5.13 Same as Fig. 5.4 but for all degree s = 2 cross-
coupled splitting function coefficients

Cross-coupled splitting functions

In the measurement of the splitting functions for all fundamental toroidal
and spheroidal mode pairs nSl−nTl±1 we also measured cross-coupled split-
ting function coefficients from 0S9 −0 T10 onward. Our measured cross-
coupled spheroidal-toroidal mode splitting function coefficients are shown
in Fig. 5.13 and are generally branch consistent, albeit slightly less con-
sistent than the isolated fundamental modes. Cross-coupled cst were first
measured by RR, who were surprised by their anomalous values for s = 2.
Our measurements show consistently slightly smaller Im(c21) and Re(c22)
and stronger Re(c20), and Im(c22) compared to RR, but are nevertheless
still anomalously high in amplitude compared to predictions for isotropic
models S20RTS and S40RTS, just as seen by RR. Again 0S18 −0 T19 shows
the biggest error bars, but we included it because it is still branch consis-
tent.

Fig. 5.16 shows maps of all measured splitting functions for spheroidal-
toroidal cross-coupled fundamental mode pairs up to s = 4 compared to
S20RTS predictions and RR. All our measurements show stronger ampli-
tudes than S20RTS and are comparable to RR. The anomalous strong am-
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Figure 5.16 Our observed splitting functions compared to mea-
surements of Resovsky and Ritzwoller, 1998 and the predictions
of S20RTS+CRUST5.1. Also shown are the sensitivity kernels for
density ρ (grey line) and shear wave velocity vs (red line) and the
range of spherical degrees s for each mode couple.

Figure 5.17 Same as Fig. 5.4 but for Re(c40) coefficients of cross-
coupled splitting function coefficients

plitudes were interpreted by Beghein et al. (2008) as presence of azimuthal
anisotropy, and we think this might indeed be the case. Cross-coupling
due to azimuthal anisotropy was investigated extensively by Park and Yu
(1992) and Park (1993) and shown to be particularly strong for nSl−n Tl±1

mode pairs. They suggested that S-wave anisotropy in the upper mantle is
a likely tool for constraining global-scale mantle deformation and showed
that spheroidal-toroidal mode coupling pairs at f > 4mHz are strongly sen-
sitive to degree s ≤ 10 in mantle anisotropy. Our measurements are at
lower frequency, but we also think our modes are sensitive to mantle ani-
sotropy. For nearly all of our cross-coupled splitting functions we observe
a consistent pattern up to harmonic degree s = 4, manifesting in four high
frequency patches, located underneath the eastern and western Pacific, the
Indian ocean and the Atlantic ocean. This pattern is in stark contrast to
the predictions for S20RTS. Our measured splitting function maps also show
that the zonal structure at s = 4 is dominantly visible, much stronger and
of opposite polarity compared to S20RTS predictions (see Fig. 5.17).
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5.5 Radial anisotropy interpretation

We have shown in section 5.4.1 that the fundamental spheroidal mode cen-
ter frequencies consistently have a negative frequency shift, while the funda-
mental toroidal mode center frequencies all have a positive frequency shift
compared to PREM. To investigate the influence of 1D radial anisotropy, we
used Mineos (Masters et al., 2011) to perform center frequency calculations
for a perturbed version of the PREM model including additional anisotropy
in the transition zone and D".

First, we recalculated center frequencies for PREM, to ensure ourselves
that the radial anisotropy which is present in the upper 220 km of PREM
is indeed required. Radial anisotropy in the upper 220 km is part of PREM
in order to simultaneously fit the center frequencies of toroidal modes and
spheroidal modes, and Love and Rayleigh surface waves. The upper 220 km
is divided into nine layers, each with slightly different radial anisotropy. To
test normal mode sensitivity for this layered radial anisotropic structure,
we calculated the average of the nine layers and also calculated predictions
for center frequencies from Mineos using only one large layer instead (re-
ferred to as average PREM). Additionally we calculated center frequencies
for PREM without anisotropy (referred to as isotropic PREM). Comparing
our measured fundamental toroidal and spheroidal mode center frequen-
cies to PREM, average PREM and isotropic PREM (see Fig. 5.18), we
found that the radial anisotropy in the upper 220 km in PREM is indeed
required. Isotropic PREM center frequencies cannot explain our observa-
tions. We also observed that one large layer, having only the average radial
anisotropy of the nine layers in PREM, is not sufficient to explain our ob-
served center frequencies. Because of the exclusive sensitivity of toroidal
modes to vs and ρ we focus in this preliminary test only on ξ which de-
scribes the S-wave radial anisotropy and keep the other radial anisotropy
parameters fixed. Using average PREM as a starting model and varying
only ξ is also not sufficient to fit our observations. Hence, we use PREM
including its detailed radial anisotropy in nine layers in the upper 220 km
as a starting model, for our further tests.

We then tested the influence of radial anisotropy in the transition zone
(TZ) ranging from 440 to 770 km depth and in the D” ranging from 2741
to 2891 km depth by varying ξ (see equation 5.14). For completeness we
added the measurements of Deuss et al. (2013) for the missing spheroidal
low l fundamental spheroidal modes. Spheroidal modes show strong sensi-
tivity to radial anisotropy in vs in the TZ (Fig. 5.19a). Varying shear wave
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Figure 5.18 Synthetic center frequencies of PREM (grey line),
isotropic PREM with average radial anisotropy of PREM in the
upper 220km (red line), isotropic PREM (green line) and our mea-
surements (black circles). Also shown are ranges of radial aniso-
tropy ξ in addition to the average radial anisotropy in the upper
220km.

anisotropy, we find that values with ξ > 1.0 (and up to ξ = 1.08 for 0S9)
would be able to explain all fundamental spheroidal modes, favoring faster
vsh. The same is valid for the fundamental toroidal modes, which show
also strong sensitivity to radial vs anisotropy (Fig. 5.19b). Similarly to
the spheroidal modes, the toroidal modes also require values with ξ > 1.0.
ξ ≈ 1.01 can explain most of the fundamental toroidal mode observations,
higher order modes 0T20 and 0T21 require even higher ξ ≈ 1.06. Even though
the exact values required by the spheroidal and toroidal modes is not the
same, it is interesting to find that they both require ξ > 1.0. 0T3 is the only
exception, which has a sensitivity encompassing nearly the whole mantle,
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requiring ξ ≈ 0.98.

Our tests for adding radial anisotropy in the D′′ region show strong sensi-
tivity of both spheroidal and toroidal modes, albeit limited to the lowest
angular order l modes up to 0S5 and 0T7 (Fig. 5.19c and d). However, our
test of varying just ξ in D” shows, that our observations require opposite
values of radial anisotropy, e.g. 0S2 needs ξ > 1.0, while 0T3 needs ξ < 1.0.
This demonstrates that normal modes are sensitive to radial anisotropy,
but we probably need to take into account all three parameters ξ, Φ and η.
Combining spheroidal and toroidal modes will be able to provide important
constraints on radial anisotropy both in the transition zone and D” and we
intend to use our new measurements to study radial anisotropy in more
detail in future work.
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Figure 5.19 Center frequency calculation for ranges of radial ani-
sotropy of ξ for spheroidal modes (a), (c) and toroidal modes (b),
(d) in the transition zone (TZ) and D” and our measurements
(black dots).
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5.6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have made splitting function measurements of 25 fundamental toroidal
modes, 17 fundamental spheroidal modes and 14 cross-coupled spheroidal-
toroidal mode pairs. A total of 8 toroidal modes and 3 cross-coupled pairs
had not been measured before.

We systematically find positive center frequency shifts compared to PREM
for the fundamental toroidal modes and negative center frequency shifts
for the fundamental spheroidal modes. Furthermore, we confirm RR’s
anomalously strong cross-coupling measurements for pairs of fundamental
spheroidal and toroidal modes, extending their observations from s = 2 to
s = 4. Systematic differences with predictions for existing isotropic mantle
models suggest that these measurements may help in further constraining
azimuthal anisotropy mantle models. We then performed tests to investi-
gate the sensitivity of the shperoidal and toroidal fundamental mode center
frequencies to the presence of 1D radial anisotropy in the transition zone
and D". Our tests imply that there is enough sensitivity but that further
more detailed inversion will be necessary to resolve the complex radial ani-
sotropy structure of the transition zone and D" region.

Our splitting function measurements are available online at http://www.
frospy.org. Our data set contains spheroidal and toroidal modes as well
as spheroidal-toroidal cross-coupled modes with sensitivity to upper and
lower mantle shear wave velocity and density, providing new constraints on
mantle models. The difference we find between our, previous studies and
the predictions for the recent model S20RTS and S40RTS demonstrates the
importance of our fundamental mode measurements in constraining mantle
shear wave velocity.
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Chapter Six

Observations of core-mantle
boundary Stoneley modes and
their interpretation in terms of
LLSVP density

Stoneley modes are a unique subset of spheroidal normal modes with a fo-
cused and extremely strong sensitivity to the core-mantle boundary (CMB).
They provide important constraints on the vs, vp and density structure in
the lowermost mantle and help in understanding the nature of the Large
Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) beneath Africa and the Pacific.
The LLSPV’s are two outstanding lower mantle features in every global seis-
mic tomographic model with low shear wave velocity and dominantly degree
two structure (e.g. Ritsema et al., 2011; Lekic et al., 2012; Garnero et al.,
2016). Splitting functions of Stoneley modes have been measured before
by Koelemeijer et al. (2013) using only vertical component data. Stoneley
modes are often very close in frequency to toroidal modes, which require hor-
izontal component data to properly include their potential influence on the
Stoneley mode measurements. In chapter 5, we demonstrated making such
measurements, using both vertical and horizontal seismometer component
data, incorporating cross-coupling between Stoneley modes, fundamental
spheroidal modes and toroidal modes. Here, we will show how the addi-
tion of horizontal component data and additional cross-coupling changes
the Stoneley mode splitting function measurements compared to the earlier
measurements of Koelemeijer et al. (2013) using only vertical component
data. We then investigate how much our new Stoneley mode measure-
ments change their interpretation in terms of LLSVP density. Koelemeijer
et al. (2017) carried out a parameter study for the density of the LLSVPs
the surrounding high velocity region and CMB topography using Stoneley
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Observations of core-mantle boundary Stoneley modes and their
interpretation in terms of LLSVP density

modes. Here we revisit this study, investigating possible density models for
the CMB using our new Stoneley mode measurements. We find that the
overall conclusions are still the same, with slightly lighter LLSVPs on top of
an elevated CMB. Our results suggests further, that a geodynamically less
favorable denser LLSVP on top of an elevated is CMB, which still had some
probability in Koelemeijer et al. (2017), becomes improbable using our new
measurements.
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6.1 Introduction

Seismic studies of the lowermost mantle have found a range of regional fea-
tures such as Ultra Low Velocity Zones (ULVZ; Yu and Garnero, 2018),
seismic discontinuities (e.g. Wysession et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 2004),
anisotropy (e.g. Kendall and Silver, 1998; Merkel et al., 2007), attenua-
tion (e.g. Fisher et al., 2003) and boundary topography (e.g. Morelli and
Dziewonski, 1987; Koelemeijer et al., 2012). The most prominent large scale
features are two regions with lower than average shear wave speed, called
Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs; Garnero et al., 2016), sur-
rounded by higher wave speed anomalies. The LLSVPs describe two antipo-
dal regions above the Core Mantle Boundary (CMB) beneath Africa and
the Pacific and are visible in every global tomographic model (e.g. Ritsema
et al., 2011; Lekic et al., 2012). The LLSVPs are strongly characterized
by degree 2 structure (e.g. Garnero and McNamara, 2008; Ritsema et al.,
2011; Koelemeijer et al., 2016) and extend vertically up to 1200km above
the CMB (French and Romanowicz, 2015). When looking in more detail, it
is obvious that the LLSVP underneath the Pacific is more round in shape
and while the one under Africa is more elongated.

To understand these low velocity regions and interpret their origin and role
in mantle convection it is crucial to understand their density composition.
Seismic studies employing forward modelling revealed heterogeneous struc-
ture within the LLSVPs, ranging from hundreds of km to thousand km (He
and Wen, 2012). On smaller scales we find ULVZ’s, often mapped within
or in close proximity of the margins of LLSVPs (McNamara et al., 2010).
Heterogeneities of smaller scales ranging from 1-10 km, mapped using scat-
tering studies, were found to show increased scattering near the margins of
the LLSVPs (Frost and Rost, 2014). Layers were also observed in the Pa-
cific LLSVP, which have been interpreted as a lens of post-perovskite (Lay
et al., 2006).

There are two different ideas regarding the nature of the LLSVPs. They
can be interpreted either as warmer-than-average mantle material related
to convective upwellings or ‘superplumes’. In this case the LLSVPs will be
slightly lighter than the surrounding areas, and they have a purely ther-
mal origin (Karato and Karki, 2001). This interpretation is supported by
the correlation which has been found between the LLSVPs and the loca-
tions of hotspots and large igneous provinces at the Earth’s surface (e.g.
Duncan and Richards, 1991; Thorne et al., 2004; Austermann et al., 2014)
and geoid highs (e.g. Hager et al., 1985), indicating a common origin as
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hot provinces. A normal mode study using Stoneley modes found that the
LLSVPs indeed have a lower density (Koelemeijer et al., 2017). On the
other hand, LLSVPs have a longer wavelength than predicted by numerical
mantle dynamic models of purely thermal upwelling (Bull et al., 2014) and
the observed vs anomalies of −2 to −5 % are considered too large com-
pared to the vp anomalies to be interpreted as purely thermal structures
(e.g. Karato and Karki, 2001).

Alternatively, the LLSVPs might be denser and therefore long-lived ther-
mochemical anomalous piles, shaped by mantle flow (e.g. Trampert et al.,
2004), suggesting a mixture of compositional and thermal origin. Numeri-
cal convection calculations show, that subducting slabs may also end up as
thermochemical piles (Li et al., 2014; Brandenburg and Van Keken, 2007;
Nakagawa et al., 2010), containing basalt and bridgemanite. Furthermore,
seismic tomography using normal modes (not including Stoneley modes),
body waves and surface waves shows there is an anti-correlation between low
vs and high-density anomalies within the LLSVPs, (e.g. Ishii and Tromp,
1999; Trampert et al., 2004; Simmons et al., 2010; Mosca et al., 2012) which
can only be explained by compositional variations. Also a recent study us-
ing tidal tomography (Lau et al., 2017) finds that the LLSVPs have a larger
than average density.

Finally, they could also be due to a more complicated combination of ther-
mal and compositional heterogeneity. A recent publication suggested that
the LLSVPs would be composed of bundles of several thermochemical up-
wellings enriched in denser than average material, hosting large ULVZs
at their roots, with strongly time-dependent dynamics (Davaille and Ro-
manowicz, 2020). However, the debate if lowermost mantle density hetero-
geneity is resolvable at all by currently seismic available data is ongoing
(e.g. Masters et al., 2000a; Romanowicz, 2001; Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002;
Masters and Gubbins, 2003).

Determining the density of the LLSVPs is key in understanding their ther-
mal and/or chemical origin. Here, we present our new observations of CMB
sensitive Stoneley modes which were made within our collection of funda-
mental spheroidal and toroidal modes and their cross-coupling (see Chapter
5) and then interpret them in terms of LLSVP density. Stoneley modes os-
cillate primarily in the lowermost mantle and have a peak sensitivity close
to the CMB, because they are confined to solid-liquid interfaces, such as the
CMB (see Fig. 6.1). Their extremely focused lower mantle sensitivity does
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Figure 6.1 Sensitivity kernels for density ρ (grey line) and shear
wave velocity vs (red line), compressional wave velocity vp (black
line) of the Stoneley modes studied in this chapter.

make sure that they do not suffer from trade-offs with upper mantle struc-
ture. The Stoneley modes have a strong sensitivity to lower mantle density
and may be key in constraining LLSVP density. What is of particular in-
terest is that Stoneley modes are often close in frequency to fundamental
spheroidal and toroidal modes. See for example Fig. 6.2a-c where Stoneley
mode 1S11 is very close to 0S15 and 0T16. Thus, the fundamental toroidal,
spheroidal and Stoneley mode need to be measured together as a group. In
Chapter 5 we discussed the results for the fundamentals, in this chapter we
will focus on the Stoneley modes. Stoneley modes were measured before
by Koelemeijer et al. (2013), using only vertical component data. Because
Stoneley modes are close to fundamental toroidal modes, they should be
measured also including horizontal component data. This is especially im-
portant because sensitivity of normal modes is significantly lower to density
compared to seismic velocities (Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002).

Here, we first improve Stoneley mode measurements by including both
vertical and horizontal component data. We then investigate the impli-
cations our new measurements may have for the density structure of the
lower mantle. We performed explicit tests, using forward calculations of
density perturbations on top of vs and vp perturbations from mantle model
SP12RTS, in order to determine whether the density in the LLSVPs is
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Figure 6.2 All selected spectra for the spectral segment of modes
0T16,0 S15 and 1S11 (using a time window from 5-50 hr since the
event origin time), for (a) the vertical, (b) radial and (c) transversal
components. Highlighted in blue is the frequency window used
in the splitting function measurement. Also shown are selected
spectra for modes 0T18,0 S17 and 1S12, again for (d) the vertical,
(e) radial and (f) transversal components.
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higher or lower than the surrounding mantle. We adapted these test from
Koelemeijer et al. (2017), who concluded that the LLSVP have a low den-
sity and cannot uniquely be interpreted as solely thermal or compositional.
Here we use our updated Stoneley mode splitting function measurements
including horizontal component data and additional cross coupling between
the fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes and between the fundamen-
tal spheroidal mode and the Stoneley mode.

This chapter consists of two parts. First we will show our new splitting
function observations for Stoneley modes using vertical and horizontal com-
ponent data. Then we will use our new Stoneley mode observations to
constrain the density of the lowermost mantle.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Splitting functions

As explained in Chapter 2, normal modes are standing waves along the
Earth’s surface and radius. Normal modes only exist for discrete frequen-
cies and can be divided by their characteristic behavior into spheroidal and
toroidal modes. They can be identified by their angular order n and their
overtone number l using the notation nSl for spheroidal and nTl for toroidal
modes. Stoneley modes are a subset of spheroidal modes with high sensitiv-
ity to the CMB. Splitting functions cst of a normal mode are linearly related
to 3D variations in Earth’s velocity, density and boundary topography and,
can be expressed for one mode using (see also eq. 2.1):

cst =

∫ a

0
δmst(r)Ks(r)dr +

∑
d

δhdstH
d
s (6.1)

where δmst are the spherical harmonic coefficients of angular order s and
azimuthal order t of the Earth’s heterogeneity (vp, vs and ρ) and δhdst the
coefficients of discontinuity topography such as the CMB. Ks(r) and Hd

s

are known sensitivity kernels (Woodhouse, 1980). The cst are measured
from frequency spectra, such as shown in Fig 6.2, using iterative non-linear
least squares inversion. The details of the inversion are given in Chapter 2.
Specific details on the measurement of the Stoneley modes in combination
with the fundamentals are given in chapter 5, including tables listing all
modes included in each measurement and corresponding misfits.

We then use our newly measured cst to constrain lower mantle density
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Figure 6.3 Adapted from Koelemeijer et al. (2017): Schematic
overview of the ‘LL’ (‘LLSVP’, red) and ‘SR’ (‘Surrounding Re-
gions’, blue) regions in the lowermost mantle used in this study.
Density variation is described by scaling factors RLL and RSR in
the two regions. A scaling of R = 0.3 is used in the remaining
areas (white), resulting in small density variations of < 0.15%.

following the same methods as Koelemeijer et al. (2017). We start from
the SP12RTS model (Koelemeijer et al., 2016) which contains independent
3D shear-wave (δvs) and compressional-wave (δvp) velocity perturbations.
SP12RTS assumes a default density scaling of dlnρ of R = dlnρ/dlnvs = 0.3
throughout the mantle, as expected for purely thermal variations. We then
add additional variations in density and CMB topography and calculate syn-
thetic splitting function coefficients cst and their corresponding probability
taking into account our new Stoneley mode splitting functions coefficients
for real earthquakes.

The density variations are defined by correlating to vs variations and only
vary in scaling in certain pre-defined regions. We define the LLSVP re-
gion as dlnVs < −0.10% and the corresponding scaling factor RLL only
affects density variations in these areas. Areas surrounding LLSVP are
defined as dlnVs > 0.50% and density scaling in these areas is controlled
by the factor RSR (see Fig. 6.3 for the different region). CMB topogra-
phy variations dlnhCMB are scaled to lower mantle density variations using
H = dlnhCMB/dlnρ. We expect the CMB to almost entirely compensate
isostatically for long-wavelength structures (∼ 1000km), leading to nega-
tive H values for elevated CMB under dense LLSVP and an elevated CMB
under light material regions. In other words, negative H corresponds to
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correlation between density and topography (meaning an elevated CMT,
in combination with lower density), while positive H corresponds to anti-
correlation (meaning an elevated CMB, in combination with higher density).

We use our measured normal mode splitting function coefficients to cal-
culate probabilities for the different density models, encompassing every
combination of RLL, RSR and H in a given range from −4 to 4 for RLL
and RSR and from −10 to 10 for H.

6.2.2 Measure of fit

We need to define a robust measure of how well a given density and topog-
raphy model explains (or fits) the measured splitting function coefficients.
Adapted from Koelemeijer et al. (2017), we define the model probability
P for a particular splitting function as a conditional sum of inverse un-
certainties for only those coefficients that are fit within their uncertainties,
normalized by the sum of all inverse uncertainties:

Ps(i) =
1

Ns(i)

s∑
t=−s

(
1

σst(i)

)
if cst(i)− σst(i) < cmod

st (i) < cst(i) + σst, (6.2)

where cst(i) are the observed splitting function coefficients of angular order
s and azimuthal order t for the ith normal mode, cmod

st (i) are the predicted
splitting function coefficients for a given density model and σst are the
uncertainties of the observed splitting function coefficients. Ns(i) is a nor-
malization factor, corresponding to the sum of all inverse uncertainties for
the ith mode at angular order s:

Ns(i) =
s∑

t=−s

1

σst(i)
, (6.3)

and is used to normalise the probability in eq. (6.2). A probability value of
Ps(i) = 1 implies all data are fit within their uncertainties and a value of
Ps(i) = 0 indicates that no coefficients fit. Probability values for all Stone-
ley modes together were obtained by summing all individual probabilities,
normalized by the number of Stoneley modes N :

Ps =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ps(i) (6.4)
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Stoneley mode splitting function observations

We have made splitting function measurements of five Stoneley modes
jointly with nearby fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes (see chap-
ter 5 for the fundamentals). Both structural cross-coupling between the
fundamental toroidal and spheroidal modes and between the fundamental
spheroidal modes and the Stoneley mode were both always included (see
table 5.1 in chapter 5 for details). Our center frequency values observations
are branch consistent and very similar to previously measured center fre-
quencies (Fig. 6.4a). The main difference is for mode 1S14 for which the RR
measurement is quite different from all other measurements. In agreement
with previous studies, we also find systematically lower values compared to
PREM, S20RTS and S40RTS though our shifts are larger for most Stoneley
modes. The variations in Q values are larger, but still branch consistent
(Fig 6.4b).

The observed splitting function coefficients vary slightly, when compared
to previous measurements by PK and are still branch consistent (Fig. 6.5).
All degree 2 coefficients are still very similar to measurements by PK and
AD, even though we added on average 1000 new vertical records and 1000
new horizontal records. Our observed splitting function maps show the
high frequency pattern around the Pacific, the so called (‘Ring around the
Pacific’) and low frequencies in the LLSVP regions (Fig. 6.6). The maps
show that structural degree s = 2 is dominant, and display a similar pat-
tern compared to mantle model S20RTS. However, structural degree s = 2
coefficients differ distinctly from the mantle prediction. As seen directly
in the branch plots (Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5) also the maps agree with the
measurements by PK with slightly stronger frequency amplitudes than the
SP12RTS predictions. Our results differ in details, for instance the high
frequency patch underneath Australia appears to be stronger in most of the
new measurements for 1S11, 1S12, 1S14 and 2S16 (Fig. 6.6 a, b, d and e,
respectively).

6.3.2 Lowermost mantle density structure

Because of its dominance in the splitting function coefficients we focus on
structural degree s = 2, which is also the best determined for the lowermost
mantle. For this and all following tests we used the splitting function mea-
surements of PK for modes 2S15, 2S17, 2S25, 3S25 and we used our updated
measurements for 1S11, 1S12, 1S13, 1S14 and 2S16. Our aim is to determine
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Figure 6.4 Measured center frequencies (a) and Q values (b) of
Stoneley modes with respect to reference model PREM as a func-
tion of angular order l for increasing mode branch n. Black circles
denote our measurements, also shown are measurements from PK
Koelemeijer et al. (2013) (PK, red triangles), Resovsky and Ritz-
woller (1998)(RR, grey diamonds) and Deuss et al. (2013) (AD,
blue hexagons). Model predictions of S20RTS+CRUST5.1 (solid
grey line) as well as S40RTS+CRUST5.1 (dashed grey line) are
also shown.
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Figure 6.5 Same as Fig. 6.4 but for deg s = 2.

the highest probability for the three parameters RLL, RSR and H.

First, we perform a sensitivity test for s = 2 coefficients, varying only
one of these parameters and keeping the other two constant, for example
varying only RLL and keeping RSR and H fixed (Fig. 6.7), or varying
only RSR and keeping RLL and H fixed (Fig. 6.8), therefore not imposing
any CMB topography. The largest s = 2 coefficients are Re(c20), Re(c22)
and Im(c22), which together define the characteristic high frequency ‘ring
around the Pacific’ and the two large low frequency anomalies associated
with the LLSVPs. Re(c21) and Im(c21) have much smaller amplitude and
larger error bars and therefore are also less important in our analysis for
density.

For RLL (Fig. 6.7) we observe that Re(c20), Re(c21), Re(c22) and Im(c22)
mostly prefer positive RLL values, for some modes as large as 4, meaning
lighter LLSVPs. Only mode 1S11 prefers negative RLL values and thus
dense LLSVPs. Im(c21) shows little sensitivity to changes in RLL and can
almost never fit the observed data within the error estimate for any given
RLL. We observe similar sensitivity for RSR (Fig. 6.8), again Re(c20),
Re(c22) and Im(c22) mostly prefer positive density scaling and thus dense
surrounding regions. Therefore Re(c20), Re(c22) and Im(c22) are mostly
sensitive to changes in RLL and RSR. Then we did the same test for H,
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Figure 6.6 Our observed splitting functions compared to mea-
surements of PK and the predictions of S20RTS+CRUST5.1. Also
shown are the sensitivity kernels for density ρ (grey line) and shear
wave velocity vs (red line), compressional wave velocity vp (black
line) and the maximum spherical degree smax for each mode.
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Figure 6.7 Sensitivity of Stoneley modes splitting function coeffi-
cients to variations of RLL. The two other parameters where kept
constant with RSR = 0.3 and H = 0.

Figure 6.8 Sensitivity of Stoneley modes splitting function coeffi-
cients to variations of RSR. The two other parameters where kept
constant with RLL = 0.3 and H = 0.
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Figure 6.9 Same as Fig. 6.7 but for H, with constant RSR = 0.3
and RLL = 0.3 .

while keeping RSR = 0.3 and RLL = 0.3 (see Fig. 6.9). Similar to the sensi-
tivity test for RLL and RSR, Re(c20), Re(c22) and Im(c22) can be explained
by negative values for H which implies elevated CMB under light regions.

It is interesting to note that the influence of dense or light LLSVPs on
synthetic splitting function maps is also readily visible by eye, resulting
in weaker anomalies under the Pacific and Africa for dense LLSVPs and
stronger low frequency anomalies for light LLSVPs (Fig. 6.10). We find
that our new Stoneley mode splitting function maps (first column in Fig.
6.10) mostly have stronger low frequency anomalies than in the dense LL-
SPV synthetic splitting functions predictions (second column in Fig. 6.10).
Our new maps are also slightly stronger than SP12RTS predictions (third
column in Fig. 6.10) and most comparable in amplitude to the light LLSVP
synthetic splitting function predictions (fourth column in Fig. 6.10).
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Figure 6.10 Our observed splitting functions compared to predic-
tions for dense LLSVPs (RLL = −4, RSR = 0.3 and H = 0), pre-
dictions of SP12RTS and predictions for light LLSVPs (RLL = +4,
RSR = 0.3 and H = 0). Also shown are the sensitivity kernels for
density ρ (grey line) and shear wave velocity vs (red line), com-
pressional wave velocity vp (black line) and the maximum spherical
degree smax for each mode.
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Combining all 3 parameters by running a model space search, gives us a
better chance to find the highest probability and will also show if there are
any trade-offs between the three parameters. We performed the model space
search twice, once using only PK’s measurements (Figure 6.11) and once
replacing the 5 newly measured Stoneley modes by our own measurements
and keeping the others the same (Figure 6.12). Comparing PK’s results
to our new results shows a similar probability distribution for most modes,
but for a number of modes the distribution changes using our new Stoneley
mode measurements (see Figs. 6.11 and 6.12). Most notable is the change
between PK’s and our measurements for 1S11, 1S13 and 2S16. For H = 0,
most Stoneley mode cst’s can be fitted with highest probability if RSR and
RLL are either negative or positive for PK’s measurements, but using our
measurements the highest probabilities shift to more positive RSR for 1S11

and 1S14 and more positive RLL for 1S13. For negative H, we find that
using PK’s coefficients 1S11 shows high probabilities for positive RLL and
negative RSR , while in our measurements the high probabilities tend to
shift towards more negative RLL and more positive RSR. The opposite is
observed for 1S11 and positive H where the probability shifts from nega-
tive RLL using PK’s data towards more positive RLL in our measurements,
meaning a higher probability for denser LLSVP. 1S13 shows higher prob-
abilities for negative RSR and positive RLL for negative H and again the
opposite for positive H when comparing our data to PK’s measurements.
Thus using our measurements 1S13 has become more similar to 1S14. We
observe for 2S16 the largest change comparing PK to our measurements,
where the highest probability drops for all combinations of RLL, RSR and
H.

It is not straightforward to draw conclusions from looking at the individual
modes, so we will focus on the changes in all Stoneley modes combined
together. Comparing the average probabilities for all Stoneley modes, we
observe a trend from more negative RLL and RSR for positive H towards
more positive RLL and RSR for H around 0. For negative H values we ob-
serve the highest probabilities for positive RLL and RSR. Hence two groups
of most probable models emerge:

• 1) RLL and RSR are both positive and H is negative, meaning light
LLSVPs covering an elevated CMB, surrounded by denser regions.
This would suggest a thermal origin.

• 2) RLL and RSR are both negative and H is positive, meaning denser
LLSVPs covering an elevated CMB, surrounded by lighter regions.
This would suggest a thermochemical pile.
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Figure 6.11 Probability of density models for individual modes
and mode selections for PK’s Stoneley mode measurements. Each
column represents result for one mode, the last column of all used
Stoneley modes together. Darker colors indicate a better fit to
the measurements, same color areas show equally goodness of fit
given the data uncertainties. H indicates variation of the CMB
topography and is shown right of each row.
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Figure 6.12 Same as Fig. 6.11 but for our new Stoneley mode
measurements.
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So, there is clearly a trade-off between density and CMB topography. How-
ever, geodynamically we would expect the CMB to be depressed under
dense, isostatically compensated LLSVPs. Thus, group 2) would geody-
namically be unlikely.

Next, we only investigate the most probable models, again using PK’s mea-
surements (Fig. 6.13) and also using our own new measurements (Fig.
6.14). Using the PK measurements, among the models with the highest
probability p ≥ 0.5 (see Fig. 6.13a) are both group 1 and 2, meaning light
and dense LLSVPs covering an elevated CMB, respectively, were both just
as likely. Using our new measurements, we find that the most probable
models are all in favor of a lighter LLSVP covering an elevated CMB (see
Fig. 6.14a), so only group 1, while group 2 does not exist anymore. This
is easiest to see for 2S16, which shows a significant change in probability,
from having a broad range of different models in both group 1 and 2 for
PK measurements (see Fig. 6.13) to a narrow range of either positive RSR
in combination with RLL values close to 0 or both negative RSR and RLL
values in our new measurements (Fig. 6.14). Our measurements for mode
1S14 also appear to better constrain density, with the highest probability
jumping from 0.78 to 1.0, while at the same time focusing on a smaller
selection of models, still in the same quadrants compared to the PK mea-
surements.

Our new measurements constrain 1S11 and 1S12 less, as the highest prob-
abilities drop from 1.0 to 0.78 and 0.91, while leaving the distribution of
probable models unchanged. 1S13 becomes more similar to 1S14 in our
new measurements, allowing more combinations of RSR and RLL and the
highest probability increases from 0.74 to 0.78. Comparing the probability
distributions averaged over H shows again that the models favor positive
RLL and RSR in combination with negative H values, albeit less distinct
because of the averaging (Fig. 6.13c and 6.14c). It has to be noted that the
highest probability after combining all Stoneley modes, drops from 0.57 to
0.52. We find that the most likely parameters with p ≥ 0.5 for all Stoneley
modes combined are RLL = 0.2 to 0.7, RSR = 0.2 to 0.9 and H = −3 to
−10.
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6.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Here, we revisited the study by Koelemeijer et al. (2017) on using Stoneley
modes to constrain the density of the LLSVPs, focusing on structural degree
s = 2. We remeasured all Stoneley modes which are close to a fundamen-
tal spheroidal-toroidal mode pair and added horizontal component data and
additional cross-coupling compared to PK’s measurement, which were made
using only vertical component data. We then used our new Stoneley mode
measurements to constrain the density of the LLSVPs. For our most likely
models with pmax = 0.52 we found that they favor positive RLL = 0.3 and
positive RSR = 0.2 values in combination with negative H = −10, meaning
slightly lighter LLSVPs covering an elevated CMB. This also agrees with
geodynamical considerations, as we expect structures of the scale of the
LLSVP to be isostatically compensated by the CMB topography (McKen-
zie, 1977). Therefore, we rule out the alternative solution, also supported
by our data, of denser LLSVPs on top of an elevated CMB, because it
would not agree with geodynamic considerations. The geodynamically less
favourable models that were still probable in PK, now have a lower prob-
ability p ≤ 0.5 using our new measurements, supporting PK’s geodynamic
argument not to consider them as realistic.
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Chapter Seven

Epilogue

The main aim of this thesis is to use toroidal modes to study 3D varia-
tions in Earth’s heterogeneous isotropic and anisotropy velocity and density.
Toroidal modes are whole Earth oscillations, which are sensitive to SH mo-
tion and density and are dominantly visible on the horizontal components
of the seismic data. To achieve this, we measured splitting functions, which
display regional variations in the mode’s frequency. They are weighted
depth averages of the structural information ’seen’ by the mode and are
the first step towards seismic tomography. We measured fundamental iso-
lated toroidal overtones, cross-coupled toroidal and spheroidal modes, and
Stoneley modes. Even though we are not able to draw direct conclusions
about the anisotropy and density structure, we can put limiting constraints
on them. Therefore we have done the ground work which will set important
constraints on the anisotropic lower mantle velocity and density structure
for future tomographic inversions.

First, in Chapter 3, we introduced a new Python toolbox especially de-
signed for normal mode seismology. The modular design and its core classes
can easily be used and be included in larger Python programs and is freely
available and open source on Github. We created and provide tools to fa-
cilitate pre- and post-processing of seismic normal mode spectra, including
editing large timeseries and plotting spectra in the frequency domain. It
also contains a comprehensive database of center frequencies and quality
factor (Q) values based on PREM for all normal modes up to 10mHz and a
collection of published center frequency, Q value and splitting function (or
structure coefficient) measurements. These tools can be used to visualize
and convert different formats of splitting function coefficients and plot these
as maps. By giving the means of using and comparing normal mode spectra
and splitting function measurements, we also aim to encourage seismologists
and geophysicists to dive into the study of seismic normal mode data and
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Earth’s free oscillations and incorporate them in their own research. We
used this toolbox to download and process our data set, consisting of 3
component normal mode spectra up to 5 mHz for 91 events with MW ≥ 7.4
from the years 1983-2018 and for the majority of the figures shown in this
thesis.

Next, in Chapter 4 we measured splitting functions of 19 isolated toroidal
mode overtones from the first, second, third and fourth overtone branches,
of which 13 had not been measured before. These isolated modes were
measured in the self-coupling approximation. Our data set contains toroidal
mode overtones with sensitivity to upper and lower mantle shear wave veloc-
ity and density. We observe differences between our measurements, previous
studies and the predictions for models S20RTS and S40RTS, demonstrating
the importance and potential of our toroidal overtone measurements in im-
proving constraints on isotropic and anisotropic mantle shear wave velocity.

Then, in Chapter 5, we extended our splitting function measured to funda-
mental toroidal modes which require cross-coupling to fundamental spheroidal
modes using the group-coupling approximation. We measured a total of
30 fundamental toroidal modes, 32 spheroidal modes and 14 cross-coupled
mode pairs. We confirm previous studies and also find anomalously strong
structural cross-coupling between fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes,
much stronger than predicted by isotropic tomographic mantle models. We
show that it is not only present at degree s = 2 but also at degree s = 4 in
all our measured cross-coupled splitting functions. We agree with previous
studies who interpreted the strong cross-coupling as evidence for azimuthal
anisotropy in the mid mantle. We then performed tests to investigate the
sensitivity of the spheroidal and toroidal fundamental mode center frequen-
cies to the presence of 1D radial anisotropy in the transition zone and D".
Our tests imply that there is enough sensitivity but that further more de-
tailed inversions will be necessary to resolve the complex radial anisotropy
structure of the transition zone and D" region. Our measurements of the
fundamental modes also provide new constraints on anisotropic shear wave
velocity structure and can be used for future inversions for anisotropic man-
tle structure.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we revisited the study by Koelemeijer et al. (2017)
on using Stoneley modes to constrain the density of the LLSVPs. These
Stoneley mode measurements where made using only vertical component
data. We remeasured all Stoneley modes which are close to a fundamental
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spheroidal-toroidal mode pair by adding horizontal component data and ad-
ditional cross-coupling. Our new Stoneley mode measurements favor lighter
LLSVPs on top of an elevated CMB. This also agrees with geodynamical
considerations, as we expect structures of the scale of the LLSVP being
isostatically compensated on the CMB (McKenzie, 1977). The alternative
solution of denser LLSVPs on top of an elevated CMB, which would not
agree with geodynamic considerations, becomes less likely using our new
data, supporting PK’s argument to consider it less likely for geodynamic
reasons.

7.1 Challenges of this thesis

Measuring splitting functions of toroidal modes and their cross-coupling is
not easy. We discussed most of the challenges we faced in the previous
chapters and highlight the following:

• Because of their nature, toroidal modes are predominantly visible in
frequency spectra of the horizontal components of seismic records.
The signal-to-noise ratio in horizontal component low frequency spec-
tra is significantly smaller compared to spheroidal mode data on verti-
cal component spectra. This leaves us, at least for data coming from
conventional seismometers, with a significant lower amount of data
for toroidal mode observations compared to spheroidal modes.

• The unequal amount of data for spheroidal and toroidal modes, makes
it difficult to measure cross-coupled pairs, as the inversion is skewed
towards the spheroidal mode signal which has the largest amount of
data. We had to artificially weigh the toroidal mode data more and
separate the calculation of the derivatives depending on the compo-
nent of the records and the type of mode or coupling. We ended up
inverting jointly for spheroidal and toroidal modes and their cross-
coupling, but the derivatives were calculated for the spheroidal modes
using only the Z component, for the toroidal modes using both R and
T components and for the cross-coupled modes using the R, T and Z
components. Synthetics were always calculated including all modes
for all components.

• The non-linearity of the splitting function measurement problem makes
estimating the uncertainties (‘errors’) a challenge. The general setup
of the inversion limits uncertainty estimation to a broader cross-validation
approach, making it harder to get unbiased error estimates. For in-
stance a bootstrap method (e.g. Davidson and MacKinnon, 1999)
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might give more thorough error estimates, but is in our case much
too computationally costly.

• Even though one of the aims of the thesis was constraining mantle
anisotropy, measuring splitting functions does not give us direct in-
formation about the anisotropic velocity structure of the mantle. We
will need to perform a second linear inversion to create a tomographic
model for anisotropic mantle structure, based on the splitting function
coefficients, which turned out to be beyond the scope of this thesis
and will be the topic of future research.

7.2 Outlook for future research

This thesis lays the basis for more research, including the following:

• We would like to use the measured toroidal and spheroidal mode split-
ting function coefficients in a second inversion to create:

1. a radial anisotropic model of the mantle,

2. an azimuthal anisotropic model of the mantle, especially in-
cluding the cross-coupled fundamental spheroidal-toroidal mode
pairs

to decipher the anisotropic structure of Earth’s deeper interior

• The measurement of splitting functions is a non-linear time consuming
problem. Therefore we would like to improve and finish the paralleli-
sation of the normal mode inversion code. We began working on a
much improved version of our legacy code, that would take fully ad-
vantage of the computational power of high performance computing
facilities.

• The toroidal modes are dominantly visible on the horizontal compo-
nent frequency spectra, which show considerable noise. The addition
of new instruments, such as linear strainmeters, and rotational seis-
mometers seems to be promising. They make it potentially possible to
measure the lowest frequency toroidal modes (e.g. Zurn et al., 2015).
Lower frequency modes, such as 0T3 and especially 0T2 are very hard
to measure, the latter has never been measured at all. For instance
strainmeter data (see Fig. 7.1), has already a significantly higher
signal to noise ratio in our desired frequency window compared to
conventional seismometer recordings.
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Figure 7.1 Records of the 9.1 MW Sumatra Andaman event of
2004 for the BFO strainmeter (solid black line) and the Z compo-
nent (blue dotted line) and the T component (red dashed line) of
the BFO seismometer, both located in the Black Forest Observa-
tory in Germany.

• During the work on this thesis I supervised a guided research project
of the Master student Camille Chapeland, which involved the cre-
ation of a neural network to automatically pick frequency windows
for normal mode data in order to extend the data base of normal
mode spectra. The continuation of this project will help future nor-
mal mode seismologists to easily add new data from new instruments
or new earthquakes.
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